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Comment Number I
06/12/96 
P0048 
Patricia Burney 
GE Stockholder's Alliance

Trsnscnption: 

Hello. thisa s Patricia Burney with the G.E, Stockholder's Alliance. And I first want to thank you 
for having this phone line available for our comumens I an• sending a written statement as well 
which will have my address and phone number no I won't bother you with it now. But I do want 
to encourage you to oppose the use of MOX. the mixed oxide, as a faed for commercial nuclear 
reactors. There are many reasons why that I am stipulating in my letter. but I wanted to just call 
in with my opposition to it being used It makes it so much more possible to make the material 
available for proliferation, it increases the volume and radioactivity of waste that would be 
generated; it would require military escort when the - to take care ofthe unused fuel Theres just 
so many reasons that it's not wise to follow that option, and we would strongly encoursge you 
instead to use the vitrification process as the choice .- the option that you would choose for this 
mixed oxide plutonium and uranium Thank you and I'll send my letter in tomorrow's mail 
Thank you very much. Bye

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

P-048

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

Date Received: 
comment ID: 
Nadre: 
Address:

080301
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June 1. 1996

Office of Fineile Materials Disposition 
U.8. Dspartmeht of Energy 
P.0.BoX 23786 
Washingtoh, DC 20026-3786 

Re: OPPOSITION TO USE Of MIXED OXIDE FUEL POR 

COIOMERCIAL REACTORS 

Dear Sirs: 

We strongly oppose the use of sieed o.ide fuel IMOX) as 

a fuel for coemercial reactors.  

for many years the U1.S. has staunchly *aiotained a 

policy of separation of civilian use end silittry uss 

of radloaotivs asterisks. This policy should be 
retained and strengthened.  

While it Day be tempting to use the plutonium waste 

fros dismantled nuclear seapons as a source of fuel for 

cossercial reactors. we helieve the negative factors 

outwolsh the positive.  

I. Use of MOX would greatly inorease the availtbility 

of plutonuIi for proliferation ume since the plutonium 

could be e1sily eepareted Eros its other components.  

2. Use of MOX would erectlv increase the -obs. end 

radioactivity of casts teneorted. We don't know what 

to do with the radiosotles uete already generated.  
Use of FOI would soacerbate en already sayerershies.  

3. Emcause of its proliferttilo potential, wed 01O 

fuel would require silitary .so.rts in traseportation 

to nets 'ite aod ilitar! surveillance during 

storage of the fuel..."forever".  

We believe it could he more responsible of the DOE to 

vitrify the plutonium .cste from dismantled weapons.  

and in the Iong run would cost the taxpayer much less.  

PLEASE DO WNO CONSIDE USING OX F702 COMMERUCIAL REACTOR 

USEI o.-

1/08.03.01 

2/01.00.00 

3/01.06.00 

4/09.11.08 

3/01.06.00 
cont.  

5/08.03.01

Patriot. T. irnic, Chair

M-273

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

010000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.

010600 Comment Number 3

The safeguards and security of storage of the weapons-usable fissile materials 
will continue to follow existing applicable regulations and requirements.  

Furthermore, the facilities would be inspectable by IAEA, as appropriate.  

Transportation impacts are discussed in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the 

PEIS. Armed nuclear materials couriers carefully selected and highly trained 

to operate tractor-trailers and communication systems would be used. These 

couriers would also be authorized by the AEA to carry firearms and make 

arrests in the performance of their duties. No military personnel would be 

used in DOE's management of weapons-usable fissife materials.  

The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 

recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling 

process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not be extracted 

for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no Pu is being 

recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be converted to a 

nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.

091108 Comment Number 4

The MOX Fuel Option is a means of converting weapons Pu to a form that is 
difficult to retrieve and reuse in weapons. The MOX Fuel Options does not 

increase the volumes and radioactivity of waste from existing reactors. It 

replaces the spent fuel that would have been fabricated from other materials
N)
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and displaces the spent fuel that would have otherwise been created by other 
sources of fuel supply. The spent MOX fuel is essentially the same as existing 
commercial reactor spent fuel. Therefore, it meets the same criteria as other 
commercial reactor spent fuel in terms of being accepted for placement in a 
repository. The PEIS acknowledges the fact that constructing and operating a 
MOX fuel fabrication facility would increase the wastes generated at any sites 
selected for analyses. The wastes generated for the MOX fuel fabrication 
facility are presented in Section E.3.2.3. The impacts associated with 
operating the MOX fuel fabrication facility are presented in Section 
4.3.5.1.10.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 5 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

010400
The MOX Fuel Option is not a "waste reduction program." It is a means of 
converting weapons Pu to a form that is difficult to retrieve and reuse in 

weapons. The MOX Fuel Option does not increase the volumes and 

radioactivity of waste from existing reactors. It replaces fuel that would have 

been fabricated from other materials and displaces the spent fuel that would 

have otherwise been created by other sources of fuel supply. The spent MOX 

fuel is essentially the same as existing commercial reactor spent fuel.  

Therefore, it meets the same criteria as other commercial reactor spent fuel in 

terms of being accepted for placement in a repository.

130000
The safeguards and security of storage of the weapons-usable fissile materials 
will continue to follow existing applicable regulations and requirements.  

Furthermore, the facilities would be inspectable by IAEA, as appropriate.  

Transportation impacts are discussed in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the 

PEIS. Armed nuclear materials couriers carefully selected and highly trained 

to operate tractor-trailers and communication systems would be used. These 

couriers would also be authorized by AEA to carry firearms and make arrests 

in the performance of their duties. No military personnel would be used in 

DOE's management of weapons-usable fissile materials.

010600
The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling 

process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not be extracted

toJ
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Project 986W 

April 30, 1996 

Mr. Gregory P. Rudy, Acting Director 

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 

U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (UIS) on 

Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Useable Fissile Materials 

References: (I) R.M. Porsselt letter to Howard R. Canter, Scope for Environmental Impact 

Statement for Long-Term Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Useable Fissile 

Material: Plutonium Consumption Modular Helium Reactor," GA/DOE-035-95, 

February 10, 1995 

(2) A.l. Neylan letter to Howard R. Canter, "Programmatic EIS Screening 

Results," GA/DOE-068-95, June 6, 1995 

Dear Mr. Rudy, 

This letter provides the comments of General Atomics (GA) on the subject Draft Programmauic 

FIS. GA has previously provided to DOE via References (I) and (2) its comments on the results 

of the Screening Process, by which DOE selected the alternatives to be considered in this 

Programmatic EIS, and on the scope of the Programmatic EIS. Copies of these references are 

attached to this letter (Attachments I and 2). GA requests that the comments in Attachments I 

and 2 be included in the public record as part of its comments on the Draft Programmatic EIS 

itself. The comments primarily addressed I) DOE's decision and rationale for not including the 

Gas Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) as a reasonable alternative to be considered 

in this Programmatic EIS and 2) DOE's interpretation of the spent fuel standard as an objective 

that is not to be exceeded (by eliminating from consideration in this Programmatic EIS all 

alternatives capable of exceeding the spent fuel stanidard), without having provided the public 

with a full comparison of the environmental impacts associated with that decision.  

Additional comments are provided with this letter us Attachment 3. These comments address 

1) the manner in which DOE has provided only superficial consideration (in a three page 

appendix to the Programmatic EIS) of multipurpose reactor options for plutonium disposition and 

tritium supply; 2) the imposed schedule for demonstration of disposition technologies and for 

completion of disposition and the environmental impacts that result from that schedule, 3) the 

suitability of final waste forms for pennanent disposal in terms of long term safeguards 

requirements and long term radionuclide containment; 4) issues associated with borosilicate glass 

isa vitrification option 5) the viability of using electrometallurgical treatment (pytoproccutiuig) 

as an immobilization option; 6) use of a coated particle waste form for plutonium 

as vtrfiatonopio; ) hevibiit o uin eecroetllrgca teamet pyopo1ssng

M-132
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Comment Number 1

Mr. Gregory P. Rudy GA/DOE-027-96

immobilization; and 7) the treatment of certain environmental impacts associated with the 
CANDU reactor option for plutonium disposition.  

GA continues to believe that the GT-MHR (identified as the Plutonium Consumption Modular 
Helium Reactor tPC-MHRI when applied to the plutonium disposition mission) must be 
evaluated in the Programmatic EIS because it is a reasonable alternative for plutonium 
disposition. GA also believes that the manner in which DOE has applied the spent fuel standard 
is a significant issue that must also be evaluated in the Programmatic EIS, especially in view of 
the availability of reasonable alternatives such as the GT-MHR, which is capable of exceeding 
the spent fuel standard and leaving a factor of five less plutonium-239 remaining than reactor 
alternatives that merely ineet the standard.  

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that all reasonable alternatives and 
significant issues be evaluated in the PEUS process. By addressing all reasonable alternatives and 
significant issues as required, DOE will provide a strong foundation for the Record of Decision, 
will avoid the potential for substantial delays in the plutonium disposition effort that might result 
from legal action as a result of the manner in which DOE has discharged its obligations under 
NEPA, ard will enhance the credibility of DOE's efforts in the eyes of all stakeholders who 
have an interest in the resolution of the plutonium disposition problem.  

GA again respectfully requests that DOE reconsider its decision to exclude the GT-MHR and 
the interpretation of the spent fuel standard from consideration in the Programmatic EIS. If you 
have any questions regarding General Atomics' comments or would like further information, 
please contact Dave Alberstein at (619) 455-208g.  

Sincerely, 

A.J. Neylan 
Vice President, Power Reactor Group 

AJN/DA:da 

Attachments:

1) 
2) 
3)

1/14.00.00 

2/01.05.00

GA/DOE-035-95, February 10, 1995 
GAIDOE-068-95, June 6, 1995 
Additional General Atomics Commentson the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement for Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Useable Fissile Materials

cc: 

J.D. Nulton, DOE-HQ

M-132

The Advanced Deep Burn Reactors Option, including Modular Helium 
Reactors (MHR), was considered in the screening process. Notwithstanding 
the many potential benefits of their use, the technical immaturity would call 
for costly and lengthy development and demonstration efforts to bring them 
to a viable status. The Screening Committee decided that the increased Pu 
burn-up offered by this option would not counterbalance its cost, schedule, or 
technical risks, and therefore eliminated this option from further 
consideration. Clarification has been provided in Appendix N of the Final 
PEIS for the various multipurpose reactor concepts.

010500 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy, in considering the Spent Fuel Standard, did 
evaluate the adequacy of the Standard versus the greater degree of destruction 
achievable with other options such as the Deep Burn Reactor and the 
Accelerator Options in the Screening Report. It was judged that the Spent 
Fuel Standard is adequate since it would convert the weapons Pu to a form 
that would make it as difficult to retrieve and reuse in a weapon as the Pu 
contained in the much larger existing volume of spent fuel from commercial 
nuclear reactors.  

The Department of Energy concluded that the shorter disposition time 
achievable with more mature technologies was more desirable than the 
greater Pu destruction that could only be achieved over a much longer time 
period through the use of Deep Burn Reactors and Accelerators. The NAS 
also adopted the Spent Fuel Standard as the most acceptable form for 
conversion of weapons Pu.

S4.

140000
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GAiDOE-035-95 

Project 6301 
WaS: 510991 

Februatry 10. 1995

Mr. Howard I. Cmter. TechnIcal Director 
Office of Flalek Materials Diposmon 
U.S. Depatentiot of Energy 
Wasviqto•t. DC 2058 

SUBJECT: Scope for Prognrsinmtic Envirownenedal Inec Seaterere for Lorn-Term Storage and 

Diposition of Wespoui-Usteble Fissie Material: Ploomunn Conumption Modular 
Helium Reactor 

Deas Mr Cainie: 

Think you for the opportufity to meer with you on Febbmary 1. 1995. to discusa the starts of the 

Psootmum wCowutngion Modulhr Helium Reactor (PC-MHR) in the scoping process for the PrOronmatic 

Evtwrotnrnstal 1INKS Statememn iPEIS) for Long-Taim Storage and Disposition of Wcapors-Usttble 

Fuadle Materials. Duting that meeting you did not indicate then the PC-MHR had been eliminated in the 

scrieing imcesa fo the PEIS. However, we note from the draft reporto Conres so the mutipurpose 

reacor, which is dated January 31. 1995. aned which GA received from your office for review and 

t on February 3. 1995. that the PC-MHR has beet eleninated ornm considereatoo

GA will provide its comments on the draft multipurpose report. per your retuest. via a separate letter.  

The purpose of this letter is to explain why GA believes that it would be tnproPlr to exclude the PC

MKHR a an alterinative in the PEIS for fitasile •eateals disposition nd to request that DOE reconsider 

its decsion to e•clude the PC-MH froat evaluation to the PEIS. GA is sufficietrly concerned about this 

mater that it has sOigle the advice Of coMsleMtts wih expertise in the legal reqairements of the National 

Enviromnertal Policy Act (NEPA) We are advised that our woocerns are substantive and have merit 

relative t the reqiiroments of NEPA.  

GA befieves that under both the lear and the spirt of NEPA the PC-MIK mrst be included ond 

evaluated in the PEIS. NEPA regulations require that the PEIS evaluate all rasornable alternativte 

(40CFR1502.14) and provide it depth analysts of all significant issue (40CtsRC501.7 and 

40CFKRISO.27). While NEPA itself does nor provide a betctuanarl for what corstmate "reasonable 

alterntves. certaitn prnciples ae clearly discernable from the applicable regulartons tnd court decistons.  

While the scope of rentonable altemrtsves musm. of course, be bounded by some sense of feasibility or 

practicalty., it it not permissible to exclude any viable alternatives merely on. for example. policy or 

political grounds 

The PC-MHIR is a reasonablr alretsuive for platoniurn disposition relative to DOE's nine published 

screunng critertia Among the alteretuittv that mnvolve construction of a new reactor dedicated to the 

pleutormat dispoition mission, it haa superior safety and enatvlrot'.neal impact characteritimcs. very low 

life cycle cost under goverimers ownership (even when remaining engineering developwk tp costs are 

aket imno Kau). a fl cycle with sperior diversion and proliferation resistance characteristics. and 

a spent fuel form that a best suited for long term disposal in a geologic repository The strong inerest

3/08.00.00 

4/14.00,00

ntOWitt.c �sco, tAt. 0450 cAai'i� -'S. 'oust taoe S., 0.50 CA si.s.tM aw *5, ton

M-132

The MHRs were considered as Reactor Alternatives in the screening process.  
The MHRs were not excluded on political grounds. The Screening 

Committee decided that the increased Pu burn up offered by this option would 

not counterbalance its cost, schedule, or technical risks, and therefore 

eliminated this option from further consideration. Clarification has been 

provided in Appendix N of the Final PEIS for the various multipurpose 

reactor concepts.

140000 Comment Number 4

To meet the Nation's goals in support of its nonproliferation policies, DOE 
determined that the "clear and present danger" demands that the disposition 

of Pu be initiated within approximately a decade. To achieve this objective, 

an alternative must be nearly ready for development or be an extension of an 

existing technology. Clarification has been provided in Appendix N of the 

Final PEIS for the various multipurpose reactor concepts.

t0 
00

080000 Comment Number 3
I
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Nir Howard R Canter - GAJDOE-035-95 

expressed by the Russians in using the MHR for plutonium disposition is clear .vidence of i, abilt, to 4/14.00.00 

influence disposition of i -rruiv.toal ,eapons-useable materials inventories and to foster cooperation with cont.  
Rusita 

With regard to DOE's tirneliness criterion, under the requiremtetis of NEPA DOE cannot exclude 

reasonable altertatives on the basis of administraitve deadlines or artificial trnse schedules It should be 

noted tax regadless of sie alternative chosen for plutonium dispositi., consterction aMd use of facilities 

for long teim storage of surplus weaposo grade plutonium will he necessary. Although tie projected 5/07.00.00 
schedule for Initial deployment of the PC-MHR in the United Stares iu about five years longer tha that 

claimed during Phiase I of the DOE Plutonium Disposition Study (PDS) by p.oposnents of ouher reactor 

alterttives. the critical factor is that the PC-MHR is capable of completing the plutoniam disposition 

mission within ft 25 year overall mission duration that hau served as the planting basis for the PDS 

The draft report to Congress on the moltipurpose reactor basically states that the PC.MHR is being 

elitminated on the basis of "technical u arurty'. This statemert is inconsistent with the fact thai the 

MHR has been developed based upon extensive experience with more than S gas-cooled reactors built 

anid operaied over the Iast 35 years. including five high temperature gas-cooled reactors that have 

confirmed the major design features of the MHR 

This statement is also incongruous with previous positoeto taken by DOE Only three years agowte N 0 5 

w.a• Oe Of she final alterlnaives under consideration for selection as the New Production Reactor Iiwas.  

by mosa uosita., the most likely altertative to have been selected had that Record of Decision sot been 

postpned only one month prior to its scheduled release date. The MHR had been selected as one of the 

fial alternatives following extensive review by the Secretary's Energy Research Advisory Board. In light 

of this history. it is unjustifiable that DOE would not evaluate in the PEIS foe fissile matcrtsus disposition 

a technolog) option thai so recently was under favorable consideralton for a mission thau is vital to 

national security. These facts alone demonstrate than die PC-NIHR must he included as a reasonable 

alternative in the PEIS 

The PC-MIHR differs from the new production reactor design in only two ways: use of piutonsuin oxnde 

fl and use of the direcs cycle gu tiubine to improve plant efficiency andl economic.x As indicated by 

the enclosed white paper on fuel dmelopi•t ta•as. which ssmnnarti infoematioi that DOE hat bad 

in its ponsenuion for almost two yeats under the Plutonium Disposition Soady, exoated particle plmnim 

fue that mans the perfoemanace requirements of tie PC-MHlE has bee soiueeaftilly demoeaiorlibed in at& 

separate itradiation test in high temperanire gas-cooled "es eineesnimaristte These si confirmed 

the biasy of wapors grade pluaonium coaed particle fuel to achieve high level of plusinham destruction 

while maintaining coating integrity natal reion of radloionclide i ti ul particles. 7/14.00.00 

An indicated by the encloed white paper on die power converloit syitnm. there ehists an entemive 

reeionlogy be foc the power cenersion s!smm majoi eumporiean. Bals researc.h ad development 

are no neseded to complete eqnuierbng and demoiinortion of dte systaem. A shown n GA's Phma II 

patistamo Dispotsisiot Study report, the power comerteom system is am on the criticil path for 

deploymei of the PC.MHR. The power convnenton system of the MHR hat bae atseed by Iwo 

orpnistadons reogiaxd throughout tie wo. d as experts in gas iurble and Brayton cycle seluology 

General Electric aind Allinorilgal. Boh have endorsed the power convenrion system aid have concluded 

thfs it can be demontraied in a timely maom.  

M-132

070000 Comment Number 5

During the PEIS scoping process and related public meetings, DOE asked for 
input on the screening criteria. Some respondents reacted to the timeliness 

statement that "The technology concept should be demonstrated within 

approximately 20 years and disposition should be completed within 

approximately 50 years." These respondents ranked our stated definition of 

timeliness low indicating that 20 and 50 years was too long and it was 

important for DOE to start and finish earlier. Clarification has been provided 

in Appendix N of the Final PEIS for the various multipurpose reactor 

concepts.

010500
The Department of Energy recognizes the potential benefits (unrelated to Pu 
disposition) that can be offered by the Plutonium Consumption Modular 

Helium Reactor (PC-MHR) Option. Nevertheless, as explained in 

Appendix N of the Final PEIS, because this technology needs further 

development and the benefits do not counterbalance the cost, schedule, or 

technical risks associated with this option, there is no justification to develop 

this technology solely for the purpose of Pu disposition. Pu disposition can be 

accomplished using existing technologies to achieve the Spent Fuel Standard.  

It is unnecessary to exceed the Spent Fuel Standard since the amount of Pu 

that could be declared surplus from weapons is much less than the inventory 

of Pu in commercial spent fuel.

140000
The Advanced Deep Burn Reactors Option, including MHRs, was considered 
in the screening process. Notwithstanding the many potential benefits of their 

use, the technical immaturity would call for costly and lengthy development 

and demonstration efforts to bring them to a viable status. The Screening 

Committee decided that the increased Pu burn-up offered by this option 

would counterbalance its cost, schedule, or technical risks; therefore, this 

option was eliminated from further consideration. Appendix N of the Final 

PEIS provides further explanation related to the various multipurpose 

reactors.

r

1111

Comment Number 6

Comment Number 7
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01 0000 Comment Number 8 

Howard R. Career 3- GADOE-035-95 Comment noted. Appendix N has been revised to provide further explanation 

Oased upon thes co•s•deratni . GA believes that there as no natiotal argum-,. relative to DOE's nin 8/01.00.00 concerning the PC-MHR and other multipurpose reactors as alternatives for 
published critera for the cre•nitng of displsition aheftatives or to DOEs stated disposition.  
taking actioct. upon which the PC-MHR can be elminated from comrtidratn and evalutino in the PEIS.  

GA ia aware thit DOE has eliminated swae plutoaium disposition alternatives based an the assessmem 
that their deployment would be is violation of certain inatreational trealies or other legail Consideratio•• 
GA is aware. however. of no such institutional comoderstiotn that justify elaimimtati of the PC-MHR 

from evaluation in the PEIS.  

in addition to GA's concerns relgadinl the imparolpe exchation of the PC-MHR from evaluation in the 2i0.05.00 

PEIS. there is an additional significant ss which mum he addressed in the PS. GA believes thai the 2 
PEIS must consider the adequacy and acceptability of the spent fuel standard. In additios to its many cont.  
adviarsgn eked above, the PC-MHR is cap of exceedinl the spartfe standard in a single pats of 

th fuel throuh the reactoar without recycle. The finlW product resulig froms the dlsposition of weapons 

grade pluaoithe in the PC-NINER contain a factor of five lose ptlutornime239 them due which asults feont 

dispositin In oeher reacse options " sandy mant the spat fWe standard. If the PC-MHR and other 
reasonable deep bum"' altemativaes elitninated frea evahlation at this aime. such eliminttion will 

comanute a de facto adoption of the spetn fue standard withe the full evaluasio requited ualer NEPA 

As noted in dth National Academy of Sclnies (NAS) report on plhanouta disposllton. 'over the o 

teram. however. stetp beyond the spest ful standard will he momoary.- The PC-IMHR has the capability 

to take dhse sares today srd provide a 0mw-sap. peenuuastt solution to the ptanlne of diposition of 

anelu onesi grade putoa n with lower total egniroemsenal iitact than that resulting from the 

dhoice of aleemdve th.at mrerely mast d a, Wete ud standard tend lav the =tet oflt lirnte disposition, 
And It associated eovirottmatela lttypcts. for future Senereane.  

During the public scoping meetings for tf PEIS held In the s•mer a•d fall of 1994. the adequacy and 

acceptability of the spew Juel standard was a subject of match discusslon ad disagreesnet. rum s 

discussions am partially documetetedl in DOE's PEL5 Scop*g Meeting Comment Summary Report of 

Novmtler 30. 1994. However. during Its preae otes in dth public s•etengs on shpaiumt disposition 

so December 13-14. 1994. DOE appeared a dismtis this signdficant issueon the bate that them did not 

.appe to be strong stmair,,t for euceeditig the spes fuel standard. Members ofCongrms have also 

aindicaed that a conensus has nm been reatcd In Co sgren on the adequacy of the stteard. Questions 

have been raised regarding whether the alternatives that merely ton shep fuel standard will 

adequatBly ma me of the •amor national aecarity"e veetw ofi the phltonim disposeeit effort Wdesfed 

in th NAS report and adopted by DOE in is Juane 21. 1994. Notece of Itas to paee the PEIS: to 

ei u the risk that weapons or Wisale materlals couald he reintroduced iaso the arsenals from which 

they came.  

DOE appiat to be adopting the spe fuel atudard wsthout providing to he public ft rsuls of as 

objective ,matimarew of the diversion sad proliferation mrantane aid toael canwtmWal in1aces of 
adeamonvue thse mneesthew sasaldad vs reaonble altestaitives foe phoomutat dispossition due cant exaced 

t Wapse fueld standard. The HAS report m d d" afforts an exced the spas fueal stiandrd n od 6/01.05.00 
be addrssed at this time based upon cui assityioam abovut deploymett time. cam. mad tecl ica 

eustalsy of altrmatives that can esceed the standard. Thie musimptiomn were ast supported by HAS cont.  
with any specific asalyaes. The DOE Pllumtee Dislapelsel Study latr provided such analyses. and the 

rault indicate that some of these assumptioes ar IO founded.
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The adequacy of die spent fuel undurd is, accordingly, a signsificani issue which sat be eraluasad n 2/01.0500 
detail in the PEIS. However. regardleu of wiseer the spe fuel standard is comeidered i the PEIS ard 

ultnanely deemed to be an acceptable interim standard. the PC.-MHR is a reasonable alternative for cont.  
plaowniuns dutposnibti based on its superior safety and e cvhrotal cbatscteristics. cost chsrmcsertics.  

diversion and prolifention reeittisact. perse • forme md level of technical maturity as evidenced by 

is earlier conswderation unde the New Produacion Reacene Proerile. The ablity of dte PC-MHR to 

exceed die sped ful standard is a readily K ble additional beitsef. 1/14.00.00 

In se,,,rsy. GA believes• dtt die PC-MHR mt be evaluated • n the PEIS becae at is a reass. ubl c 

alternative for plutonubs dispoittiolt. GA also believes the die adequacy and acceptability of the spenc 

uel sdard is, a significant open issue that ame also be evaluated in the PEIS,. • s ially in vi of he 2/01.0500 

availability of ressesible altornatives such as th PC-MHR. which is capbe of exceeding the spent fuel 

standard and leaving a felor of five less plutonliun-23
9 

retnaining dstn ruaor alternatives slut mere•ly cont.  
neo dte standard.  

NEPA reiquires thus all reasonable ahternatives and slgnrlfcart issues be evaluated in the PEIS process.  

By addressing all reasonable aJtisativose and significatt issues as required. DOE will preside a strong 

foundation for the Record of Decision, will avoid die po•exiul for substsntial delays in th plutonium 

diuposttiof effort tha igist result front questions regarding the marner in which DOE has discharged 

its obligation; under NEPA, sad will crbanc= the credibility of DOE's efforts in the eyes of all 

stakehlolders who hae an interest Is the resolution of die plutoniumn dispeattio peeblent.  

GA respectfuly requests that DOE reconsider its decision to exclude dte PC-MHR and th spn"t fuel 1/14.00.00 
standard front consideratioin tde Pr.grair-tnastic EIS. cont.  

Sincerely.

R. M. Foesuell 
Senior Vice Prosident 
Po Reactor Group 

1) PtW Development Strits of the Phuoeiu•n Ctoenutiptloe Medalar Helean Reactor (PC-MHR) 

2) GT-MHR Power Convesion System - Stile of the An Technology,

A.I Cygelesan J.M Turner. DOE-OAK 
S. El Safwatsy, DOE-OAK

cc; 
C.B. Curiss 
R.W. DeOsase 
J.D. Nutoen
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FUEL DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF THE 
PLUTONdIUM CONSUMPTON MODULAR HELIIM4 REACTOR (iC-NINE) 

Fad that aeanm PC-NIN aeporadeng reqdrwamet has heu dommomaorsted. Additionaltlats awe ptmoneod to reltatd the data 

been andl confirm pedrmant.ome under acddad cooNkWa..  

The PC-MIS cen awide.. my Whhj l~e at wof poan grube pisnonimas deotrurton eklmho recycle. batearthem: of aoren 
the 9O atthekihilychagedpltooumiuZ39 and news tharn 65% afte 1kalktielly chared totaelphatialv.o kahitaloed 

in s singl pas thraugh the reactor. TM& kel of dabdruta weaken thes -i..w platoatan he the spred tad 
padoal tomoectd. for .ovpaeo applicodee. rehlm ea I the pluaradue cosoaheed In the spewe fueet tree. etho reaclor 

The PC-MIS mn add... tide high teed at patdetvvno dutrovledo.. "hI large part.. tohe high horewp capahifty of 
its plutonimedttaalde. rofto--my omuted part fledt~. The lighe -a - apaht mat Io tide fork anod he eardhei retenthen 
of thea.su paIact radlommcttdes. ha.. hee. domansrolrdd to irmdlotltootst of TRISO-couted pletol-imo ta odacdted 
he the Itot I%% and early 19M..  

The PC-MIS dosip, tortadem high pressure. tow leahage containment. By tohiog credit tar the eolvasmed rodionactide 
r~npie 0 d by tids contalememenW. the aoniahhe ''d p Ite too ted f . durbi dinio hla bem. dne candkid.  

is ha aboudo t te ttmofWarget fnt the PC-MIS than for ther eomonorrilo GT-MIS. aldchaso a rooted, tlm pressure 

The tAnd gummty and ptoromnceq' nto tdra ofm doth PC-MIS darig onared operation wareamitte to peWemncew 
kbot aepesioo at the Fetn St. Vroal readeor, for roldc more theae 3 mar neeir ons of TRISO-comud omaha. partir 
tai nor. tahrldemad. Ti ttefolma, te gamoled an andotared qoaty teet ad, n eencedhy prheay reehat 

ro .aand odety ba"Ith ~ot u- a tadar of 30 les dm the design bank. perforuatd attach hote than requated. T'he 
twor avenoge dodige bud porformumanr tqaean t or PC-MHR read ia o uting taint..e trac-tion at hum than 4 a 104 at 

me ve go hntmp at ahvea S9.000 NWdIr MT .mW MWdiMT -emt.  

Ste Iraata mt to ha e, h ue..cnloted usnag new anoa grade. highl entkleed (Ue P.239) TRISO-roaedl 
piu ma td. Fle or then em 0w rot pecteemed m pat of the Droga. NOg tanporotome gas-cooled reactoer project 

(Uchad Kleesgaml he the tate W0. and the auth anom pertermed by Genteral Agenda Ino the Froth Befttaro ffTGR he the 
cuely IM7k The had~ for the Drogan bo. whith teahe of hue part1Inh h graphtet helddrs. roan fabrlcaoad by 
Seigannttam he Eerpe. For th. eaFik Boeam ntn Oak Ridge Natioeal Laboreatry fohlorksed the tooted pastich 
aned meanderd tad rad -apact.  

Than Il rdtalt napdd e.a r~atuoaoeeop to t450Coandpe an ast dsrea fana 
atop Ia 3ltto" o.. Baupa atop to 747,NSMW4IMT ore oeiled roiti anth d 'i. destructian at mr thea 

fn da thWially thugod ploomiahea-W3. Thaee, tradisdan eandooan ane. with the Ioepa I o fed sandun ftoansn.  
nwaly thsoem w I or ee of danae eeqd Wtfo the tood he tha PC-MIS. The I -- mtm tvad Kim theme pkatafodrn 
in he PC+DMI por teo ow wedaW dues notea I. - realu fnsat es -~h p at a rate ean roan abant a tactor of tee 
ano tomead ceagd tar tood he the PC-M~t. Stoad ems the reuolts of dudated tors heop Itasof Wlat aThr 11

d panrticte fues k a teqe of caanposittaons end keoduten candidates. uadmlea addlikitd faire, of the phtasslma 
redl pandhes to aacted une acddod I~n he wIch- the poo flet temposan-is expecead to appranch IEU*C.  

Tha pkbdwbma - pand ptlch fed Itr I tK romnbam wet nea I wth reults ebtained tnt other high brmap 
TRISO-1 ad faa.. tigh I p, highl e fleh ted peIda he- heen teder dripenohptd at Goeid MAheok for 

Thn to vm reedy flee yeti.  

ooWWrcMbfodarla meOdhey the T~IM~etgpea for ma he the PC-MIS.10In 91Ger o Atonhe prpaed 
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GT-MHR Power Conversion Systlem - State of the Art Technoloov ,710 

£xtenssrvm technology data bases exist far the ajot GT-MHi1 power coanervon syrstern PCS) components, 

including the oflboconrorasgor. bearings, generator. recuperater. and prlcodlearlintarooslet. Closed Breyton 
cycle gas sutrns techo its wlt understood. Sanoe 20 fodil-fired closed cycle gas turbine plants have 
operated for over one million hours with high robalality and availelatity.  

Basaed one hgWy reuperated and intercooled cycle. an efficiency of about 47% is realioable at e very 
modest level of turbine !ilet te•eperature I - 850"C I compared with contemporary oven cycle gas turbines.  

erincegaed in Gernimany with the operatlan of two large helurn gas turbine systems l0berhtusen II 

50CMWe Heliumt Gas Turbine Plant, and the HHV Test f acluity) suibe•anlase thse debs thsat helium gas turbinei C 

Poe conversion systems are rpmegad as state-of-tSem-e. Within the U.S. themr is strong Industrial 
capab~iy to fllaitate the tra•sfer of the nrecessmry gee turbine emnbling technology to make the GT-MHR 

a realrty within the next tan years.  

2 Design Methodology for GT-MHl Power Conversion Systrm 

The prowptie of helim reduce the size and geosmstrical cosnolesity of the various power conversion 

comnpenants. Dynamic, thermal ad str-ctural design procedures, computer codes, and industry standards 

usedn identical to conventional air-bIrasthing as turbine practices. The existing HTGS materials daet base.  

stablIshd ove a 3 decade peiod, involve matenals testing in a hadlmu environment by industry and the 

national ,-br aeis. aind Is being fully utilized. Fabricatior of the power converlion system components can 

be ecconpilshed with existing techniques. machine tools and process*t. and the size of the components is 

bounded by existn power ge, no tion equipient.  

2 Lgbmssa 

The largest Industrial c•nbustion gas t•rbine operating today is rated as 226 MWe. and uaose with outputs 

of move 300MWe ar p••jected so be it utifty seavice before the veer 2000. The sire of the 285MWe GT

MHR ttboomnrserý Is physicaly emellet Otn the aforementioned combustlon gas turbine, as s remiut of 

the use of helium let high prea ssl this workn fluid. The nurnber of comprsor and turbine stages is 

cmn•,•eble with existing industri gae tuainee. Coanpriseur and turbine deag are based on a comrbination 
of UOs fllowing: 11 law Mach number. 2) high Reynolgdis ntuber, 31 clea oxide-free liodang salraces in the 

closed helin cicuit, end 4) close blade-tip clearance for the bess-loaded plant (l.e. not subjected to rapid 

tranelestal repusin in high efflclency. The tubocomseassir Is beikg designed using the ame methods, 
toole. sa standards used for •aseseae wad Industrisal gas tubi•w. The performance of helium 
turbomschineriy1 has bean desonstrated in the Obethase plant and the HHV test facility.  

The turbine inlet temperature of 8650*C is about 400eC below that in the aforementloned large industrial gas 

tsbines. This aimpliltes the turbine design in that un-cooled blades of cornontional nickel-boase eoys can 

be used. For the integrated PCS. circutmferential stetc Seel, amr necessary between the turboicompressor 
aend oater componentsm and structures. The size of these seals and thei operating envmronment (i.e.  
ltnsetpretw and premsese differentiml) era bouned by existing power convmemion systems.  

!L Active Magnetic Seatrnes 

The utilizatlio of magnetic bearings has threle malst iadventagee: it II eliminates the possibility of b•lolcant 
ingress to the reactor circuit. 2) provides an on-e diagnostic system forw monitoring the hesith of the 

rotusng aussmbly, and 3) faciltates adjustig bearing performance on-hne. Large vertical rotor systems 

icenvitfugee have operated succeasfully with maignetic bearnngs, While the rto weight of Ite GT-MHRS is 

heavier t in applications to date. the thrust bearing unit loading end peripheral velocities are bounded by 

csaestt opereati espenrtcee 
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A fortmtodbli magnetic bearing technology bane eOists: over SO0 units with over a mirlon hurs in operation, 

irickudm over ISO large tuibomchlrhis to.9. comprossors. tuooxp•pndoirsf with over 1 5 million hours of 

operation.  

Vaioefl elecltical machines ore Used iii boiler Nelewater pumps and hydroelectric plants, and only minor 

modif.lction to egining generators are nocessity for the vertical orientation of the generator in the GT-MHR 

plant. Whle tte dielectric strintfh of heliom is different from that of air or hydrogen tused in the cooling of 

corvnstrist generaorso. only minor modlfinatlons to the electrical insulation are necessary For the AVR 

and THTR plants the circulatora, embodying electric motor drives submerged in heium, performed trouble 

free.  

The uon of s Compact plate ho IrecUperet'o facilitates the installation of a high performance unit Vi.e. 95% 

eflfctivenle•. 2% pressure los) within the confines of the PCS steel vessel, Existing recuperator techuology 

established by AlliedSignlf Aerlosp•ac is directly oapsable to the GT-MHR. Oves 60 recuperated industrial 

gas turbInes u•selr shin type of heot aoehoer oi) have acctmulated over 3 millionl hours of service. UntS with 

95 % effectiveoios have been demonstrated in serice The operating environment for these units, in terms 

of jents and thermal shOCk, is mor savere than would be experienced in the GT.MHR 

PMate-fin heat henxcagere are used extensively in the aerospace industry arid Allied Signal has produced 

several million for aircraft systome . The OT-MHN rcuperaltoo will benefit from two air-breathing appltiations.  

1) heavy duty industrial recuperetors in terms of materials, fabrication. and hfgh temperature serivice, and 

2) elrcrafolaer e heat exchengers in terms of very compact high prformaiance surface gaomernos.  

The prycooter and lytercooer erae hefiurnto-watti heat .ochangers that operate in a very benign 

envilronentt ith metal temperatures lens than 2506F. The techlOology for the urnrs is essentially 

commercalaly available. Then units houtid not be compared with rteam generators 0i0o the water aide is 

Pressurtzed cily to suppress boilingatd stable operation is assured with single phase fluids on both sides 

of the urne. Since the helium Preasure ig grater than the mater pressure. the issu e of wateringass io the 

reactor crc•it. as Ia IrOt of a tube failure for cintele; is obviated. A faulted tube can be ylugge at The 

trubheeet. whdh Is eornal to the vessel arid is accessible 

Booed ow the utilzaltior of gas turbine and aerospace industry technology basee the PCS can be realized 

wKthout the teed for frther besi R&D. EaIly or the program, date from •ubcomponent tests (e.g. bearings., 

"seelaf will be available for incliusron im the PCS final design.  

A hallmark of the program wilt be the tonttg of the PCS ln integrated test facility The turboiachie will 

be operteld at full temperature and full speed. The compiehenosev nature of the PCS testing program 

resmovea a maijo risk eteinemlt. ad will give desigrners a high degree of confidence that all of the PCS 

0rmequenertl will be met when the system is opewated with a nucleer heat source 

L MakLflS*1021 

Whil designed to last the 80 year plant life, the major PCS components have bean engineered to facliitate -sas 

oe•sra unat kept at the plant -ore. Exoperrice gained from the AGR plants in the UK. in terms of removal 

replacement. and handling of large components tin shieldad casks) is particularly genrane 
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- aENWAL ATOMVC 

GA/DOE-068-95 
Project 6301 

WES: 5109.51 
June 6. 1995 

Mr. Howard R. Cater. Technical Director 

Office of Fissile Matcrials Disposition 

U.S. Department of Energy 

Washington. DC 20585 

SUBJECT: Proganmmnatic EIS Screening Reslts 

Dear Mr. Cauter.  

Generl America has received your letter of April 14. 1995, which presented DOEs rationale for 

eacalding the Pluoumm Conusupfoon Modular Helium Reactor (PC.MHR) from consideration as 

a reasonable aternattive for plutonium disposition in the Programmatic Enyiromnmental Impt 

Statement (PEIS) for Long Term Storage and Disposition of Surplus Fissile Material. GA has also 

reviewed the PEIS Implemetation Plan and the Summary Report of the Screening Process. This 

letter provides GA's response to your letter and its comments on these documents.  

GA has reviewed these documents in an effort to understand the factors that led DOE to reject the 

PC-MHR as unreasonable and lacking in technical niatuty. This was DOE's conclusion even 

though the technology was, as recently as 1992, the leading candidate for new titium production 

capacity and is still under consderamtion by DOE for the isoportsat mission of tritium production.  

The smuomay screening report characternies the various alternatives against the eleven screening 

criteria developed by DOE. GA believes that die critea used wen, in general, appeopriate.  

However, DOE's asessmen of the PC-MHR apaizt the criteria is. in some casm, vey difficult to 

understand. GA is conerned, baed upon its review and upon informution it has received from 1/14.00.00 
others, that the exclusion of the PC-MHR from consideration is more closely related to an appe con 
intention not to support the developmenti of advanced reactors, inclhding the gasco°oled reactor, than 

it is to any objective coaideratiot of dte capeblities of fte PC-MHR relasive to the screening 

criteria.  

Attachment I provides GA's detailed eommiiets on DOE's evahlation of tf PC-MHR and proposed 

eactean of the PC-MIE from i0detagion hI the PEIS. The satacrkmeaM addes the asssiee 

of the PC-MHR agalnst the increening criteria, adoption of the spet fact standard, and DOE's 

,ppeoae to ntiarpose optons for phlaonium dispnoetln and Vk Pea io 

DOE has eae the PC-MHR low rela to the criterion of Technical Viability in spift of die fact 

dot "th react technology seit. only due yeses ago, the leading candidase for selection as th New 

Productt IR . It has also gives die PC-MiHR a lower rating dtn ether altenatives dot have 

been demonstrated so a Wr degm at abe which there me fuidameWal questions cowetning thelr 

capability. Nevertheles, the major ressoas cited by DOE for exciulladig the PC-MHR from 

consideaios is its Lack of t uecrlea u -ity. DOE's view any reflect it opipbion on the gas 

)S * ss .. m tilt. 'e • 5555 sasfl• rt i al. .5.I tnt".1-m~ rL 
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turbine design of the MHR recomtmended by GA versus the earlier steam cycle version of the design.  In fact, the reactor technology for both the steam cycle and gas turbine plants is the same.  Regarding the gas turbine power conversion system, world leading U.S. and international vendors consider it to be essentially a repackaging of existing industrial and aeronautical technology.  
Substantial enginering is needed, but there are no feasibility issues. Given adequate funding, a fully tested turbomachine could be delivered to a site in less than seven years (see Attachment 2).  

DOE has rated the PC-MHR the same as all other fission options relative to the criterion of Environnem, Safety, and Health. This conclusion ignores the facts that the MHR is widely considered to be the safest reactor option available and that its 47% overall plant efficiency, vs 31- 1/14.00.00 33% for those reactor options deemed to be "reasonable" by DOE, results in substantial reductions cant in environmental impacts. DOE's own Draft PEIS for Tritium Supply and Recycle makes the safety 
advantages of the MHR relative to other reactors very clear.  

The PC-MHR is rated the same as other reactor technologies that entail construction of a new reactor dedicated to plutonium disposition relative to the screening criterion of Cost Effectiveness. However, DOE provides no quantitative data to support this cost rating or the relative ranking of any of the alternatives in terms of cost effectiveness. The effects of using the gas turbine on life cycle costs of the gas-cooled reactor have yet to be made available to the public because DOE has not made available its report on Phase II of its Plutonium Disposition Study. However, based upon cost analyses using Phase I costing methodology and groundrules, the PC-MHR has a substantial cost advantage over other reactor alternatives (see Attachment 3). Hence, DOE's rating of the PC-MHR as the same as other reactor alternatives against the criterion of Cost Effectiveness is incorrect and 
adds to the distorted overall rankiug of the PC-MHR.  

The PC-MHR is given a low rating relative to other reactor alternatives with regard to the Timeliness criterion. The 12.5 year initial deployment schedule of the PC-MHR is a conservative estimate based 
on the schedule for deployment of the New Production Reactor that was developed by DOE a&d its contractors on the NPR program and was twice independently reviewed and confirmed. In the screening report. DOE ignores its own schedule and judges the level of certainty in the schedule to be less than that of the alternatives deemed by DOE to be 'reasonable', the deployment schedules for which have never been subjected to the level of scrutiny that was applied to dhe MHR schedule. 1/14.00.00 
(In fact. under more aggressive schedule assumptions, in which first core fuel is produced on the fuel cont.  development pilot line, the PC-MHR initial deployment schedule can be reduced to 10 years.) DOE also ignores the fact that the PC-MHR has been shown in DOE's own Plutonium Disposition Study to be capable of completing the plutonium disposition mission within the length of time deemed necessary by DOE. DOE has excluded the PC-MHR from consideration in the PEIS on the basis of an artificial schedule requirement that does not reflect that a small delay in beginning the disposition operation is not significant in the overall timeframe for completing the disposition mission. Use of artificial schedules or administrative guidelines as a basis for declaring an alternative to be unreasonable is clearly in conflict with precedents established by NEPA case law.  
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The PC-MHR is rated lower than the "reasonable" reactor technologies with regard to the criterion 

for Fostering Progress and Cooperation with Russia and Othlrs. This assessment is not credible 

because it ignorts the fact that the Russians have repeatedly indicated to DOE and to the Gore

Cberiomyrdin Commission their desire to destroy surplus weapons grade plutonium in PC-MHRs 

to be built at Tomsk-7. It also ignorue the fact that the Russians have proposed to DOE t 

cooperative, coa shared MHR design and development program and have initiated the effort with 

$1.0 million of their own funding. The Russians have taken no such actions in support of the 

alternatives deemed "reasonable' by DOE.

The =usntay screening report rates the PC.MHR as relatively low with regard to the Public and 

lIntitutional Acceptance criterion. No explanation is provided for thia assessment. The PC-MHR 

offers distinct advantages relative to this criterion based upon its ability to substantially destroy the 

plutonimn, its superior resistance to diversion and -inc of the residual plutonium in a weapons 

application, its multipurpose capability, and its unequalled safety characteristics. One can only 

conclude that DOE has chosen to rate the PC-MHR relatively low against this criterion to be 

consistent with its apparent intention not to develop advanced reactors in the U.S.. To exclude the 

PC-MHR at the time of the Record of Decision on the basis of policy matters would be legally 

pennissible; to exclude it from consideration in the PEIS as a reasonable alternative on the basis of 

policy matters is contrary to precedents established under NEPA cane law and is not allowed under 

Council on Envirornental Quality NEPA implementing guidance.  

It should also be noted that certain of the alternatives deemed *reasonable" by DOE for consideration 

in the PEIS and rated higher than the PC-MHR against die Public and Institutional Acceptance 

criterion will present major, unique public acceptance and policy issues. It is difficult to believe that 

major policy and public acceptance issues would not be involved in naking available large quantities 

of weapons grade plutonium for disposition either in European nations or in Canada. Not only would 

major safeguards and security issues be raised, but it would also appear inappropriate to give away 

to other nations the energy value of the plutonium (which was created at the expense of billions of 

U.S. taxpayer dollars). to export potential U.S. jobs. and to forego U.S. technology development 

and deployment in favor of support for foreign technology.  

The screening report states that the spent fuel standard was generally accepted, except by 

'proponests of developmenal technologies that could go beyond the spent fuel andard'. This 

statement ignmo the letter of December 13. 1994. from Senators Thurmond and Hollings and 

Rp-resentatives Sprats ard Speace to Secretary O'Leairy that questioned the adequacy of the spet 

ful standard. It also continues to ignore the numerous comments in the public scoping weetings 

which indicated that meascu beyond the spent fuel standard would be required to provide ultimate 

disposition of the phitonium. to ensure that the national security objectives of the plutonium 

disposition effort would be met, and to extract the maximum possible energy value from the 

plutouniu. The DOE letter of Ap4ril 14 states that, 'all fission options which go beyond the spent 

fuel standard were deemed unreasonable.' By precluding all options that can exceed the spent W 

standard prior to detailed, full evaluation in the PEIS. DOE has withheld important infornation from
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Mr. Howard R. Canter -4- GA/DOE-068-95 

the public regarding the diversion andS proliferation resistance of alternatives that exceed the standard 2/01.05.00 relative to those that merely meet it and has perpetuated the myth that these options cannot be cont.  deployed in a timely, cost effective manner.  

Congress has consistently directed DOE to give full conideration to multipurpose reactors.  However. it appears that DOE has not accepted this direction. The Implementation Plan for the 
PEIS for Fissile Materials indicates that it will not consider any multipurpose option unless a reactor 

0 is co for tritium supply. and then that it will consider only whether that reactor option might be suited for multipurpose use. No attmpt has been made by DOE as pan of the NEPA prot•m to 
compare the coats, benefits, and cninmental impacts of a multipurpose reactor agaist the 1/14.00.00 combined coats, benefits. and impacts of separate projects for the tritiusm supply and plutonium cont.  disposition missions. This approach to the multipurpose reactor appears contrived, will no( result in full and fair consideration of multipurpose reactors, and undermines the underlying philoaophy of the NEPA proces. In a time of growing coneern about limits in government resources and about 
deficit reduction, the manner in which DOE is trying to avoid full and fair consideration of the 
multipurpose react is difficult to understand.  

GA is disappointed in the maimer in which DOE is approachin these impotrta matters. Under DOE's inpieessctin regulations for NEPA (IOCIRIO21) there in atill an opporaunity for DOE to 6/01.05.00 amend the PEI Impleamenation Plan to include the PC-MHR and the multipurpose reactor options cont.  
We urge DOE to do so.  

If you would like to discuss any of these issues in dletail, piease feel free to call me at any time as 
(619) 455-2380 or Dave Alberstein at (619) 455-20gB.  

Sincerely.  

Power Reactor Group 

AJWNDA:da 
Attachozscit 

cc: 
C.B. Carts 
G. Rudy 
I.D. Nulton 
P.T. Rod 

J.M. Turner. DOE-OAK 
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ATTACHMENT I TO GA/DOE-068-91 

GENERAL ATOMICS COMMENTS ON DOE's EVALUATION OF THE PC-MHR 

AND PROPOSED EXCLUSION OF THE PC-MHR 

FROM CONSIDERATION AS A REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE IN THE 

PROGRAMMATIC EIS FOR FISSILE MATERIALS DISPOSITION 

This eanichmenm provides General Atimticss' comments on DOE's treatment ol the following matlers relative to the 

PC-MHR and its decision to exclude the PC-MHR tmm consideration in the PEIS for fissile matermals (plutonium) 

dispositiont: the eisessment of the PC-MHR against the screwning criteria. tatneent of the spent fuel standard. and 

DOE's approach ti munlipurys tstion.s fotr plutonium disnosition and tritium production.  

Assessmentf fthe PC-MHR Auainst the Screenin, Criteria 

Technical Viability: 

With regard to the Technical Viability croerion. DOE ruai the PC-MHR as low relative iti other disposition 

options. Thetechnical voablity if the PC-MHR is rated lower than other techinologia that have been demotatrated 

to a lesr degree ti sKut which thee are hindamentll quetions concerning their capability For example. the 

technical viahilky oft the PC-MHR is rated lower than that of the ALMR with pyruprmcessig. even thiogh the 

screenine reporg states that thi% co•ncept 'i still under devhelopmnt in a manner different from its intended 

purrittn.." The PC-MHR is il.i rated hiwer in technical viability than glass imntihilization in DWPF, even though 

the screenisi report states that this ipinin would require a specially designed melter to be installed and much of 

the supporting equipment in DWPF i, he re-fined hto this application because DWPF was not designed for 

criticality coterol 

The ostensible primary reason given fir exclosamn ol the PC-MHR from consideration in the PEIS is ies lack of 

technical matuirty. This reason is, huwever. inconsistent with previous positions taken by DOE- Only throe years 

ago the MHR was one of the final alternatives under consideration for selection ai the New Productioe Reactor.  

It was. by em actinoues. the leading candidate tn he selected had that Record of Decision •ot bero postponed only 9/01.05.00 
one month prior i its scheduled releae date. The MHR had been selected as one of the final alternatives for this 

vital na•ional nsetrity mis•nin tllslirwing extensive review by the Seretury's Energy Research Advisory Board.  

In light sif this history, is is difficult toi justify the DOE decisirtinto tto evaluate the MHR in the PEIS for fissile 

material, disposeitn•.  

The wseening reptn siToers tI- iaeteanetes to support the wrt.nmion that the PC-MHR lacks sufficient technical 

maturity to be considered in the PEIS as a reasonable altearative for disposition of surplus weapons grade 

plutonium.  

The first statment is the claim that plausnium oated particl fuel is "tCest. but ht o illy demon•trated or proven.' 

In facs. thetn have been, as DOE is well aware. six successful dentoratotins of the capability of weapons grade 

plutoium oiated particle fuel I, achieve high levels of plutonium destrection. In contr, for each of the reactor 

alternatives tha were accepted throuigh the screening procss. there is little, if any, irradiation experience whatever 

with fuels made from pluttonim of weaptins grade cssmptnsiti. While further denonstration and qualification 

sating is required tiir pluitoiium cated particle fuel (a it will be tor weapons grade MOX fuel used in the reactor 

alternatives deeaed • rei•Linahleb by DOE). thee have been not feasibility issues identified that would call into 

queestun the capability sit PC-MHR suel it) perstirm in required.
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010500 Comment Number 9

Tritium production is a long-term mission of DOE to support national 
security. Pu disposition is a shorter term mission that DOE must accomplish 

to meet the Nation's goals in support of its non-proliferation policies. DOE 

has determined that the "clear and present danger" demands that disposition 

of Pu be initiated within approximately a decade. Pu disposition can be 

accomplished in that timeframe using existing technologies to achieve the 

Spent Fuel Standard.
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The second mtatoment Liincerns the ote itfthe direct icycle poiwer conversion system. anew applic atiovin u previmsly 
devehýalpd cormp•intrs. A' isitll several times hy GA in reports to DOE and in other ctirrespondence with DOE.  
development or the psiwor tinversvin system is not on the critical path rite deployment of the PC-MHR. The 
system has haen evaluated hy two nmtkir tnrhtgenermor vetnlors that are recoignized authorities in direct cycle z.  
ipplicaions. Both have jtkgld that the power converstin system is essentially a repackaging of existing industrial 
and aeronautical techmrikiLy Substantial engineering is needed. but there are wt, feasibility issues. Given adequate 
handing, a fully tested rurbomachine could he delivered to a siue in less than seven years, a schedule that would 110 supporl deploynwne on the time scale needed for plutnnium disposition (see Attachment 2) ..

* 

In addition. DOE has had in its piusssisn since May 1993 infirmaition ti the capability of the gas-Co)led reactor 
it, destroy weapons grad. plutonium using a more ctvnntional and previously demonstrated steam cycle power 
conversion system. Hovever. DOE han chonsen to ignore this information in developing its rationale for eliminating the MHR frim consideraitin. 0 

Enviromnem, Safety, and Heath: 

The summary screening reptin rates the PC-MHR the same us all other ft',tvn options relative to the criterion of 
Environment. Safety. and Health. This ctinclusittt ignores the fa•ct that 1) the MHR is widely considered to be 
the safest reactor ,ptuitn available. 2) its 47% overall plant efficiency, vs 31-33% fto those reactor options deemed tl be "reasonable" hy DOE. results in suharntial reductions in environmental impact relative it these other reactor 

M alternatives. and 3) gas-coiled reactors have a proven track rwcird if suhstanially lower radiation exposure to plant 
woerkers than any ether power reactor type.  

The inhenrm passive s"atey characteritics of the PC-MHR ofter distinct safety advantages over the reactor types 
that DOE has deemed *re.eattnable" for ismisideratin in the PEIS. The safety design ubjectives of the PC-MHR 
are met through a oimbination oti inherten safety features and design secu.iono that enable pas•ive heat trsesfer 
under accident ondi•.ins (levee his •t cotolara or loss of forced coolant circulation) while mainteaaing fuel 
temperatures below damage limit%. The reactor core is made of all refractory materials that can not melt at high 
temperatures. The wire is vlow toi heat up under accident conditiuo. with thermntl transients occurring over periods 
of hours and days rather than s.vcidsti or minutes as or sother renator type. Alrnot all fission products are 
retained in the retracw•r. coated hiel particles during normal operatoin and accident cnndkions,. and radioactive 
release is small. Radiation enxpure at the site hbouedary is less than the Envirtnmental Pritectaion Agency's 
Protective Action Guidelines,. so nt t-sile actuies such a sheltering or evacuation of the public ate required, and 
the risk to public health and safety is minimized. DOE's owe Draft PEIS for Tritium Supply and Recycle makes 
the satety advantages of the MHR relative tt tiher reactors very clear.  

Cost Effectiveness: 

The PC-MHR is rated the same a' tiher reýaitir techntlogies that entail construction of a new reactor dedicated 
tin plutonium disposititn relative to the screening criterion tif Coat Effectiveness. However, DOE provides no 
quantitative data to sauppiet this ranking otr the relative ranking of any of the alternative.% in terms of cost 
effectiveness. The only dala that DOE has published regarding plutonium disposition costs are those in its report 
to Congreas that was published lilltwing Phase I of the Plutonium Disposition Study The Phase I report provided 
relative life cycle costs for various reattior options tor plutonium dispositnin as a funcenm of installed capacity 
Cost were developed hosed mm an ectumimic model developed by Oak Ridge Namional Laboratory personnel under 
catracti o DOE. Information tin the gas-ntc-ed reactor in Phese I of the study was devetoped for the earlier steam 
cycle version of the plant.  
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In Phas.e It it the Pluronoiu Diopo.1tioo Study. GA changed its design to ncotrprnte the dirnct Brayton cycle gas 

t:rhine rower" ctnverteit +ecrets The primary mnittvattont tothis 3anVe wa.' the imprived plant economics.  

which result trtmt piwer onversitn "qolimem simplification aid an itnrete in net plant efticiency frotm 35% to 

47%. The increasled efficiencty results in increased revenue from sale oif electricity to ,taet the cots of 

engineering development. design. ,nstro•viio. and operaton •f the PC-MHR.  

Although tIe relnort To Congress on Phase II of the Plutonium Dilposition was due to be delivered to Congress 

during the Fall t't 1994. DOE has yet tit releuse the report. It is GAns understanding that the report has been 

cimpleted since the end ot 1994. Hence, the effects of changing to the gas turbine on life cycle cosin of the gas

croled reactor have yet nt he made available ti the Public. Using the Phase I economic model, which was provided 

at DOE's requeat to GA by the start at Oak Ridge. GA has celculated the tif cycle costs of the PC-NMHR end 

comprnted them against those of the oteher reactor technologien evaluated during Ph=se I of the study. The rmults 

show that the life cycle cii5tn itt the PC-MHR are s•htutanttlly lower than those of all other reactor alternatives (see 

Attachmnni 3). Intnrmal confirmation of these results has been ibtained.  

DOE has ausented ther alternatives that exceed the spent Niul stendard will cost substantially more to develop and 

deploy thou Trhoe which urnlpy mn the standard. and it has used this a.sumttion as patn of its rationale for 

eliminating as u.,eatsisalhe iotinas that excted the standard. These PC-MHR aost analysis results indicate thee 

this assunmption is ti well fitnd-m.  

It is GA's undemstanding that one of the reason for the delay in releasieg the Phase II Pltiirtutt Disposieion Study 

report was dih Oak Ridge was asked by DOE to make chatnges in the cost aZulys in the report. GA id uneware 
of whether the ousno~mc multid tt% in Phase 11 ofI th Plutoniu m Disposiltion1 Study is u•uflJu41tdly difnt Insist 

" uthe in Phase I. Hence. GA is alsi unaware of whhaer the distinct cost advantage of the PC-MHR will be 

confirmed tby the Phate It repiet. Neverthel•s,. based upun available infortion i appears that the PC-Mlk has 

a sunltetamlid coat udvantage over ither resitir alternaives and that DOE's rating of the PC-MHR as the sam as 

other reactw lletnrativin agaitur the criterion of Cois Effectiveniss is incrretr1 and adds to the distorted overall 

ranking of the PC-MHR.  

Timeliness: 

The PC-MHR is given a loi rating relative si utuer reactor alternattues with regard to the Timelinest criterion.  

The 12.5 initial depluymem %chedule •or the PC-MHR i+ a conservetive etimnatet based on the schedule for 

deployment of the New Priduction Reactor that was dtevidhped by DOE and its contration on the NPR program 

rand wan twicei independently reviewed and confirmed. In the screening reportl. DOE ignores its own schedule and 

judges the level it c•rtaintly in the schedule io he Iese than that of the alternatives deemed by DOE to be 

"reesonatlet. the deployment schedules fur which have never been subjected to the level of scrutiny that was 

applied IT the MHR schedule. (in fla.t, under mitre aggressive schedule assumptions, in which first core fuel is 

produ.ced cm the iuel develipment piltt line•, the PC-MHR initial deployment schedule can he redulced to 10 years.) 

Becaust the initie deployment shedule fiir the PC-MHR is a mare 30 momnhs longer than DOE's arbitrary 

criterion of a ten year initial deploynmen schedule. and even thiugh the PC-MHR hen bees shown in DOE's own 

PlutOnium Disponition Stuwdy tit he capable of cumpleting the plutonium disposition mission within the length of 

time deemed ne-estary by DOE. DOE claims that the PC-MHR tshies we me e its requiremett for timely 

deployment. DOE ignores the laW that the trial duration of the plutonium disposition mission (sev" decades) 

will dwarf the 30 masth difference in initial deployment schedule of the PC-MHR, and that during the entire 

dlsposuiton misuion duration pluitmium pits and tther firms of weapons useabe plautniunm will be mauintainl, 

initially in "interim shtrage', Arid will he subjoet to c•rrent vulnerabilities ultess saner, mare secure modes of
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stiteage are implemented. The emphacis cn early. timely deployment should be store properly placed on 'long term toegc" t'optiots rutither than diipixitiit options. 
- .  

DOE has excluded the PC-.NiHR trom consideratsm in the PEIS on the haris of an artificial schedule requirement thxi dies not reflect thai a small delay in beginning the dispositlon operation is not signiflcant in the overall itmetrane for completing the dispositein mission Use of ertificial schedules or administrative guidel nes a a basis tsr declaring an alternative it. he unrea.nuahle is clearly in conflict with precedents established by NEPA cuse law.  

Fostering Progress and Coioperatien with Russia and Others: 
:F 

The PC-MHR is rtued tower than the *reasinable" reactor techomlogies with regard to the criterion for Foutering 
Prigresa and Ciopsation with Russia and Others. This assessment is not credible because it ignores the fact that the Russiana have repeatedly indicated it, DOE and to the Gore-Chermnmyrdin Commission their desire to destroy surplus weapons grade plutlonim inventory in PC-MHRs at Tomak-7. It also ignores the fact that the Russians have proposed to DOE a cniperative. Cist shared MHR design and development program and have initiaed the efltrt with $I.0 million of their own lending, matched with un equal amrsnnt of binding by General Atomics. The Russians have taken tt such actions in support if the alternatives deemed "reasonable" by DOE.  In the April 14. 1995. letter to GA. DOE implies that the 12.5 year initial deployment sehedule for the PC-MHR-I 
in the U.S. disqualifies it for consideration fir deployment in Russia and results in its low rating relative to this criterion. This pisition ignores the fact that deployment- in Russia could be accoimplished more quickly and less expensively than in the U.S.. Furthermosire. It arbitrarily ssums that Russia would agree to the same screening criteria and weighting facttr that DOE has deemed apprtpriate for selection of options in the U.S.. This is clearly not appropriate, as evidenced by the public statements of Russia on plutonium disposition. If DOE wanes to foster progress and c•opermtion with Russia in plutsmium disposition, it must deal with the Russians in a manner that adldrususe the criteria that are important to Russia. The Russians have judged that the PC-MHR provides an approach to plutonium dispititkin that addresses these criteria. DOE's apparent lack of willingnes. to nupport development of the gas-ctoled reactor in the United States is not an appropriate basin for down-eating its ability to foster progress and coiperatiten with Russia.  

Public and Institustinal Acceptance 

The summary screening repirt rates the PC-MHR as relatively h)w with regard to the PuNic and Institutional Acceptance criterion. Nii euplanatnm in provided for this assssiment. However. the screening report indicates that there were three elements that contrihoted tO this criterion: 

C Ability tio create a sUstainahle c•nenus 

C Siicioecrustumic imtpacts 

• Policy/statute ')pattihlifity 

Thert are ns indicathins that the PC-MHR ciuld rtot create a sustainable consensus or would have net socuseccnemic impacts that are particularly adverse relative to other alternatives br plutonium disposition, In fact, as discussed below, the PC-Mt-HR has •mgnificant advantagea with regard me public acceptance relative to the reactor alterratives deemed by DOE ht he "reaminable" Furthermore, there are no indications that selection of the PCMHR wtould require significant legislatioe or regulatory changes.  
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Hen-. une can only ciincludn tht DOE ha; purposely rated the PC-MHR relatively low against this criterion so 

cimnply with an apparent intention n•it itl dovelop advaniced reactors in the U S.. Ti exclude the PC-MHR at the 

tine, t the Record it D-iiin tin the beais if policy matters wtwlid be legally permissible; to exclude it from 

cimnideratiti in the PEIS -a rea -iahle alternative tin the hasis it policy matters is contrary to precedents 

esiahlished under NEPA •.ase law (Natural Rcsi•irces Detense Cincil v Monon) and is nco allowed under Council 

tin Environmental Quality NEPA implementing guidance (Meirhirandumn- OwetitinA and Aswer.n Abluit the NEPA 

Rlicgj tsa. 46 Federal Register. 18026. 1981).  

The PC-MHR olffers distinct advantage% over other reactor options with regard to public acceptance. Reactor 

disposition of surplus weapnms grade plutonium is unlikely to bie well received by the general public unless the 

specific reactor techniltgy chosen offers a clear departure from and clear improvement over the nuclear reactor 

techntloigie that are in common use tioday and that have enjoyed lces than enthusiastic public acceptance. The PC

MHR represents such a departure. The following points, which were presented by GA in its Phase II Plutonium 

Disposition Study report ti DOE. shtauld have been considered by DOE with regard to public acceptance of the 

PC-MHR for plutonium dinposititii 

Use of the PC-MHR ftir isuouptlr tit weapsins-grade plutiniuin fle•s numerons advantages relative to other 

plutonium disposition iTions. These advantages are derived from its high burnup capability, versatility, and 

inherent. pgevsive "fety characteristics. all of which will further contribute to public acceptance.  

To obtain poblic acceptance of the chosen plutonium disposition option, the approach taken must result in a 

discharge product with minimal attractiveness for weapons applications, and hence no incentive for theft, diversion, 

or reprocessing. Th7e high burnup capability of the PC-MHR coated particle fuel givo it the demonstrated 

capability st destroy 90% ic mitre if the initially charged plutonium-23
9 

(and 65% or more ot the initially charged 

total plutinium) si that the we'ap•s-grade material is truly consumed. This level of plutonium destruction is 

achieved in a single pass through the reactur. The PC-MHR is the only plutonium disposition reactor option that 

"can achieve such high plutonium destruction levels without reprocessing.  

Achievement of high burnup is imnportant tier obtaining public acceptance of reaictor disposition of excess weapons 

grade plutonium. As discuuseed in the Natutnal Academy vs Sciences report tin plutonium disposition, the large 

and go-ting inventory of plutonium in discharged commerciai reactor fuel is of concern with regard to potential 

proliferation. Use ill a reactor tschniligy that achieves higher hurnup than that represented by the spent fuel 

standard' will enhance the likelihisod of public acceptance because it will not be perceived as adding to the misting 

problem ftn the extet •tf other candidate reactor technologies.  

Achievement of high hurnup withtut reproessing ai important to buth public and political acceptanoce of reactor 

dispositkio of surplus weapons grade plutonium. Reprocessing of spenmacnucear bNa in she U.S. has not hem 

allowed under gi•vernmient policy hitr several years due to concerns regarding nuclear pruliferation from the 

,mraimercial Nel cycle. Much if the iplpoitet tso rema-ctr-based plutonium disposition is based on the concern that 

it would he used as an opp•rtunity st revive a plutonium-based nuclear energy econmy. All of shi reactor 

technologies for plutonium disliositki that DOE has chosen to include in the PEIS use fuel types that generate new 

plutonium during tpiprate•i. The PC-MHR cnntains main fertile fuel masteial; all fissions in the core are plutonium 

fissions. and to new plutonium is created. The PC-MHR is wot commonly associated with devlopirat of a 

plutonium based sciwenny. and its dealp burn capability could not result in a sigaul so ouher nations that rely on 

plantmi recycling that the U.S. enwiosee. use of plutonium in fuel cycles that create additional plutonium Suitable 

foir use in macmors fir in wuapm% applicatimo.  

"The discharged fuel elements from the PC-MHR are suitable tor direct disposal, without ta•rder processing (and 
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associated opportunity tir diversion). in a permanent repository. The discharged fuel is highly undesirable for use 
as a nuclear weapsinog taterial either by terorrists tor governments because it is difficult to divert, its plutonium 
.intrnt is difficult ni separate, and even if separated the discharged plutiinium is dit•.tiolt it, use in a weapons 
appliiation 

Diversion af the discharged fuel eleitnnir is difficult for all the reas•ns that apply to any rector spen fuel (high 
radioactivity. large mann. extensive .itoguards dand security. cti.). but tsao for one reason that is unique to the PC
MHR: low plutonium cosnten por futl element. While the plutonium content in a single spet fuel assembly from 
a weapttns grade MOX-lucled light water reacto lone of the alternatives deemned 'reasonable* by the DOE) in of 
sufficient quantity to use in a weapsiott application, one would have to divers up to 102 PC-MHR spent fuel 
eaiumans (each weighing about 250 pounds) to obtain a similar qunuilty of discharged plutonium. This would 
require Ohe diversion of about sevenneen teuckloads of spent fuel shidping casks or three ralcaes of mslitpurpose 
containers conma•ng PC-MHR spent fuel vs tne trucldoad of spet fuel from a weapons grade MOX-fu-ted light 
water reactor. Even If such a large quaneity of spet fuel were divected. the technology fur separating plutonium 
frm gus-canled reactor spent fuel has sic been developed. In contest to the light water reactor, for which 
plutonium separation technology in well muhlishood, being practiced. and is known throughout the world. Finally, 
although any mixture of plutonium ivitpe can. in principle, he usad to make a naclear device, the plutonium 
discharged trom the PC-itHR is. due to the high burnup obtained. particularly high in plutonium-240. 241. and 
242 •cotent. which makes it substantially mire difficult Ir use in weapons applications than the discharge from 
reactors that do rse achieve as high a burlnwp level. GA notes that thaet advantages were recognized alm by DOE 
in the screening summamry report, in which the PC-MHR was rated relatively high agaitat other uotins for the 
criterion of Resistance to Retrieval, Extractiosn. and Reuse. However, these chareaceristict suggest a substantially 
larger advatage Ior the PC-MHR than the rsiminal difference suggested in the DOE analysis.  

These matters are atraight f•rward. easily explained. and uslenstndable for a nntneechnical audience Thus, public 
acceptance of use of the PC-MHR lir piuttnium dispoitnion is likely to be more readily itibained than for the 
alternatives d=med 'reasinable" by the DOE for consideration in the PEIS.  

In addition to its suitability tii plutonium c•sti•mptitn. the PC-MHR uoten other advantages that would enhance 
public accept.anc. Ott nf the nlint important of these is it& velrsaility. The PC-MHR others effective aue of 
guavernmeset inneyr through its ability tI perteirm multiple mission while sitmaltaneously providing electrical 
generatchn and advancing powe generation scinc and technology.  

Tritium production cepahility can be provided as needed. The tritium production capability tf the gas-cooled 
reactor wan well established oin the DOE New Production Reactor Program. The amount of tritium produced by 
the PC-MHR can be varied by altering core foue hiding or the loading o0 tritium-producing targets. It can be 
produced while cimuming surplus weaponm grade highly enriched uranium in one or more reactor modules 
dedicated in tritium prisductuin. or it can be prinwinml in a ciproduction mode while simultanemusly containing 
surplus weapoins grade plutonium While nunms have offered the opinion that plutonium disposition and tritium 
production miusauns should sic be ombhined and that aelection of plutonium disposition tech1oligy should not be 
influenced by the tritium prouductsin capability nf the Mandidage technologies, this view dies not recognize the 
impornance if using fiexible techn.tigy fur these mitaioes and of making efficient use of government money in 
a time when federal budgets are tight and deficit reduction it a high priority. A multipurpose plant that combines 
the plutonium doposition and tritium prioduction missions would rot only be econmunically efficient, but it would 
alto minimize overall envirtonmemal impacts by conducting boith missions on one site. All of these factors are 
important consideratuon in achieving public accaptance ,f use f renrctors bir plutinium dispirvition. and the PC
MHR is particularly well i.uited in this regard.  
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"The inherent passive s.ety clharacterLstics tit the PC-MHR. As described in the discususin ort the Environment.  

Safety. and Heath criterin. iffer JLsiitin safety advantages over the reactor types that DOE has deemed 

"rem.-inrabl te" ro nsideratirn in the PEIS. and this will also enhance public acceptance. The simple approach to 

satety design used for the PC-MHR is straight fiorward, eadily explained. and unders.tandable for a nonre-tenical 

audience Betausen the design of the PC-NMHR is sir different from that of tither treactor alternatives, it is less likely 

to be seen by the public a an otferting tit moire of the same reactor technology that has had highly publicized safety 

problett And has met Is, date with only limited public acceptance It is inoteworthy that throughout the initial 

licensing peiceedittgs and subsequant operating litetime itt the Frtn St. Vrain gas-csuleid reactor in Colorado. no 

majur interveeno tippositein to the plant based upom safety concerns occurred The safety characteristics of die 

MHR have been significantly enhanced river those of Fort St. Vrain.  

While public ac.epestae of any approach to plutonium disposition will present .challenges, the PC-MHR offers 

distinct advamnages in this regard hased upon its ability m substantially destroy the plutonium while nit developing 

a plutonium fuel cycle, its superior resistance to diversion and reuse if the residual plutonium in a weapom 

applicati•nt its multipurpose capability, and its unmpuallal safety charaterislic's.  

Finally. it should be ntedl that certain ot the alternatives deemed "reasonable' by DOE for considerution in the 

PETS and rated higher than the PC-MHR against the public and institutiotnal acceptance criteriut will present major, 

unique public Acceptance and policy isue'. It is difficult ti believe that major policy and public acceptance issues 

would ire he ineolned in making available large quantities of weapotns grade plutonium fir" disposition either in 

European nations sir in Canada Nit only would major safeguards and security issues be raised, but it would also 

appear inappropriate to give away to other nations the energy value of the plutonium (which was created at the 

expense i¢f billions ttf U.S. taxpayer dollars). to expor potential U.S. jobs to other countries, and to forego U.S.  

techdnlogy development And deployment in favor of supponl for titeign teclhmilogy. Public acceptance and policy 

issues would also he raised hir the alternative (if using existing crmmercial rac'torn for plutonium disposition.  

making a sustainable onsensus diftdctl tos achieve.  

The S•ent Feu Standard 

The screening report states that the "pem fuel standard was generally accepted. except by 'pntponents of 

developmnental te•hwtigies that could gi bheytnd the spont teel standard,. and yoiur letter tit Apiil 14 states Ehat, 

"all fission optiins. which gor beyond the spMnt fuel standard were deemed unreasinable." These statements ignore 

the letrot December 13. 1994. frnm Senators Thurnuid and Hollings and Repreentatives Sprott and Spence to 

Secretary O'Leary that questioned the adequacy if the spent fuel standard, They also continue to ignore the 

numerous comments in the public siiping meetings. such as thos0 at Savannah Rivet. Idaho Falls. Los Alamos, 

and Livermore. which indicated that env;isurev beytiwl the spent fuel staulard would be required to ensure that the 

natioreal aecurity othjemtives if the plutonium dispositioe etfort would he mnt and that maximum possible energy 

value would he stratcied from the plutonium. Rather than providing a representative sampling of the comments 

made in support of exceeding the spent fuel standard. DOE merely provides in the implementation plan and the 

screening summary repnrt a limutied, unrfpresietative selectiotn of these comments and then dismisses them by 

claiming that the appsupruiaeness of the spent foel standard was reutfirmed by the scoping process

Thu implementatoin plan stowm that detailed evaluations of the diversion and proliferation aspects of the various 

alternatives to he evaluated in the PEIS will he performed as part of the Record of Decision process. This 

evaluatien should have been conducted and the results should have been made available to the public as part of the 

screwing pnices sut that the public ouuld he tally inhfrmed abbout the impliuations of merely mee•ing the spent fuel 

standard rather than esceeding it. An open evaluation of these matters w•iuld have given the public an opportunity 
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o *Cdgc fur itself the acceptability of the spent fuel standard andlit the terets of substantially exceeding the spen t 
led statdard By precluding all iftktOM that can exceed the spent fuel standard priir to detailtd. full evaluation 

in the PEIS, DOE ha withheld this itoitrun•t infortineion from the public and has perpetuatnd the myth that these z 

ittitrts cannot be deployed in a timely. cost etfective manne.  

Regslmets of the tifestisn if the asceptahility of the spent f•el standard, the PC-MHR is a reramable alternuivet 

fr plutonium disposetion based on its superior safey and environmental characteristics. cost dcaracteristics.  

diventiot and peoliffletit resistance. spent feel firme. and level titt technical maturity a evidenced by its 

consideration under the Ness Prsoduction Reactor Program fle ability of the PC-MHR s exceed the spent furl 

standard is a readily achievable additiotnal bcnefit. and the facl that it has the ability to exceed the standard is not 

an acceprable basis fti its eaxclusoen ftrm consideration in the PEIS.  

Mutuiurrse RoItor Ont iis 
:Z 

When work it the New Pnroductio Reactor was terminated. Coagress authorized and appropriated funds in FY-93 

are directed the DOE to understake assessments itl bhoh light water reactor and gas-couled reactor systems for the 0 
multipurpttn futrtiotts of plutanium contseumption. tritium production. and electricity production. The 1995 Energy 

and Water Approtpriateins cotference rqpon directed the DOE it submit ti Congress. within 180 days, a report 

it the technological teasihility ot a multipurpose reactor tfr the disposition if plutonium and the production of 

tritium. In a latter to the Secretary if Energy dateil Decmeher 13. 1994. Senators Thurmotd and Hollings and 

Representatives Speece and Spramt expressed their support tur inclusion (it a deep burn multipurpose reactor option 

in the PEiS. being prepared by DOE for hstth tritium production and plutonium disposition.  

As indicated. Congress has consistently directed DOE to give full consideration to nmltipurpiis reactors.  

However, it appears that DOE has ect accepted this direction. The Draft PEIS for Tritium Supply and Recycle 

provides only a comparisit if the envirtnmental impacts of tritium production technologies with the impacts of 

their multipurpotse •a•tnepatrts The Implementatotin Plan for the PEIS fur Fissnle Materials indicates that it will 

not consider any multipurpTse option inless a reactitr is chotsen for tritium supply, and then that it will consider 

only whether that reactir option might he suited for multipurpt•se use. Therefore. if DOE chooses an accelerator 

for tritium produtioen. multipurtx,, reactors will nit he ctnsidered at all for plutonium disposition.  

This approach tit the ntultipurpose reacitor appears contrived and will not result in fell and fair consideration of 

multipurpose reactors fir tritium producioun and plutonium disposition. It also compromises the underlying 

philiotn"hy oi" the NEPA pritce by effectively precluding alternatives that sh•uld result in Ins tital environmemtd 

impact thus ersnld result from sepuara c proje.ts fur each mission. As those evaluatiOns au crrenely organized by 

DOE. no effort is being made to compare the ot s. benefits, and environmental impacts of multipurpose reactors 

against the comnined costs. benefits. and environmental impacts of the twit individual mission technologies. Itmay 

well be that DOE cuaid chonse the accelereator for tritium production and a winreactor alternative for plutonium 

disiptif niton en never provide it) the public an assessment uf whether a multipurpose rem•cir ould oit•iduct both 

missains at laes cost to the taxpayer and with less tfotl environmental impact. In a time of growing concern about 

limits in government resources and about deficit redtuctio. the manner in which DOE is trying to avoid full anrd 

fair cansideratein if the ivultipurpose reactor is difficult it) understand.  
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DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
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Pu Disposition Study 
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conducted studies sufficiently addressed the gas-cooled reactor both for tritium production and 
for multipurpose use. The response did not, however, indicate how DOE intends to respond to 
the requirementa of the FY-96 Defense Authorization Bill.  

The Draft Programmatic EIS for Fissile Materials makes only minimal reference (a three page 
Appendix N) to multipurpose reactors as an option for fissile materials disposition. It does so 
in a manner that is not consistent with the spirit or the intent of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) and does not comply with the provisions of the FY-96 Authorization Bill.  
The discussion is limited to the possibility that an existing LWR could be used simultaneously 
for plutonium disposition, tritium production, and generation of revenue through production and 
sale of electricity. The first sentence of Appendix N of the draft Programmatic EIS provides 
an incorrect definition of multipurpose reactors as reactors that use plutonium in the form of 
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. This definition precludes the use of the gas cooled reactor, which 
uses only fisslle plutonium fuel instead of MOX, in a multipurpose application. Reference is 
then made to the Record of Decision and the Programmatic EIS for Tritium Supply and 
Recycling, in which the multipurpose reactor was "preserved as an option for future 
consideration'. Contrary to the requirements of the FY-96 Authorization Bill, no discussion is 
provided of multipurpose advanced light water reactors or of multipurpose gas turbine modular 
helium reactors.  

As noted by GA in its comments to DOE on the Programmatic EIS for Tritium Supply (Ref. 6), 
the treatment of the multipurpose options in that document is superficial, inadequate, and 
inconsistent with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act. The evaluation 
is neither full nor fair. The environmental impacts of the multipurpose options are compared 
only with those of the tritium production options. A full and fair assessment would compare the 
impacts of the multipurpose options with those of separate plutonium disposition and tritium 
production options combin . Such a comparison was not provided in the Programmatic EIS 
for Tritium Supply and Recycling, and if it is not provided in the Final Programatic EIS for 
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Useable Fissile Materials, DOE will not have complied 
either with NEPA or with the FY-96 Authorization Bill.  

Disition Schedule 

Before the Draft Programmatic EIS was prepared, all potential options for plutonium disposition 
were screened using criteria given in Reference 7. The criteria are similar to those used by the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in its 1994 report (Ref. 8). One of the criteria, timeliness, 
was initially defined by DOE as follows: 

"The technology concept should be demonstrated within -20 years and 
disposition should be completed within -50 years." 

As stated, this criterion would have allowed for development of advanced, deep-burn reactor 
technologies for plutonium disposition, including the GT-MHR. Of equal significance, this 
criterion would have allowed for a single, approximately IGW(e) plant (GT-MHR or LWR) to

10/11.01.08
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110108 Comment Number 10

It was DOE's decision, during the planning for environmental documents in 
compliance with NEPA, that the TSR PEIS include the analysis of the 
Multipurpose Reactor Option. Because tritium supply is a long-term mission 
of DOE compared to the shorter term mission of Pu disposition, the Storage 
and Disposition PEIS would incorporate, by reference, information 
developed in the TSR PEIS. This approach is in compliance with the intent of 
NEPA. Clarification was added to Appendix N in response to the FY-96 
Authorization Bill.
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complete the disposition mission (50 metric tonnes of surplus weapons grade plutonium) over 

the expected operating lifetime of the plant. In other words, the potential environmental impacts 

would have been limited to those for a single plant.  

In Reference 7, the DOE somewhat arbitrarily changed the timeliness criterion to "require that 

the disposition be able to start within about a decade and be able to be completed within about 

three decades.* The reason stated by DOE in Reference 7 for adopting this shorter schedule 

was input from the public and stakeholders 'relating to the urgency of taking action stemming 

from the 'clear and present danger' associated with these materials." However, this reasoning 11/01.02.00 
is not supported by the DOE's questionnaire data reported in Appendix A of Reference 7 (see 

Figures 1 and 2, taken from Reference 7). From Figure 1, five of the nine criteria received 

higher rankings of 'very important" than given to timeliness. From Figure 2, the ranking of 

timeliness relative to the other criteria indicates clearly that the questionnaire respondents viewed 

timeliness as being of secondary importance.  

-. lso .t o not ntstify forcinz the plutonium disposition mission to a shorter schedule.

According to the draft Programmatic EIS, the DOE also proposes to provide a long-term. 50

year storage system for plutonium and highly enriched uranium declared to be non-surplus. The 

non-surplus material is categorized into naval nuclear fuel, strategic reserves, material for 

weapons research and development, and programmatic materials. The DOE acknowledges that 

some of the non-surplus material could be classified as surplus material in the future. During 

the disposition mission, it is quite possible that surplus and non-surplus material would be stored 

and secured at common locations. For plutonium being stored and secured at a given location, 

it would be absurd to determine that material classified as surplus poses a "clear and present 

danger," while material classified as non-surplus does not pose a similar risk, particularly when 

the classification boundary could change over time. The 'clear and present danger" argument 

does not justify adoption of the more urgent disposition schedule, since fissile material of 

potentially unknown classification (surplus or non-surplus) will be in storage for time periods 

exceeding the more urgent disposition schedule.

12/01.0600

The DOE acknowledges that the risks for theft and diversion of fissile material are greater in 

Russia than in the U.S., because of the less stable political climate in Russia. Perhaps the 13/01 .03.00 
justification for the more urgent schedule is to encourage the Russians to adopt a similarly urgent 

schedule, thereby reducing the risks of theft and diversion. While plausible, this strategy is not 

consistent with desires expressed by the Russians. The Russians have actively encouraged 

developmen
t of the GT-MHR for plutonium disposition. As part of a private, cost-sharing 

initiative with Geieral Atomics and Framatome, Russian engineers and scientists are presently 

working on the GT-MHR design. At the recent Third International Policy Forum: Management 

and Disposition of Nuclear Weapons Materials (Lansdowne, VA, March 19-22, 1996) high level 

Russian representatives confirmed their strong support for continuing development of the GT

MHR for plutonium disposition. Despite growing international support, the DOE has not been 

receptive to this private initiative and has implied that the GT-MHR could not be deployed in 

Russia in a sufficiently timely manner relative to DOE's schedule requirements. From Figure 2, 

it is interesting to note that the criterion -Influence on Russia and Other Countries" was rated
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010200 Comment Number 11

The Department of Energy did not arbitrarily change the timeliness criteria.  
DOE asked for public input on the proposed screening criteria through a 

questionnaire which used the approximately 20- to 50-year timeframe for the 

disposition timeliness criteria. There were some responders to the 

questionnaire who felt that this timeframe was appropriate. However, the 

majority of responders expressed opinions that the timeliness criteria was 

moderate to very important and that the timeframe (20 to 50 years) was too 

long. Further, the NAS Report states that disposition using Pu as fuel in 

reactors could begin within 10 years and be completed within 20 to 40 years.

010600 Comment Number 12

The "clear and present danger" is of more concern with Russian materials 
than with U.S. materials. The "clear and present danger" applies to all 

materials that are weapons-usable, whether or not they are surplus. The 

sooner the United States and Russia can disposition surplus materials, the 

sooner the total volume of material can be reduced. Thus, the "clear and 

present danger" can be reduced.  

The "clear and present danger" cannot be eliminated unless all material is 

declared surplus and dispositioned. Since this is not likely to occur in the 

foreseeable future, a safe, secure, and inspectable storage capability, such as 

that evaluated in the PEIS, must be implemented to assure that non

proliferation objectives in both countries are met.

010300 Comment Number 13

Comment noted. DOE is encouraging the Russians to pursue timely Pu 
disposition by offering technical assistance, conducting joint assessments of 

the various disposition technologies, and planning joint demonstrations of 

some of the technologies te remove uncertainties in their viability.
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as being of somewhat greater importance than timeliness.  

Finally, in its 1995 report on reactor-related options for plutonium disposition (Ref. 9), the NAS viewed the shorter schedule as a "very severe constraint" that did not provide a useful basis for 
compal•aive evaluations. For comparing the various reactor options, the NAS assumed that 50 metric tonnes of plutonium would be processed over the nominal lifetimes of the reactors.  

The impacts of adopting the unnecessarily shorter plutonium disposition schedule are: 

The shorter schedule eliminates advanced, deep-burn reactor technologies, such as the 
GT-MHR, from further consideration.  

The required number of approximately I GW(e) plants is increased from one to two, and 
the associated environmental impacts are doubled.  

The potential for a strong international cooperative program on plutonium disposition and proliferation-resistant fuel cycles that is of great interest to Russia is hampered.  

The Programmatic EIS should be expanded to include a flexible schedule that can accommodate disposition of plutonium over the expected reactor lifetime, and advanced, deep-burn reactor options should be evaluated as part of the EIS process. The "clear and present danger" argument is highly subjective and open to a wide range of interpretation. This argument should not be used to eliminate alternatives that require only a slightly longer schedule than that 
currently dictated by DOE.  

Final Waste Form ChaMLtUcistics 

An important issue for any plutonium disposition strategy is the suitability of the final waste form for permanent disposal. Respondents to the DOE questionnaire (Ref. 7) recommended additional criteria that should be used to screen plutonium disposition technologies, including several criteria related to final waste form characteristics. During the screening process and preparation of the draft Programmatic EIS, DOE gave little consideration to final waste form characteristics and resulting long term environmental impacts, other than the annual volume of high-level waste generated by the various disposition alternatives.

14/01.02.00 

15/01.04.00 

16/01.05.00

Volume alone is a poor measure of the environmental impact of the final waste form. In fact, a larger volume may be an environmental attribute, since the dilution of plutonium (residual plutonium if the waste is spent fuel) provides greater resistance to diversion and proliferation and their substantial negative environmental impacts. Also, geologic repository loading density and required repository land area are determined by decay heat load of the spent fuel and not by physical volume. For the GT-MHR, the annual volume of spent fuel would be about ten times that from a commercial LWR or plutonium disposition LWR, on an equivalent electrical energy basis, but the required land area for GT-MHR spent fuel would be about one-half that required for LWR spent fuel. The greater volume of GT-MHR spent fuel is a consequence of
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010200

The cost and schedule analysis was presented in a separate report available 
for public review beginning in late July 1996. The Advanced Deep Burn 
Reactors Option, including the MHRs, was considered in the screening 
process. Notwithstanding the many potential benefits of their use, the 
technical immaturity would call for costly and lengthy development and 
demonstration efforts to bring them to a viable status. The Screening 
Committee decided that the increased Pu burn up offered by this option would 
not counterbalance its cost, schedule, or technical risks, and therefore, 
eliminated this option from further consideration.

010400

The term "clear and present danger" was used by the NAS in their report on 
the potential proliferation of weapons materials and referred to the situation 
in Russia and the former Soviet Republics where weapons materials are not 
subject to the same strict controls as in the United States. The incentive for 
choosing technologies that can disposition U.S. materials on a relatively short 
schedule is to provide an equivalent incentive for Russia to also move forward 
quickly with disposition.

01 0500

The PEIS provides a comparative analysis of the HLW forms in Appendix H.  
The purpose of the Proposed Action is to convert the surplus weapons-usable 
Pu into a form that meets the Spent Fuel Standard for proliferation resistance.  
Existing, proven waste forms are sufficient to meet the needs of the Proposed 
Action.

LtO
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Comment Number 14

Comment Number 15

Comment Number 16
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the low power density of the GT-MHR core, which helps to provide inherent, meltdown-proof 

F sfety during normal operation and hypothetical accidents. Approximately 83% of the GT-MHR 

spent fuel volume is high-purity, nuclear-grade graphite, which by itself would be classified as 

low-level waste. The hhighh-level waste is confined to the fuel compacts. snd the bulk of this 

waste (99.9%) is contained within the coating layers of the fuel particles. Te MHRwould 

destroy and degrade weapons-grade plutonium well beyond the commercial LWR spent fuel 

standard. The final waste form would be rendered permanently resistant to proliferation, would 

be contained effectively for geologic time periods by the multiple layers of highly corro•non

resistant ceramic coatings (Refs. 10 through 12), and would be well suited for permanent 

disposal In a geologic repository. The graphite is also highly resistant to corrosion (Ref. 13) and 

would serve at an additional protective overpack after permanent disposal. The long-term 

environental impacts of permanent disposal would be significantly reduced, and potential high 

consquence scenarios would be eliminated, including recovery of spent fuel canisters to obtain 

plutonium for weapons (i.e., the 'plutonium mine" issue would be eliminated) and large-scale 

radionuclide releases caused by severe climatic changes and/or increased seismic activity (si.., 

much lean reliance would be placed on the geosphere for radionuclide containment). With regard 

to these issues, GT-MHR spent fuel would be a nearly ideal waste form for permanent disposal 

(Ref. 14).  

In screening reactor technologies for plutonium disposition, the DOE has determined that the 

commercial LWR *spent fuel standard* was a sufficient end point. The basis for the spent fuel 

standard stems from the 1994 NAS study (Ref. 9). The NAS recommended that 'options for 

long-term disposition of weapons plutonium should seek to meet a 'spent fuel standard' - that 

is. to make this plutonium roughly a inaccessible for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing stock of plutonium in civilian spent fuel.* The NAS and DOE have recognized that high 

levels of radiation are the primary barrier to diversion of plutonium in spent fuel and that this 

barrier decays over time. The NAS stated that *long-term options will be needed to reduce the 

proliferation risks posed by the entire global stock of plutonium, particularly as the radioactivity 

of spet fuel deoays.- and that options for reducing thee rinks include placement of spent fuel 

in geologic repositories, or pursuit of fission options that would burn existing plutonium stocks 

nearly npetey." 

Without Performing Proper analyses. the DOE has determined that geologic disposal of the waste 

forms resultng from the alternatives evaluated in the Programmatic EIS wil provide the 17/12.00.00 

necessary long-term safeguards. In justifying the spent fuel standard, the DOE states in 

ReferenCe 7 that, *there isa path forward established by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (of 1982) 

for disposal of spent fuel in a mined geologic repository, where geologic barriers will reduce 

the reliance on institutional controls." This conclusion is flawed for the following reasons: 

There is no consensus among experss that isolation of spent fuel (or immobilized 

plutonium) in a gtologic repository would provide adequate long-term safeguards. It is 

imporlant to realize that the NAS study (Ref. B) makes no judgements and draws no 

conclusions regarding safeguards provided by geologic isolation. According to the Yucca 

Mountain Total System Performanicc Assessment (Ref. 15) and to the 1995 NAS report 
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120000 Comment Number 17

The Pu waste forms being considered for disposal in an NWPA-HLW 
repository meet the Spent Fuel Standard, and therefore, pose no greater 

safeguards risk than the disposal of commercial spent nuclear fuel. Further, 

these materials are classified as CAT IV E, and will be subject to the same 

safeguard requirements as commercial spent nuclear fuel and defense high

level waste (DHLW).
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(Ref. 9), the eventual loss of institutional controls and human intrusion is considered to 
be a credible scenario for assessing long-tnrm performance of a repository. An CZ) 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) advisory group concluded (Ref. 16) that 
LWR spent fuel "does not qualify as being irrecoverable at any point prior to, or 
following, placement in a geologic formation commonly described as a 'permanent 
repository,' and that safeguards should not be terminated on spent fuel." In a recent 
report (Ref. 17). the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) expressed 
"concerns about leaving plutonium in a repository that might be mined sometime in the 
future for the purpose of making weapons." This same concern was raised recently by 
an American Nuclear Society (ANS) Special Panel on Protection and Management of 
Plutonium (Ref. I). During a presentation at a recent DOE workshop (Ref. 19).  
Peterson concluded that "geologic repositories will provide attractive sources of fissile 
material for nuclear explosives for roughly 200,000 years." Thes concerns raised 
independently by NAS, IAEA, OTA, ANS, and others provide strong justification for 
developing a disposal strategy in which fissile materials are destroyed before geologic 
disposal, since safeguards and institutional controls cannot be guaranteed for tens of z 
thousands of years.  

Even if it were determined that geologic disposal does provide adequate long-term 
safeguards, there is currently no permanent repository for spent fuel, and there is the 
distinct possibility that a repository will not be available for many decades. The political 
controversy associated with the Yucca Mountain repository project has slowed progress 
considerably. After spending more than $2 billion, there has still been no determination 
of whether the site is acceptable for disposal of commercial spent fuel. In the screening 
report (Ref. 7), the DOE acknowledges "the tremendous cost and time being taken to 
evaluate the suitability of Yucca Mountain as a mined geologic high-level waste 
repository." 

Mixed-oxide (MOX) spent fuel from an plutonium disposition LWR would be 
significantly more attractive for diversion than commercial LWR spent fuel, particularly 
after the radiation field has decayed to lower levels. According to the 1993 DOE 
Plutonium Disposition Study (Ref. 20). a plutonium disposition LWR MOX spent fuel 
assembly would contain up to 30 kg of plutonium. This is enough plutonium to 
manufacture up to 4 weapons. For comparison, a typical commercial LWR spent fuel 
assembly would contain ,out 3.5 kg of plutonium of similar quality. AGT-MHR spent 
fuel element would cc, -y less than 0.25 kg of much lower quality plutonium. In 
addition to increased di, on risks, the high plutonium content of plutonium disposition 
LWR MOX spent fuc ,uld have a negative impact on the design of a spent fuel 
canister and repository I J ing strategies. Additional processing of MOX spent fuel may 
be required to lower the plutonium density.  

Another issue associated with unprocessed LWR spent fuel as a permanent waste form is poor 
long-term containment provided by metal-clad fuel rods within metallic canisters. According 
to the Reference 15 performance assessment, a large fraction of LWR spent fuel would become 
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exposed within several hundred to several thousand years because of the expected failure of 

Zircaloy cladding and corrosion of metallic canisters, and the only remaining barrier for ielse 

to the accessible environment would then be the surrounding geologic media. The effectiveness 
of this bare for long lime periods is uncertain and could be compromise by unforeseen 'e th 'a t ehmn onlyoremi th noug 

event, including clmatie changes and ncre seismc acvty. e 

Commc�e Subcommittee on Energy and Power on June 30. 1995, John Cantlon. Chairman of the Naclear Waste Technical Review Board (NWTRB), stated that the NcomTRB bhas rpeatedly 

urged the DOE to develop i robust, long-lived waste package that will work together with other 

enginecrd barniem and the geology at the site to provide long-tern isolation of the radioactive 

waste from the aesdble environment.m Candon stated also that "the use of such waste 

aCae rc help improve coifideo nce in the long-term performance of the repositoy and tha t 

facilitate licensing of the facility." Other experts on disposd of high-level radioactive waste 

have stated (tef. 21) that "any strategy of isolation should emphasize the near-field containment 

of radiornudides, a function primarily of waste form or wast package' performance" and that 

"strategies that rely solely on long travel times, dispersal, or dilution, implicitly presume release 

and movement of radionuclides." In a recent report (Ref. 22), the NAS concluded that the most 

harmful releases of radionuclides from a geologic repository could occur well after 10,000 years, 

which further underscores the need to provide effective near-field containment of radionuclides 

for geologic time periods. Other potential benefits of superior near-field containment are less 

required geological characterization of the candidate repository site and greater likelihood that 

a given site would be found acceptable.  

Final waste form characteristics (and not just near-term diversion resittance) will determine the 

overall schedule for achieving effective disposition of plutonium. Plutonium disposition using 

deep-bum reactors like the GT-MHR could satisfy long-term safeguards requirements without 

relying on the availability of a geologic repository or the determination that the repository would 

provide the needed long-term safeguards. This is a very significant advantage for deep-burn 

reactors that has been overlooked during the DOE screening process. GT-MHR spent fuel 

would be a highly stable and highly diversion resistant waste form during potentially long-term 

storage and after permanent disposal. If future generations could respond to the DOE 

questionnaire, they would undoubtedly rate final wate form characteristics as the most important 

criterion for evlssas high-level radioactive waft forms, including those generated from 

disposition of surplus plutonium.  

Final waste form characteristics and long-term environmental impacts should be given a high 

priority and careful evaluation when evaluating technologies for plutonium disposition.  

Advanced tedhologies that produce clearly superior permanent waste forms and have the 

potential to eliminate long-term, high-consequence environmental impact scenarios should be 

evaluated as part of the Programmatic EIS. particularly if the schedules for implementing these 

technologies ar not significantly longer than those for more established technologies and if the 

potential for strong international collaboration exists. The GT-MHR would clearly meet these 

conditons.

M-132
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Use of florniia Glass for VitrifiQation

The vitrification alternative proposed in the draft PEIS would involve manufacturng borosilicate glass logs containing plutonium and high-level wafte. Recent evaluations have raised significant issues that may preclude borosilicate glass as a host phase for immobilization of plutonium.  These issues include potentially poor long-term durability in a geologic repository and long term irradiation effects. These issues received considerable attention during a recent DOE Plutonium Stabilization and Immobilization Workshop in Washington, DC (December 12-14, 1995). Since weapons grade plutonium consists mostly of the fissile isotope plutonium-239, with a half-life of about 24,000 years, the time over which the wage remains highly radioloxic would likely exceed the expected lifetime of the glass. Scientists at Argonne National Laboratory have been developing a more durable glass for plutonium immobilization (Ref. 23).  

DOE ishould acknowledge the potential problems with borosilicate glass and evaluate alternative 
glass forms during preparation of the EIS.

Viability of Eectrometstlurgicai Treatment 

According to the draft Programmatic EIS, the DOE will consider electrometallurgical treatment 
as an option for plutonium disposition. Electrometallurgical treatment was derived from pyroprocesting technology developed for reprocessing liquid metal reactor spent fuel. In its 1995 report (Ref. 9), the NAS evaluated pyroprocessing as an option for plutonium disposition.  
The NAS determined that pryroprocenssing has several disadvantages that 'effectively rule it out as a serious competitor for the near-term plutonium disposition mission." The NAS raised concerns with regard to the maturity of the technology, the size of the facility required to complete the disposition mission, and suitability of the final waste form for permanent disposal.  In light of this evaluation by the NAS, the DOE should provide stronger justification for continuing to evaluate electrometallurgical treatment as a viable option for plutonium disposition.  

Coated-Particle Waste Form for Plutonium Immohitiratin 

Coated particles were once considered by the DOE as an alternative waste form for immobilization of high-level waste, and research programs were conducted at Pacific Northwest Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the early 1980N (e.g., Refs. 10 through 12). The feasibility of coating high-level waste was established at ORNL, and cted particles were judged to have by far the best performance potential of the candidate alternative waste forms. DOE should evaluate the coated-particle waste form for plutonium immobilization 
as part of the EIS process.  

Environmental Imnact of the CANDU Reactor Online 

While the Programmatic EIS discusses a full spectrum of environmental impacts of using an existing light water reactor for plutonium disposition, several of the similar environmental impacts for use of existing CANDU reactors (such as those at the Ontario Hydro Bruce-A

18/05.01.08 

18/05.01.08 
cont.

19/05.03.08 

20/14.00.00 

M-132

Alternative forms were evaluated before issuing the Draft PEIS. These 
results are reported in the document (available in DOE Public Reading 
Rooms): Screening of Alternative Immobilization Candidates for 
Disposition of Surplus Fissile Materials, February 9, 1996 (UCRL-ID 
118819 [L-20790-1]).

050308

Electrometallurgical Treatment was considered a reasonable alternative after 
completion of the screening process and scoping for the PEIS. The National 
Research Council recommended successful demonstration of the 
electrometallurgical treatment process prior to implementation. Upon making 
the decision on disposition technologies, DOE will demonstrate these 
technologies.

During the screening of alternatives for inclusion in the PEIS, various 
immobilization forms were considered. The decision was made to include 
immobilization in ceramic and glass forms. The specific ceramic form was 
not identified. Research and development (R&D) is both on-going and 
planned to support the disposition alternative(s), which would include pilot 
facilities for processes (such as ceramic coated particles) and materials, as 
necessary. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 
be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.

00
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Nuclear Generating Station, located on Lake Huron about 300 km (186 miles) northeast of 

Detroit) are listed in the document as not applicable. Examples include normal radiological 

impacts, hazardous chemical impacts, and facility accidents. The Programmatic EIS limits its 

evaluation of the environmental impacts from these sources for all alternatives to a radius of 80 

km (50 miles) from the site boundary. The basin for limiting the evaluation to this radius is not 

presented. It is noteworthy, however, that no such limit is placed upon the evaluation of the 

environmental impacts from these sources in other Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statements such as the Programmatic EIS for Tritium Supply and Recycle.  

In effect, DOE has assumed that the environmental impacts from these sources for the CANDU 

reactor option somehow atop at the U.S./Canadian border and do not affect U.S. citizens living 

near the planL This is obviously unrealistic, and DOE should include a full assessment of the 21/06.05.08 
environmental impacts of the CANDU reactor option in the final Programmatic EIS.  

M-132
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060508 Comment Number 21

The environmental impacts in foreign nations are not addressed under NEPA.  
However, if the CANDU Reactor Alternative was selected, an assessment of 

environmental impacts would be accomplished pursuant to Canadian Federal 

and Provincial law. Further, the ROI used consistently for analysis of this 

PEIS for sites and technology, includes an 80-kilometer (kin) (50-mile [miu) 

radius. The distance from the U.S. border to the Bruce-A-Generating Station 

is greater than the distance for analysis.
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Comments 

voiumjscti/, Page comments 

Smwmr-y.Abstnaee The summary abstract conclusion, that the disposition of weapons 

compared to S-7 usable Pu is necessary, is In conflict with a no action altemative.  

Considering the continuing threa of diversion otRus"la's weapon 1/08.03.01 

usable plstoneitum, a netr-term bilateral, reliable Pu disposition pro0ra 
would appear to be a hIghly necenarY activity and therefore a no action 

alternat•Ive which would neglect the "clear and present danger" 

situation, should be entirely tnacceptable. The PEIS also fis to 

adequately address 1) the sense of urgency which should be evaluated 

by the reliable timeliness ofeach alternative and 2) the eviromnta 2/01.0000 

risk which a nuclear threat due to diverted material would represent 

Further delay in embarking on a practical disposition program and 

failure of the chosen alternatives to reliably fulfill the mission would 

enable and enhanc that threat.  

Summary S .5 The PEIS describes international cooperation as a PEIS criteria but fails 

to give appropriae credibility to the furthering of international 

cooperation which bilateral reactor based programs in both the U.S. ed 

Russia would provide. It has been publicly suggested by DOE 

personnel that the disposition programs in each country could be 3/01.03.00 
different. however a vitriflcttion program which would leave the 

weapons usable Pu ouchrnged and resdily recoverable by the industrial 

infiastructur available in either the U.S. or Russia, cannot be crediblc 

toe lh side. Equivalent programs in the two -unties for the large 

quantities of pit Plutonhum musg contain an element of irreversibility 

which only the LWR option offte.  

The PEIS fails to give appropriate credit under beth its timeliness and 

cost criteria of the industrial reliability and predictability of tih cxisig 

LWR option; especially as compared to I) the uncertainties in the R&D 

required for ote options, 2) the technical,. est and schedule 4/08.03-01 

uncertainties inherent in the prototype stage of other options, ard 3) in 

the reliability and cost uncertainties of the mission production stage of 

the other options being considered

F-021

080301 Comment Number 1

Analyses of the No Action Alternative are required by NEPA to serve as a 
baseline. As stated in Chapter 1 of the PEIS, the purpose of the Proposed 

Action is to provide safe, secure, and cost-effective storage for the nonsurplus 

weapons-usable fissile materials and for surplus Pu pending disposition, since 

the disposition process would take time. The intent is to conduct the 

disposition process until all surplus Pu materials are taken care of.

010000
Timeliness is one of the criteria used in the screening process for selecting 
reasonable alternatives to be analyzed in the PEIS. The endpoint for each 

disposition alternative is to convert the surplus Pu into a proliferation

resistant form that meets the Spent Fuel Standard, as described in the PEIS.

010300
As described in the PEIS, the endpoint for all disposition alternatives is to 

convert the surplus Pu into a proliferation-resistant form that meets the Spent 

Fuel Standard. Vitrification of Pu can meet this Standard since the Pu would 

be as unattractive and inaccessible as that in spent nuclear fuel. The United 

States and Russia currently have a joint program to assess the feasibility of all 

the reasonable disposition alternatives, including the use of Pu in LWRs.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

Jt-
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Comment Number 5
Sutmmary/Reactor The statement "a dedicated facility would have to be built at a U.S. site 

Category/S-I 5 to implement the reactor alternative" (MOX fl febrication facility) is 
considered somewhat misleading. MOX fabrication capabilities exist 
in Europe and could support the reactor alternative. The PEIS explains 
European capabilities in later sections and details the need for a U.S.  
capability. However, this paragraph is considered incorrect as written.  
It may be prudent for policy reasons to proceed with a MOX facility in 
the U.S. to assure a reliable, proliferation independent MOX fuel 
suppiy for a U.S. LWR program, but the decision to build MOX 
facility in the U.S. is more a political decision than one fully 
necessitated by the technology, logistics or dhe available infrastructre.

5ummary/xisting 
Light Water Reactor 

Alternative/S-15

The first paragraph in ti section states that a minimum of four (4) 
BWRs would be required for a Pu tlhoughput of 2-3 lyr. With 
optimized fuel and ful cycle designs recently divulged to the DOE, 
this throughput can be achieved with two (2) existing BWPs untiizing 
full MOX cores or with three (3) existing BWVs utilizing a high Pu 
throughput (no burnable poisons in the MOX fuel rods) design. The 
PEIS timeliness and technological viability citeria should also 
consider that BWRs can operate with up to a full MOX core 
configuration without changes to the plant design, equipment, systems, 
or fuel bundle mechanical configuralion. The capability for operation 
with MOX is achieved entirely through the design of the fuel pellet and 
core nuclear design. Systems operations and core and fuel bundle 
mechanical designs all remain unchanged. MOX cores for BWRs can 
also be designed within the opeating envelope of the current U02 fuel 

design licensing citeria which sustains the existing margin to the 
licensing basis design limits for current fuel bumdle design& These 
considerations enable licensing of MOX fuel designs for BWRls and 
licensing ofBWR plants for operation with MOX fuel to be 
implemented as straightfoward, low technical risk activities. This 
approach has been the basis for MOX fuel designs asd MOX fuel 
operation in BWRs since the onset ofOE's Pu disposition evaluations.  
Modifications of meehaical. chemical, and control systems of 
pressurized watr reactors (PW ) aes required in order to transition 
form U02 fuel to evem the nominal 1/3 MOX core operating schemes 

being used in France. Where more challenging MOX operating cycles 
am being considered, PWR plants will require eve fiukther 
modifications and changes to reactor control and operating systems.  
DOE should NOT confuse the PWR requirement for control rod 
additions and soluble boron reactivity control systems changes as being 
applicable to BWRs as Othee mw no such requirements for BWRs.

5/06.01.09 

6/01.05.00 

7/06.02.09

F-021

Europe is moving toward a balance between the capacity to fabricate MOX 
fuel and the capacity to utilize MOX fuel in reactors. Additionally, Europe has 
excess separated Pu stores which they intend to use as MOX fuel as the fuel 
fabrication infrastructure and reactor infrastructure permits. Therefore, use of 
European reactors for consumption of U.S. Pu-source MOX fuel would 
merely displace the use of separated European Pu and result in no net 
reduction in world inventories of separated Pu. Hence, the statement that 
Europe has no excess MOX capacity. Additionally, facility utilization 
projections indicate that, while some excess MOX fuel fabrication capacity 
may exist in Europe for the next few years, current capacity is soon expected 
to be fully utilized for commercial MOX fabrication. Therefore, the United 
States may not be able to rely on the use of existing European MOX 
fabrication capacity for the entire disposition campaign. However, as a part of 
efforts to develop weapons-grade Pu MOX fuel, DOE is consulting with 
European Fuel Fabricators to benefit from their experience in MOX fuel 
fabrication and may have some MOX Lead Test Assemblies and/or initial 
core loads fabricated in Europe. Also, participation in the construction and 
operation of a MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility in the United States will be 
open to European fuel vendors.

010500 Comment Number 6

The Technical Summary Report for disposition, made available to the public 
in July 1996, recognizes the fact that full MOX cores could be utilized for Pu 
disposition. The Final PEIS and Summary have been revised to incorporate 
this information.

060209 Comment Number 7

The Technical Summary Report for disposition, made available to the public 
in July 1996, recognizes this information.

N.
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Summary/AttCht5alt In the Existing Light Water Reactors AlteraMive (par single unit) 

B/S-I53 column under Wastge ManaginerO. it sAates that spent nuclear fud 

genmertion would inreae eppeoxirnately 23 ffor BWP L If the BWR 8/09.11.08 

oplerating cycles and core tiauagtffent/ouSage philosophies are not 

changed with Ibe inrroduction of MOX fuel, the amount of spent fuel 

geer td should not incra 

Vol. 1/12, 6th parai We consider the statensientthat the NAS has identified several 

1-5 disp•s•tio ptlions totbe misleading. The NAS repo rateS that the 

",two mla po•oising a atives" e fabrication and ue as fusl (spent 

fuel option) and v"-ificabm The third opion, burial in deep 

boeelole. ba tbee les tihoron y studied. consider the delays and 9/01.04.00 
uneestalinty surrounding the Yucca Mt. repositry fth ameeslainties 

associated with deep borehole burial migit be eve moe uncertain and 

therefothe program chedule. eost. and technaical risk of the deep 

borehole option would seeam to make that option not a credible nor 

reliable •m term option.  

Vol. I/Table 2.4.5.1 - The column• minimum 4 BWR" is incorrect (ee similar commentc 

1/2-123 above). The GE ABWP is not listed in the 'Evolutonary Reactor 

Types-. information on the ABWR is provided • n NEDO-32.3S and 

the ABWRP should be available as an evolutionary reactor opt- 10/06.02.09 

Vol. L2.4.5-2. Facility Again. "four BWRs" should be changed to "three BWRs" for partial 

Opctions/2-126 MOX core or "two BWRI foe full MOX designs.  

VoL I/Table 2.4.5.2- Given the same fuel cycles as foe LE1J fuel. MOX cores should not 

112-129 generate additonal spent fuel assemblies (as cempered to typical LEU 

cores).  

Vol. /Table 2.5-2a/ If core maaagceit philosophy is unchanged, spet nuclear fuel 

2-255 generation would NOT incrsae by the 23 t fo BWRs. DOE's 8/09.11.08 
assertion does t ap juified cont.  

Vol. 11/4.3.5.2.10, 3d DOE appears incorrect in concluding that the number of discharged 

perta4-692 fuel bundles is higher for a MOX core than the typical LEO core. Thi 

paragraph raises the concern of inrcad was d storage 

requirements for MOX fueled reactors that can be considered neither 

accurate nor justified.  

Vol. U/
4
.3.5.5/4-769 Thisparagraphgmig t hifttthere a Ureactrswithmithe 111/16.00.00 

United Stamts.  

F-021

091108
Comment Number 8

I

010400 
Comment noted.

060209

Comment Number 9 

Comment Number 10

The PEIS has been changed to reflect that 3 to 5 LWRs would be required to 
accomplish the mission in approximately 25 years and starting up in 10 to 12 

years. The Technical Summary Report issued by DOE in July 1996 provides 

more details.

160000
Comment noted. Text was changed to improve clarity.

tN

MOX fuel used in the Existing LWR would remain in the reactor until 
sufficient burnup is achieved to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. This would be 

shorter than conventional uranium fuel cycles which remain in the reactor to 

achieve full economic value. MOX fuel will be withdrawn before full burnup 

is achieved and therefore more spent fuel will be generated. This assumption 

was used in order to bound the impacts for spent fuel generation and storage.  

It also would dispose of the excess weapons-usable fissile materials as 

quickly as possible. If the core management philosophy is different from the 

assumption used in the PEIS, as noted by the commentor, the resultant 

environmental impacts would be less. The facility operations section of 

Chapter 2 of the Final PEIS for the Reactor Alternatives acknowledges that 

there would be a range in the amount of MOX throughput dependant upon the 

reactor types and fuel management.

Comment Number 11
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Vol. Il/H.4/H-7 The GE Advanced Boiling Water Reactor is desiped for MOX fuels, 
and therefore, sliuld be included in this discuasion, The PWR 
discussion in Scction H.5 includes all dim LWR options.

12/06.04.08

Vol. IIIAI.4./H7 Dependewtupon she DOE decision so pKa partial or al MOX c . 10/06.02.09 
less than four (4) BWRs c accortuoditte tis ssmissso cont.  

Vol. llt/'43/H14 The figures rernced in the patagraphs on criticasy ad t hermale 
revere. U13/16.00.00

Vol. Ill/App. N. 4th This is Acaffiaiig pta rair tce BWR fuel designs also use 
pm./N- burnable poison rods. 14/06.00.08

F-021

060408 Comment Number 12

Section H.4 addresses the existing and partially completed LWRs and 
Section H.5 addresses the existing, partially completed, and evolutionary 
LWRs. The General Electric (GE) evolutionary LWR was not addressed in the 
PEIS but would give comparable results. Additional analyses on the spent 
nuclear fuel disposition would be completed if the Evolutionary LWR 
Alternative is selected.

160000 Comment Number 13

The commentor is correct. The figures referenced in Appendix H were 
changed for the Final PEIS. A consistency check was performed on the Final 
PEIS as a part of the Quality Assurance Procedure.

060008 Comment Number 14

The paragraph in Appendix N has been revised in the Final PEIS for clarity.
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A PROPOSAL FOR 

PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION* 

W. M. STACEY 
J. A. FAVORITE 

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING PROGRAM 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
APRIL, 1996 

PROCESS WEAPONS-GRADE PLUTONIUM IN A 

VOLUMETRIC NEUTRON IRRADIATION FACILITY 
-~ 1 /1 A AO rIn

TO BUILD UP HIGHER ACTINIDES AND FISSIOMN 

PRODUCTS SUFFICIENT TO DETER DIVERSION OR 

THEFT FOR WEAPONS PRODUCTION 

STORE THE IRRADIATED PLUTONIUM FOR 

EVENTUAL USE AS A FUEL IN COMMERCIAL 

NUCLEAR REACTORS

2/08.03.01

* BASED ON A DESIGN STUDY PERFORMED BY A GEORGIA TECH NE&HP 
DESIGN TEAM AND PUBUSHED IN FULION TECDOiLO. 27,

3 2 6
, 1995.
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140000 Comment Number 1

A fusion-induced neutron flux would not be available until 2015 as described 
in the comment. This timeframe would not be consistent with the purpose of 

and need for disposition of Pu to reduce proliferation. In addition, this 

technology is immature compared to existing fission reactor technology.  

Several other new reactor technologies were eliminated for similar reasons, 

as described in Chapter 2 of the PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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A TRANSMUTATION FACILITY FOR 
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Comments on DRAFT Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 

the Storage and Disposition of Weapons Useable Fissile Materials 

(Comments apply to the storage and disposition or excess weapons plutonium.) 

Tb-d-mna Resl•,ablt. Coats -Risk Ma sdmnets 

The PEIS falls to take into aooounvt the potential costs and onvironrenetal Iia ofth 
moet algnflket raisk fader associatedl with the plutonlurn disposition prop=un.Tha I 

the risk and impact of the divergence or twft of that weapons useable owtatal from the 

Russian stokpPA.  

rogram underway to establish a better invertrY and more reliable physicalecwty 

over the Ruaslan weapon materials are potertally plecamneal and bwad-aid acvities 

with uncertain resul 

At an April 8.1$ CSIS forum In Washington DC choIred by Dr. James 

Schlesinger. some key findings with reaped to the threat of nuclear material In 

Russia included: 
. dnrt is escalating.  
. desperte. corrupt Insiders •e a serious threat 
- mUty Controls lossening 
Sfinnces are short 
. trafking trend is upward 
* the dhreat outpadng se•ur•y irnrovements. even with U.S. inan•i•l help 

- smuggling rutes we numerous. shlIng through the Caucasus. Europe.  

Cenliel A•is 
- Rumen orgaensed a'i"e is inroled now - a dangerous mix of power. greed, 

corrupt offelod"Wisst 
. countaimmuriswe expenose -a need to secure at the source 

Sprotedti at source parmount b postMtft measures needed also 
Sneutraliation is worst option -when oonducted satrod. poltlcal and sa"y 
risk sb Ld. capabilities wed

ReoommendatlnS by the teak fote Indcuded: 
. sustaine funding and long trmn vision 

-bltatra safeguards (for matriefrmoed from warhieads) 
. ihe U.S. needs development of an indigenous afeguefrd Culture In the 

fonrer Soviet Union - not brought In from Los Alamos and put them

1 1/01.06.00

At the forun .W Graharun Alson urged ht focus should be the *Io-e nuces" 0he 

bondbimating nudear materials). He concuded we em lvng on borrowed time.

F-038

010600 Comment Number 1

The purpose of the Proposed Action is, in part, to establish the technical and 
program infrastructure that will enable the United States to take unilateral 

action or negotiate reciprocal actions with other nations for the disposition of 

surplus weapons-usable Pu. This PEIS addresses the environmental impacts 

of the reasonable alternatives for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of the 

cost, schedule, technical, and Nonproliferation Policy impacts are described 

in separate documents to support DOE's ROD. The documents related to 

technical, cost, and schedule analyses were made available for public review 

beginning in July 1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made available to 

the public beginning in October 1996. DOE also conducted a series of public 

meetings, prior to the issuance of the Final PEIS, to discuss the analysis of the 

Nonproliferation Policy as it relates to the Proposed Action and alternatives.
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Comments on DRAFT Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 

the Storage and Disposition of Weapons Useable Fissile Materials 

(Coments apply to the storage and disposition of excess weapon. plutonium.) 

TrInelinme Rllahritv, Co•,t -Risk Effectidenes, 

The PEtS faills to take Into account the potential coms and environmenta Impact of the most significant risk factor - &d wiltth e pdlutniu sdlpolon program. Thatis 
the risk and impact of the dtvergenmo or et of lit w m useabe material from the 
Russian atadiple.  

Programs urdetway to establih a betlar brimntory and more reliable pitysical security over its Russian wepon matatle am potentially pleemea and band4ld activitles 
with uncertain results.  

At an Apri 8,1900 CSIS forum in Waehington DC chaired by Dr. James 
SOltesinger. some key flindings with respect to the threat of nualer materils In 
Russia Included: 

- threat In escalating, 
- desper.t, corrupt Inslder ae a swius tlst 
. m controlslessening 
- finances are shod 
- bWkg trend is upward 
- the thmat ou0tedng securty Improvements. even with U.S. financial help - smuggling routes we nulmerous, shiting through the Caucasus, Europe, 
Central Asia 
- Russian organized crime is involved now- a dangerous mix of power. greed, 
corrupt Oa l tay 

oountemteasures am expensive - a need to secure at the souros 
protection at source paramount, but post4heft measures needed also 

- nbatzatlon Is worst option - when conducted abroad. porltical and safety 
risk abound, capabilities limited.  

Recommendations by the teak force Included: 
- sustained funding and long term vision 
- Institutional measures 
- bilateral safeguarls (for material removed from werheads) 
- the U.S. need developmien of an Indignous safeguard culture In the 
former Soviet Union - not brought in from Los Alamos and put there 

At the forum. Mr, Graham Allison urged that focus should be the loose nukes* (the bomrbma•k•ng nuclear matarials). He concluded we wre l"ing on borrowed time.
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Record of Decision. Therefore these cost differentials between options under 

corsideration should be rneanlngleas when compared to the cost of the prolifrartion .nd 

theat risk, In that context the overriding cost-benefit analysis clearly makes the most 

effective, relable and timely solution available the desirable option. An overriding coet

benefit advantage of the light water reactor option Is Its assurance hat the threat to 

national security could be reliably and effectively addressed in the short time frame 

intended, and the light water reactor option should therefor ment DOE su•wort and 

gIven those same considerations, other widespread public and political support 

Recognizing this, the National Academy of Sciences urged that coats Ishould not be e 

majr factor in getting on with the Pu disposition program and that a timely and reliable 

response should be primary.  

The environmental impact of a clandestine nuclear device even if only hidden or if 

exploded in a U.S. city, would have an oarwheming environmental pect compared 

to aome of the ivIa Issues being studied end elevated to equal consideration in the 

PuS. Even a credible threat of a nuclear device by a sub-national terrorist group 

could cause serious social dislocation.  

Tirmenes rallablety. and co-isk effectiveness do not appear to be valued in DOE's 

PIS evaluation. Since early 19M4 and again since then, the Nailonal Academ•y of 

Sciences has strongly urged the DOE to expedile the disposition activity. They 

recognize the 'clesr and present danrge of divergence or "breakout7 of Russian 

nucler materl.  

DOEs actions to-date do not reflect the sense of urgency or timelinesa in Implementing 

a mreaningful disposition program as recommended by the National Academy. Since 

1993, resources have been directed to studies, and then more studies, and time and 

money have been expnded on consideration of options with ittl real potential or 

technical value and with high technical, cost and schedule risks. The PEIS and ROD 

origlinlly advertised by DOE as Intended for expedited completion In mid-1996. has 

been underfutded and most W/ily. Intentionally delayed until after the presidential 

elections. Even now, resources are being comnitted or used by DOE on prototpe 

ftehia activities which could have Ot reel impact on accelerating a meaningful 

disposition effort but which appear to be undertaken to facilitate the opportunity to 

male grand but bogus claims of pogress, solely to further political pUro hI an 

election year. The PEIS spends years and millions of dollars considering endangered 

wildife species and the minute distinctions of potential economic discrimination 

between the various options. DOE would be better to consider the Impact of the delay 

end undetfunding that has occurred in the disposition program on the economic 

discrination that would beflial al the citizens of any malor population center targeted 

by a terrorist nuclear device. and also the risk that the citizens of that target location 

could become anothe endangered spec@&

2/08.03.01 

I 3/08.03.00 

I 4/01.00.00 

5/08.00.00 

F-038

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080300 Comment Number 3

The time required to implement and complete the Proposed Action under 
each of the alternatives is included in this PEIS. A detailed schedule, 

reliability, and cost information have been included in a separate Technical 

Summary Report. Information on environmental impacts in this PEIS along 

with technical, cost and schedule information in the Technical Summary 

Reports, and other information will be provided to the decisionmaker.

010000 Comment Number 4

The schedule analysis, along with the cost, technical, and Nonproliferation 
Policy analyses on the Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives, is 

presented in separate documents to support the DOE's ROD. The documents 

related to technical, cost, and schedule analyses were available for public 

review beginning in July 1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made 

available to the public beginning in October 1996. The ROD is expected in 

late 1996.

080000 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.
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DOE's technical staff dearly and very early Identified a dual back approach of (1) 
converting the bulk of the excess weapons uteable Pu materials to mixed oxide fuel 
and dlspoltionmg it in existing LWRs, and 2) developing some form of vitrficaton 
technology for encapsulating smaller quantitiss of low level Pu from waste steamns and 
scrape Pu that are not suitable for LWR fuel. These am the best available mix of 
technology and industrilly Islable capabIlities.  

DOE ftuning should be directed toward accelerating the LWR option which addresses 
the bulk and weapons ussable material while also wautining a lower level of vitrification 
ac:hitis to address the smaller quantity and less-useoble, and therefore less 
threanling. Pu wastes.  

Consideratiot of Vitrification as a single solution for •It U.S. excess material does not 
rspreent a credlble or rdable and unrecwvrable option. Them rm sealous 
environmental and nuclear criticaliy uncertalnties associated with the vitrification of 
large quantifie of fissionable malterial.  

Ther, are also so may developmental uncertainties and production rellablity concerns 
with I vitriflcatlon options such that the risk of i never providing a rellable bulk 
conversion option are very great. The vrIllon options are considered experimental 
even by thoee who advocat thelrdevelopment. Them Is significant risk kythe cost and 
schedule and successful resolution of technical Issues even in an R&D phase in 
bringing those options to a prototype state. The coats. schedule and program risks arm 
even greater when the prototype technology needs to be expanded and relied upon for 
the production disposition mMsIon. If the eventually Industial rellability might be only 
35-60 % ,would It be viable? Can DOE truly expeot to estimate what the O&M costs 
of production are for a vitrification program 7 

Furftermore, DOE's own sclentists at LANL have published that recovery of Pu from 
vitrified forms isa simple chemrical process and easily achievable. This makes 
vitrifcation less of a barrier than the LWR spent fuel option and asBo must have less 
orediblity for encouraging a reciprocal bilateral program with Russia for that same 
reason. Therefore. the bulk of the weapons usable material should be dispositioned 
by the LWR option which is the only option that achieves an isotopic change of 
weapons usage forms of plutonIum and Incresaes the undesirable Pu 240 content and 
reduces overall the amount of Pu by about 1/3 in a once through cycle.  

Prolferation and Technology Issues 

Ata guest lecture tour through the U.S. In April '96 by a noted expert on Plutonium, 
Prof. Wolfgang Stoll of Germany; Professor Stoll offered a foreign view of U.S. non
proliferation tacics.  

Prof. Stoll offered that the U.S. is undermining its ability to achieve a timely disposition 
program for weapons usable materils If it rejects MOX fuel technology as a means of

6/08.03.01 

7/08.03.01 

8/05.01.08 

6/08.03.01 
cont.

F-038

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
implementation of both the Reactor and Immobilization Alternatives.  
Decisions on disposition will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

050108 Comment Number 8

Further information on the technical viability, schedule, and costs of the 
Immobilization Alternatives is provided in the Technical Summary Report 
and related Immobilization Alternative Summary Reports published in July 
1996.

t.,J 
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dlsposltioning weapons materials. There is reluctanoe by some to proceed with 

disposition of weapons material through burning of MOX because of milsnformed 

expeotation by anti-nuclear Idealists that If the U.S. does not me the technology, then it 

will also not be used by others for mommercial purposes. Prof. Stol assured his 

American audience that other nations ae already far ahead of the U.S. in MOX fuel 

technology, commercial use, and expeienoce with ft. and that they will continue to 

pursue and use that technology to meet their spent fuel disposal and long term energy 

Independence oomrmiltlmet and plans In safeguarded and proliferation resistant 

programs.  

In fact, by not partlicipating in MOX technology. the U.S. is abandoning itW 

technological leadershisp to others and will cease to have a voice or influence over the 

non-gronifetatlon considerations of those programs. The U.S. expectations ware 

characterized as naive, as the U.S. very mistakenly expects the rest of the world to 

unfalingly march to the beat of our drum. It was suggested that, Instead, the U.S.  

would have much more influence and corntol over MOX technology by being the 

technology leader In that discipline, and where the U.S. might be able to turn technical 

support on or off to control the use of the technology in appropriately safeguarded and 

non-proliferatlon committed programs.  

In subsequent d-scussions, it was noted that facilies and production processes for 

MOX fuel that would be used In a U.S. disposltion program could be designed so It 

would be highly Impractical to consider the use of those same facilities for the highly 

Irradiated recycled Pu that would be considered If a commercial MOX program were 

Intended. Furthermore, the facility could be designed for convenient decontamination 

from low exposure weapons grade Pu and bullt4n decommission conslderations could 

be designed In so that could be readily achieved upon termination of the disposition 

program. It is also relevant to explain to the political opponents of LWR disposition that 

the U.S. disposition program is going to be limited program with only a few plants 

participating into order to achieve rapid and reliable disposition of weapons for a 

stattigic non-profleration goal and it is in no way oriented to promote the commercial 

use of MOX. There are "profeaaonl "protest lobbies (Greanpesoe for one) that would 

decry any and all DOE disposition options and especially the LWR option; while others 

recognize the fcility of the LWR option and decry the environment risks of geological 

disposal of virification products. Yet they offer no altmrnate solution to the 

environmental threat of doing nothing and the role they play in further delaying 

meaningful disposition.  

Involv~ed locales antarml omnr sns uepd 

Some professional environmental proteetrs would have the DOE abandon 

consideration of all near term options and spend additional decades In R&D on "still 

unidentified, utInmt dlsposition methods' which, of course, must have no potential for 

environmental impact. Pursuing a longer term solution for the much tes threatening 

prolferation risk from reactor grade plutonium, Irntead of focusing on the near term

F-038
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security issues stemrning from weapons grade plutonium, could result In the proverbial 
"locking offthe barn door after the homes am stolent.

Few activItles, If amy, undertake in modem Industrial society have no riskL Society 
chooses to drive automoblies despite 50,000 traffic flatllites yearly. The risks of no 
action and action too long delayed am much greater than those highly improbable risks 
that some would demand we avoid In arriving at e record of decision nd getting on with 
the program as expediently as practical.

When the general public and their poitcal rpreesntatives as given these facts 
through public meatngs and other Information itiaem whlch the Department of 
Energy should be undertakin, and when they are made swam that the use of MOX 
fuel in mactori to convert weapons usable materials to spent fuel Is a quick. reasonable 
and practical solution to the threat of diversion and otherwise relatively easy reuse that 
might be achieved with other options, the LWR option should win broad public end 
political acceptance, 

Public responses at PEIS public scoping meetings In 1995 and this years draft PEIS 
comment reelng have clearly demonstrated broad community support in those locales 
that are coardiates for Pu disposition aclvites. Them hew been significant 
exprsslons of state and local level political and pubic supporL. The candidate 
communities are knowledgeable of the real nature of the pltonlium hazarl. (not the 
hyped hysterics that some polmy) have favorable experience with plutonium activities, 
are comfortable with the real Issues of plutonium handling and processing acAtives 
which will be common to all dispoeitlon options, and are confident in the ability of 
wela-maraged organizations to conduct the program safely and In an environmentally 
sound way. Particular Wations which thve had poor experiences with DOE facilities.  
or those with a well-established culture of opposition by special Intereats to DOE and 
nucloar-related operations are clearly not being considrd eas sites for program 
activies and should therefore not be a factor. A key. therefore, to achiev on 
socurat and meaningful public consensus fles In appropriately identifying and obtaining 

consensus ci thse local and regional stakeholders who am truly affected.  

Beause U.S. national security Is potentially affected by a lhck of action as much as by 
specific actions taken In addressing this excess weapons material threat, special 
Intoreost and/or bias and ideological crita who would seek to block the program with 
protests In the name of hevkig s higher vision " than the rest of us, or even by legal 
challenges, despite it otherwise being a broad-based acceptable solution, are doing a 
gross dior*vie to our county. The overwhelnIng pubi Interest clearly lies In 
Implementing an effective and timely solution. A solution which has broad public and 
political consensus, which Is being hampered by a lilted special Interest challenge, 
has a strong argument for passing over those objections, especially when they sre 
clearly politically rnotivated, largely procedural, flied with slanted and Inflammatory 
"*scare tactic mretoC or otherwise without substantive merit, conslderang the all the 
riks qnd options.

9/08.03.01

10/08.02.00

F-038

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
No Action Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080200 Comment Number 10

Comment noted. However, the storage and disposition of weapons-usable Pu 
is an issue of national interest. NEPA requires full public participation, and 
all comments receive equal consideration.

0I 00
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DOE disposition actions must rernahn focused on Onu nature and potential Of t1e 

anmedigte threat of divergence of weepns -aeW materials and the tifeliness l Eund 11/01.03.00 
relablify of the response and souk" to the threat offered by the propoeed options, and 

not Ont .lklo- issues of cost. suppo r flOr-uppOrt of nuclear pOWer. value or use of 

the pu material, and local or regional economic or polltial Interesb.  

lhs LWR qofion would seem to be the only credble option for thO U.-S to offer he 

Russians to tr into a biataa prognmn. Arnyving ta does l• , doe nolhing to 12/01.03.00 

reduce the threst of dlvsrsion of Russian Mateal which will rem-in at flsk until 

convsttd Into a form not readily uLos ab In weaponsI 

F-038

010300 
Comment noted.  

010300

Comment Number 11 

Comment Number 12

Comment noted. All Reactor Alternatives analyzed in the PEIS are viable 
options that would serve the same purpose the commentor described.

-I 
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GILBERT, KIM 
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080301 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new C", 

missions at Hanford. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
29.•. 16 usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical Q and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

U.S Department ofFr~aergy 
Orace of Fimile Materials Diqspoition 
WUsingtoo. DC 2n02-taof 

o 

To whom it may cncefrn 

I am writing to express my cenern about the US. DMparment otEnergy consideration of procesmg plut•nium at Hanford Hanford should he cleaned up, not expanded 

Already. nuclear waste i leaking mto the Columbia River and the Billion ofdollars that haw 1/08.03.01 been apent on cleaning it up have been wasted on bureaucracy rather than actually cleaning it up.  

Thu i a vtery dangerous am and we aeriously protest any diacunion or ideas of using the area 
further 

Sincerely, 

Rim Gilbert 

M-246
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3902 Laody Trail 
Latrtnez. Georgia 30907 
May 1, 1i96 

u. s. 0evetrmnt of En4'U 
Offl6w of Fnale Materils Despositon 
p.0. Box 237M 
Washinolto, D.C. 20025-3786

I aftended the pubak meting for the ELS for the Storage and Dispositlon Of Wea1p" Matariats 

held m North Augstat. SC. on AprI•l 31.106 he three Options diacsd, toring the 

mataftala end than disposing of them af fuel for oonmrredal f"01t111 aPPOai to me to be dearly 

the prefarrad tun most deaiabl diposal methlxd, Skiv aDome cW rdl eletric ultitlee am 

interasild in usag the mmateals " fuels, the materials •hould then be treated as an e and 

"rot " jur* or waste as in the apparent Mpshurrilloel•d when oonsiderkV the vrtflcattO or 

bore hole disposal methods. Conrlerable asns Of taraer Memy have been speWorst r n 

these miloerI s. Rseams ludlrOeus to me to spent additonal mony dbWosing of the Matals 

wiehout even attemproig to recover any asset value that the naterial now hr" 

Of the three disposal mefth . I would coraider the bore hole metho0d as bein Vt 1eas 

desirable. ANt to often tlednologas bliveved to be inerentlY safe have been fOuhd with M to 

ha" unwagnt slttlstuqqe. ft would seam to mn that If after bufryng these n tedls in deep holes 

ard an undasruble condition Is found after time. recovery of the materals rsy be dose to 

hirpossie and vary costly at the 18Ws.  

Again, I wish to epres my opinion that disposal of the material as fuels for conmmeridal electric 

power readors is mc nri pnirfedrr altematlve over disposing of the Materials as waste.  

J:Osph M. Ottlklon

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

M-114

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.
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GOERGEN, CHARLES R., AIKEN, SC 
l" PAGE 1 OF 1

Comment Number 1

May 6, 1996 

Storage and Dispoaition of Weapons-Ujable Fissile Materials Drift PEIS Public Comment 
Charles R. Goergen 
$10 Boardman Road 
Aiken. SC 29903 

1 am Providing this comment to support the a mixture of optiona for disposition of 
wepons-.rnble fissile materials, specifically plutonium. These am based on the following 
prefuses: 
* Plutonium should be considered a national assed rather than a liability.  
* The dispo•ition should not be disposal.  
* The plutoniums should be used for axanmum realization of its energy value.  
* There need not be a trush to achieve ultimate disposition of the plutonium.  

The long-t•rm disposition ofplutitum should be production ofenergy. The reactor 
design should maximize the output of usable energy rather than a dsrt tr irradiation to 
transfomn sme material and istopically dilute the rest. This need not be achieved in the 
next decade or two. Research and design could be carried out at a pace that current 
budgetary limits support. As an analogy. the Untited Stites has many crud oil wells that 
m capped because they we currently uaeconomical to pump. However, the will crne a 

time in the fuitue that cheap foreign oil is not available and it will be tapped. Until that 
tine comes fbr plutonium I support a long term storage alternative.  

Stabilization of plutonium solutiona, scap and residues per ithe Defense Nuclear Facilities 
Safely Board (DNFSB) 94-I Implementation Plan and the Plutonium Vulnerability 
Management Plan should be vigorously pusted to achieve a farm that meets the Criteria 
for Safe Storage of Plutonium Metals and Oxide. The currerat inventory ofexcess 
plutonium 'pit" removed from nuclear weapons when packaged in the AT-400A package 
will achieve tha long tesrm s•orage standard. Tbe storage standard form is intended to liet 
a minirnum of 50 years. This con give tie U.S. an adequate period of time to develop the 
best reactor disposition alternative in s cost-effective manner.  

The U.S. should consolidate its excess plutonium storage to a single site under fll 
Inkrtalltu s!i Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards per the intnt of the Non
Proliferatson Treaty. If we expect the LAM to ensre inspected countries are not diverting 
material, it should be misted to safeguard American materials. Iterenational inspections 
should be the method by which Americana assure the world that this material will not be 
reused in weapom. A new storage fecility should be built that incorporstes the latest and 
best in monitoring and surveillance techniques. The facility should be expasdable in 
modular fashion to a•conmodate and facilitate any international agreements for the U.S.  
to safeguard other countries' inventories. It should be able to be used as a blueprint for 
building duplicates in other countries. Application and demonstration of exemplary 
safeguards until eventual disposition use has the highest likelihood of being emulated by 
foreign governments.

1/08.03.01

2/08.03.01

F-020

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
facilities for long-term storage of weapons-usable fissile materials. Decisions 
on storage of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080301
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080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
Pantex. Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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Comment Number 1

Comment ID: 
Date Received: 
Name: 
Address:

P0006 
April 19. 1996 
Marian Goodwin 
455 South Street 
Blackfoot, ID 23221

Transcrption: 

I just want to say that I'm in full support of the INEL and would like to see programs 1/08.03.01 
implemented out there to keep the thing going. And I'd also like to say that I'd like to apply for 
a job when ther's an openin& I have a degree in waste management and biology and I can be 
reached at 208-725-4616 (day) and 202-6W4-3569 (after 3:30pm). Anyway, Ijust want to say 
I'm in support of the INEL. Thank you.  

P-006

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.
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SR-007

09 0008 Comment Number 1 

Based on comments received, several sections of the Final PEIS include 

additional analyses. These sections (in Section 4.9) include Impacts on 

Uranium Mining and Nuclear Fuel Cycle Industries, Avoided Environmental 

Impacts of Using MOX Fuel Instead of Traditional Low-Enriched Uranium 

Fuel in Nuclear Power Plants, and Avoided Environmental Impacts of Using 

Nuclear Power Plants Instead of Fossil Fuel Power Plants. The Avoided 

Environmental Impacts of Using MOX Fuel Instead of Traditional Low

Enriched Uranium Fuel in Nuclear Power Plants section in the Draft PEIS 

includes the health impacts avoided to the public and workers for the mining 

and milling industries. Other avoided impacts to air quality and waste 

generated were added to the Final PEIS.

040100 
Comment noted.

150000

Comment Number 2

Comment Number 3

Comment noted.
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Comment Number 1

Box 250 
Farnsworth, TX 79033 
April 22, 1996 

Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W.  
Washington, D. C. 20585 
Dear Sirs: 

I oppose the use of the Pantex Plant near Amarillo, Texas, for a permanent 
nuclear waste facility, particularly the processing of plutonium at this 
site.  

The Pantex Plant has already contaminated perch water under and near its 
facility, and endangers neighbors who use the Ogallala ground water for 
irrigation. Drawing water from the area, as ground water wells do for the 
water in Amarillo, and for irrigation, draws water to those wells from 
the area. It will not be long before contaminated water shows up in 
Amarillo's water supply. We cannot afford to add the dangers of 
plutonium and permanent nuclear waste storage to this already present 
danger. The Ogallala is the only water available to the entire Texas 
Panhandle. When it is contaminated, the area will have to be abandoned.  
We cannot afford another Rocky Flats pollution disaster in this area.  

Sincerely, 

Jeanne B. Gramstorff

1/08.03.01 

2/09.04.04

M-238

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

090404 Comment Number 2

Waste/hazardous material treatment/handling operations are regulated to 
minimize the potential for releases of hazardous substances to the soil or 
surface water which could then migrate to the groundwater.

00 I0 
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pSZLI1IBART C0I5UnTs cm PLUToIM DISPOITUOW TR1S 
April 1, 1996 

OrasnpeaSc International

The task of what to do with weapons plutonium produced 

during the Cold War is a formidablV one. We recognize that the 

process of making and msplementing a "dispositionl' option could 

likely be an arduous on. with disagree~ments along the way, but 

it is clear that the process must lead to one main goal: a wrld 

more secure from the threat of continuing proliferation of 

stockpiles of weaponS-usable plutonium.  

The plutonium dileamma that now confronts us in the US is yet 

another legacy of misguided Cold war policies; we must not allow 

steps which hew been made away from the threata Of the nuclear 

arms race to be reversed. In only one way it is good that we are 

currently faced with the problem of what to do with the plutonium 

removed from nuclear weapons: the process of disarmament as 

required under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (IFT) has 

finally begun.  

STArT I1% and Beyond 

Given the growing demand by the international commuýnity that 

NMT disarmament obligations be met, the stockpile of plutonium 

removed from weapons will only grow. The U.S. now faces the 

challenge to show that it can meet its treaty commitments and 

quickly move far beyond the high level of nuclear weapons 

negotiated under the START 11 agreement. t Deepcuts and 
thsn 

elimination of nuclear weapons will lead to ockpile of so

called surplus plutonium of almost 100 tonnes.  

The decisions made about what to do with this dangerous 

"material must be made with deliberate and thoughtful analysis.  

.ut it appears that the Department of Energy has begun an 

Environmental Impact Statement process which is lacking in both 

analysis and depth. DOE must return to the drawing board and 

newly prepare this document with full consideration given to the 

global proliferation implications of the disposition decision.  

Proliferation impact. Ignored 

While it is of utmost importance to irreversibly remove the 
plutonium from weapons, what is done with the material will have 

far-reaching international proliferation impacts. Although it is 

widely agreed that the meeting of a 'high-level waste standard'

1/01.03.00 

2/01.06.00

ir w .Ws.wps' D 2019 T.1W202) ec :77. Fa, 20A2) 2537 TI 592359 
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010300 Comment Number 1

Although Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) II protocol nuclear
weapons levels are beyond the scope of this PEIS, global proliferation 

concerns and the need to encourage reciprocal actions by Russia are integral 

parts of various sections of the PEIS, including the purpose and need and the 

Preferred Alternative. Furthermore, proliferation implications for the various 

alternatives and variants are evaluated in DOE's nonproliferation analysis, 

which was issued for public review in October 1996. DOE's ROD will be 

based on the nonproliferation analysis, as well as the environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

As explained in the response to Comment Number 1, global and domestic 
nonproliferation is considered in various parts of the PEIS. The purpose of the 

Proposed Action is, in part, to establish the technical and program 

infrastructure that will enable the United States to take unilateral action, or 

negotiate reciprocal actions, with other nations for the disposition of surplus 

weapons-usable Pu. This PEIS addresses the environmental impacts of the 

reasonable alternatives for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of the cost, 

schedule, technical, and nonproliferation policy impacts are described in 

separate documents, and will be considered in DOE's decision. The Draft 

Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons- Usable Fissile 

Materials Storage and Plutonium Disposition Alternatives was made 

available for public review in October 1996. DOE also conducted a series of 

public meetings, prior to the issuance of the Final PEIS, to discuss the 

nonproliferation analysis as it relates to the PEIS alternatives and variants.  

The analysis of the nonproliferation impacts examines, among other things, 

the risk of theft, risk of reversal, and arms reduction impacts for the various 

disposition alternatives.

00 
__j

010600
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Comment Number 3

is a goal to be strived for, it appears that the DOE has set out 
on a course which largely disregards both domestic and 
international proliferation impacts of the plutonium disposition 
decision.  

In reading the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement, it is striking to realize that there is almost no 
discussion of the proliferation impact of the decision. It's 
almost as if the DOE has forgotten or ignored that decisions 
taken here will have affects far beyond our borders. As it is 
recognized that the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) must 
consider proliferation impacts, DOE must simply redo this 
document and correct its grave error of omission. In coming to a 
decision after such an analysis is done, DOE must choose an 
option which minimizes both domestic and international 
proliferation impacts. We feel that such a choice can also be 
the most environmentally sound.  

-Direct Us-" Material 

Nowhere in the EIS is there an in-depth discussion of the 
dangerous nature of MOX. Unlike conventional uranium fuel, MOX 
is regarded by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) as 
well as the US Government of requiring protection due to the ease 
with which the weapons plutonium can be separated from the fuel.  
The IAEA deems MOX as being of "direct use" in nuclear weapons 
and the US requires military escort during transport.  

As a result of the military nature of the material, reactor 
operators in the US or Canada using MOX would effectively become 
nuclear weapons storage sites. To incorporate allegedly civilian 
facilities into the military complex raises serious questions 
about theft or diversion of the material from the reactors and 
during transport. The public will be quite hesitant to embrace 
the idea that their local reactor has become a storage site for 
nuclear weapons materials.  

NOX . Reprocessing 

It appears that nowhere in the document has DOE recognized 
the intimate relationship between the reprocessing industry and 
the use of plutonium fuel (mixed oxide fuel, MOX) in nuclear 
reactors. Every country which uses MOX fuel is either engaged in 
reprocessing or has close links with the reprocessing industry.  
Yet, in the EIS DOE has a total memory lapse, both failing to 
analyze the international interconnectedness of MOX, 
reprocessing, and plutonium use and stockpiling as well as 
failing to analyze potential impacts on a potential domestic 
plutonium industry.  

Given the dismal failure of breeder reactors, plutonium 
reprocessors now present MOX as the justification for 

2

2/01.06.00 
cont.

3/13.00.00 

4/01.04.00 

5/01.06.00

DC-002

As discussed in the Draft Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of 
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Storage and Plutonium Disposition 
Alternatives, appropriate safeguards and security would be used for the 
various steps of the MOX process. The safeguards and security for pit 
disassembly/conversion and MOX fuel fabrication would likely be similar to 
safeguards for the weapons-usable fissile materials. Furthermore, the 
facilities would be inspectable by IAEA. The DOE safe secure trailer (SST) 
system will be utilized for the transportation of the fresh MOX fuel which 
includes armed nuclear materials couriers. Once irradiated, the spent MOX 
fuel would meet the spent fuel standard and be disposed of in a geologic 
repository.

010400 Comment Number 4

The Reactor Alternatives would utilize a once-through fuel cycle. Spent fuel 
would be disposed of with other commercial reactor spent fuel. Pu would 
arrive at the reactor in the form of fresh fuel which could not be used in 
weapons without extensive reprocessing to extract the Pu. Necessary 
safeguards and security at the reactors would be provided. The facilities 
would be inspectable by IAEA, as appropriate. The nuclear reactors would 
not become nuclear weapons storage sites.

010600 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel and the commentor's concerns about 
reprocessing. The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States 
will not recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the 
recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not 
be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no 
Pu is being recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be 
converted to a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel. Thus, foreign 
reprocessing would not be encouraged by the Reactor Alternatives. Section 
2.4.5.1 of the Final PEIS has been expanded to clarify that reprocessing 
would not be part of the Reactor Alternatives. Decisions on disposition will 
be made based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
national policy considerations, and public input.

0I 
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5/01.06.00 
cont.

reprocessing. What was once an imaginary dream to "complete the 

nuclear fuel cycle* has now boiled down to a business in search 

of customers. The European reprocessing companies British 

Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) and COGEMA are currently building UP massive 

stockpiles of plutonium and are attempting to gain new 

reprocessing and MOX clients around world. elgonuCleaire is 

attempting to sell its MOx services to any willing client.  

Russia and Japan are similarly engaged in reprocessing and 

plutonium stockpiling with a goal to use both MOX end breeder 

reactors. Yet DOE hs turned a blind eye to this international 

repr essing-MOX connection.  

Likewise, the likely connection in the US between a MOX 

industry created by use of weapons-grade plutonium and a future 

plutonium economy is ignored in the EIS. The history of interest 

in MOX in the US, as in other countries, is also tied to the 

reprocessing industry, as reflected by the GESMO process and the 

failed West Valley, Morris and Barnwell reprocessing experiments.  

But in spite of the past connection in the US between MOX and 

reprocessing, the EIS does not stop to reflect on what the future 

might hold if the US pursues MOX.  

NOX Contradicts US Nonproliferation Policy 

In September 1993, President Clinton issued a 

nonproliferation policy which stated that *The United States does 

not encourage the civil use of plutonium and, accordingly, does 

not itself engage in plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear 

power or nuclear explosive purposes. 
The United States, however.  

will maintain its existing commitments regarding the use of 

plutonium incivil nuclear programs 
in Western Europe and Japan." 

The policy also stated that the US would seek to eliminate where 

possible the accumulation of stockpiles...of plutonium- and 

,explore means to limit the stockpiling of plutonium for civil 

nuclear programs.

If implemented, a decision to use MOX will violate this 

policy in many ways. First. any use of MOX in the US will go far 

beyond encouragement of the civil use of plutonium. Second, use 

of MOX will be an active encouragement to reprocessors in Europe, 

Japan. Russia land potentially in other countries) which have 

Jnextricably woven together the reprocessing and MOX industries.  

Third, any agreements reached with European M.X fabricators to 

either provide MOX fabrication service in Europe 
or to assist in 

MOX fabrication in the US will constitute a new (not existing) 

commitment which will heartily be welcomed as boost to 

reprocessing/MOX.  

The EIS has failed to evaluate the potential violations of 

President Clinton's nonproliferation policy or how the policy i.  

anticipated to be changed in the case a MOX-use decision is 
made.  

3

DC-002

010600 Comment Number 6

The Reactor Alternatives, which would use MOX fuel, would not contradict 
the U.S. Nonproliferation Policy. As explained in the PEIS, the alternatives 

would pertain only to surplus weapons-usable Pu, such as from dismantled 

weapons, and would not use or encourage the use of MOX fuel based on other 

sources.

to) 
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cont.  
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5/01.06.00 
cont.  

2/01.06.00 
cont.
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Comment Number 7

mOx Fabrication Facility 

It is extremely unclear what would become of a mOX facility 
in the US once the weapons grade plutonium stockpile had been 
fabricated into fuel. Given the expense of such a facility and 
the environmental impacts which would loom after its operation, 
it would seem that DOE would discuss the fate of the facility 
once its mission was over. But it does not seem that the 
decontamination and decommissioning of any MOX plant is included 
in the EIS. By lack of such a discussion, it is implied that 
another mission might await such a facility once the weapon-grade 
stockpile was depleted. Thus, the construction of a MOX plant 
might serve to stimulate commercial reprocessing as part of the 
infrastructure to support use of the plutonium would already be 
in place.  

By choosing a mix of disposition options including MOX, the 
incentive to use a MOX fabrication facility for a second 
plutonium fuel fabrication mission might actually increase. A 
two or multi-option decision would mean that less plutonium was 
available for MOX, thus leading to increased cost per unit. With 
this increased cost, the impetus to continue use of the facility 
with commercial weapons-usable feedstock in an attempt to recoup 
cost or justify the facility's construction could actually 
increase.  

Given that the main European reprocessors could be in on 
operation of any US MOX facility, that a primary DOE contractor 
(Westinghouse Savannah River Company) at one of the leading sites 
for a MOX facility (Savannah River Site) has actually prepared a 
study as to the feasibility of commercial reprocessing, and that 
a section dealing with -conditioning, (reprocessing) has been 
included in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1996, we consider 
that the warning signs of hidden reprocessing agendas are clear.  

Expressionms of Interest

Under the plutonium disposition EIS process, no reason can 
be found for the December 1995 solicitation of "Expressions of 
Interest' from utilities and nuclear companies for their interest 
in MOX. The request for EOIs was simply an expediency of the 
moment apart from the formal HIS process.  

As has been done in the HIS, the DOE did not outline in the 
solicitation to the utilities the proliferation risks of MOX use 
in the US. And the utilities have similarly chosen to also 
either ignore or obfuscate the connections. Utilities responding 
to the solicitation have presented their goals as noble - wanting 
to help with weapons-grade plutonium disposition - yet their real 
interests clearly are pecuniary in nature. Compensation, not 
public service, is the motivational factor.

7/01.06.00 

8/01.06.00 

9/08.00.00

A MOX fuel fabrication facility would be constructed, or the existing facility 
modified for MOX fuel fabrication, only for the purpose of converting 
weapons-usable Pu into MOX fuel to be burned in a reactor. The Pu would be 
consumed in a reactor using a once-through fuel cycle, then disposed of as 
spent nuclear fuel. No reprocessing would be involved in surplus Pu 
disposition, consistent with the President's Nonproliferation Policy. After 
completion of the materials disposition mission, the facility would either go 
through decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) or be converted to 
another mission, not involving MOX fuel fabrication or reprocessing. D&D 
costs are considered in the Disposition Technical Summary Report and will 
be included in the decisionmaking process. Furthermore, DOE will evaluate 
environmental impacts for decontamination and decommissioning in 
subsequent tiered NEPA reviews.

010600 Comment Number 8

The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling 
process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not be extracted 
for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no Pu is being 
recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be converted to a 
nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel. There is no "hidden reprocessing 
agenda." 

The Westinghouse Savannah River company report referred to by the 
commentor was prepared to respond to a request by Congressman C.  
Norwood (GA). DOE did not consider the report a significant issue since this 
Nation's policy of not reprocessing commercial spent fuel is long standing 
and there is no Administration support and little Congressional interest in 
revisiting the issue.

080000 Comment Number 9

The request for "Expression of Interest" was made to answer the question: If 
the Existing LWR Alternative was selected for the disposition of Pu, would 
there be any utilities interested in implementing the decision and under what

010600
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9/08.00.00 
cont.

But while the EOIS have become an integral part of the 

discussion about plutonium disposition they remain apart from the 

uS process. Given that DOE sought the "expressions. outside of 

the BIS process raises serious questions as to the legitimacy of 

the EIS and decision-making process itself. If the EOI process 

is serious and is part of the decision-making process, the 

reactor or facility of each and every respondee should be 

incorporated officially in the EIS as DOE is in practice 

conducting a review of the viability of the proposals as they 

relate to the EIS. Just as DOE sites were covered in the EIS, 

the private facilities now involved in the process must be 

brought into the EIS or the entire EIs process should begin 

again.  

An egregious example of monetary interest at work can be 

seen by the offer of TEAM CANDU, led by AECL Technologies and 

Ontario Hydro Nuclear. This proposal is to transport MOX 

fabricated in canada or Europe to the Bruce A reactor complex on 

Lake Huron. The idea has been presented as being acceptable to 

Canadians but the formal process of government approval has not 

begun and the public debate in Canada over this idea has only 

Just started. That public debate is likely to be quite 

contentious given that weapons-grade plutonium would roll on 

Canada's highways and the resulting plutonium-laden spent fuel 

will be left in Canada.  

Ontario Hydro has not been forthcoming in stating that the 

Bruce A reactors are in need of retubing which has been estimated 

to cost $300 million each. The Bruce 2 reactor was taken out of 

service in 1995 in order to avoid this costly expense and other 

major repairs and the other Bruce A reactors are scheduled for 

retubing beginning in the year 2000. But given the expense of 

the overhaul and difficulty of justifying such an outlay in an 

increasingly competitive electricity market, it is possible that 

Ontario Hydro will have to close the reactors.  

Why are the financial problems of Ontario Hydro not 

mentioned in the Expression of Interest? Is there a desire on 

their part to justify the expense of retubing by pursuing the MOX 

mission. And will US taxpayers end up underwriting these 

expenses? DOE and TEAM CANDU must come forward and reveal the 

true condition of the reactors at Bruce A and what the 

anticipated repair costs are.  

Similarly, if reactor problems such as being experienced by 

Ontario Hydro exist with the US utilities expressing interest.  

the EIS must fully reveal and evaluate them.  

Lack of Docusentatioe 

DOE contends that it does not have to publicly release 

information concerning the costs of the various options until

010300
Should the CANDU Reactor Alternative be chosen for Pu disposition, further 
negotiations between the U.S. and Canadian Federal and Provincial 

Governments will be required before implementation, as well as business 

negotiations with reactor owners. In addition, according to the Canadian 

Government (see letter sent by the Canadian Embassy in Washington, DC, 

dated June 6, 1996, reproduced in this CRD) implementation would be 

subject to Canadian Federal and Provincial regulations, and an appropriate 

level of analysis by the licensee of health, safety and environmental impacts 

would be required before issuance of an operation license and before any 

decision on burning Pu in a CANDU reactor could be implemented.

10/01.03.00 

11/01.03.00 

12/08.00.00 

DC-002
Comment Number 11

The Department of Energy (U.S. taxpayers) will not be underwriting the 
expense of retubing any reactor. Selection of a specific reactor(s) would be

C5 C

general conditions? The request for "Expression of Interest" in the use of 
existing reactors for the disposition of Pu was only one of a series of actions 

taken by DOE to obtain technical, cost, schedule, and policy information.  

That information, along with the PEIS, will be presented to the decisionmaker 

in order to help ensure a well-informed decision. The Technical Summary 

Report for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEIMD-0003) 

provides an explanation for the issuing of this request for "Expression of 

Interest." Should a Reactor Alternative be selected at the ROD, DOE would 

issue a Request for Proposal to interested parties to solicit MOX fuel 

fabrication facility design and construction proposals and/or proposals for 

burning the MOX fuel in reactors.  

The disposition sites used in the PEIS for analysis are considered 

representative, and a combination of sites was used. Tiered NEPA reviews, as 

appropriate, will examine specific locations, as stated in the PEIS; specific 

reactor location(s) will depend, in part, on market conditions and contract 

negotiations. The explanation of representative sites in Section 2.1.4 of the 

PEIS has been expanded to provide further clarification of the approach used 

for the sites for the analysis of environmental consequences.

010300

Comment Number 10
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through responses to Requests for Proposals and follow-on business and 
contract negotiations.

just before a Record of Decision is made. We contend that both 
as a matter of record for the Draft PEIS as well as in compliance 
with a sound openness policy that such documentation must be 
released ae soon as it is available and long before the EIS 
comment period closes.  

As the DOE repeatedly states in the EIS that "cost
effectiveness" will be a part of the disposition decision, no 
tools have been provided to aid in the public in the 
determination of the costs of the various options. All cost and 
economic evaluations must no longer be kept secret and be allowed 
to be reviewed as part of the EIS process.  

It does not appear that reference or citation is made in the 
EIS to, important documents which must be made available to the 
public during the Draft EIS comment period. For example, a 
document prepered by AECL Technologies on the CANDU reactor 
option is not mentioned in the EIS. And documents pertaining to 
work being done between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and 
Selgonucleaire in MOX performance are not mentioned in the CIS.  

Imobilization 

It appears to us that the guiding hand in any decision must 
be that of nonproliferation linked with environmental protection.  
Given the risks associated with an endorsement of MOX and the 
plutonium economy, we believe that immobilization is the only 
viable disposition option.  

Given a need for further research into immobilization 
techniques, we therefore request that DOE provide more money in 
FY 1997 to expand research into the various options. Given that 
the prime mission of the Defense Waste Processing Facility is to 
vitrify high-level waste and not to be used for plutonium 
vitrification research, we endorse the idea of a pilot 
vitrification plant to study the feasibility of this option.  

Requests 

Given the seriousness of the issue at hand and the need for 
a careful analysis by the public of the options presented, we 
hereby make the following requests: 

1) That all documents pertaining to cost of the various 
disposition options be immediately placed in the DOE public 
document rooms or be publicly released as soon as they are 
finished and be made a part of the Draft EIS record.  

2) That all documents pertaining to research into MOX use and 
immobilization be placed immediately in the public document rooms 
and be made part of the Draft PEIS record.

12/08.00.00 
cont.  

1b 13/08.00.00 

14/08.03.01 

15/05.01.06

16/08.01.00

080000 Comment Number 12

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  
Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in October 1996.  
These analyses, along with the environmental analysis and public input, will 
be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.

080000 Comment Number 13

Based upon this comment, the index of reference materials in the DOE Public 
Reading Rooms was improved. Further references in the Final PEIS were 
checked for completeness. The documents referred to by the commentor were 
not cited in the PEIS. However, the AECL Technologies, Inc., Plutonium 
Consumption Program, CANDU Reactor Project, July 31, 1994 is cited in the 
FMDP CANDU PEIS Data Report which is a cited reference in the PEIS. The 
work between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Belgonucleaire 
was not relied upon for the PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 14

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

050106 Comment Number 15

Research and development is both on-going and planned to support the 
disposition alternative(s). If immobilization is selected in the ROD, DOE may 
propose pilot facilities. Currently the can-in-canister variant of the 
Immobilization Alternative is being researched at the SRS Defense Waste

�,m4's�
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3) That detailed budget figures for Fiscal Years 1996 and 1997 

for MOX, storage and immobilization research be made available 

and that all documents produced in conjunction with such research 

be publicly released as soon as they are available and be made 

part of the Draft PEiS record.  

4) That the public comment period be extended until such time as i0o.01.00 
pertinent economic and technical documents are made available. 1o/t.  

Given the fact that the -Expressions of Interest" in MOX use have 

de facto become a part of the EIS process and that documentation 

associated with such expressions was not publicly available until 

approximately March 29, further justification exists for an 

extension of the comment period.  

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. We 

. t1 .more coeeents and documentation at a later date.

DC-002

Processing Facility (DWPF). Based on public comments, Appendix 0 has 
been added to the PEIS to describe this variant.

080100
The Technical Summary Reports, which contain cost information for both 
storage and disposition, were made available to the public (and have been 

placed in the DOE Public Reading Rooms) in July 1996 and will be included 

in the decisionmaking process. Documents related to research concerning 

MOX fuel, storage and immobilization which are cited in the PEIS, are 

available in the DOE Public Reading Rooms and are part of the PEIS record.  

Budget figures and research documents may be made available upon 

appropriate request. However, the budget is not part of the NEPA process and 

the budget figures are not included in the PEIS record. Research documents 

that are cited and relied upon in the PEIS are available in the DOE Public 

Reading Rooms and are part of the PEIS record.  

The Expression of Interest is not part of the NEPA Process. (See response to 

Comment Number 9).

tJ

Comment Number 16
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Comment Number 1

April 9, 1996

Re: Draft PEIS on Plutonium Disposition 

To Whom it Concerns: 

I am hereby submitting the following Graeopeaee document to be Included in the 
record for the "Storage and Disposition of Weapoas-Usable FIssle Materials" PEIS.  
The document was originally prepared for the G7 summit in Moscow on April 19 & 20, 199.  

As any decision by the U.A DeparlmeUt of Eiergy to use mixed oxide fuel (MOX) 
will have grave international proliferatian Implications, the final PEIS mat thoroaghly 
review those implications. Internationally, the MOX Industry 1. Inextricably hlked to 
the reprocessing industry and serves as a stimalus to further reprocessing aad asocimted 
plutonium stockpiling. The PEIS must address the Impact that any U.S. MOX use will 
have on international plutonium reprocessing and subsequent stockpiling and use as 
fuel. Use in the U.S. of MOX will likely serve as a global plutonium proliferation 
stimalus and thas the lntornatiousal MOX and reprocessing implications must be 
analyzed In the final PEIS.  

While we will submit additinoal documents, the attached document will serve as a 
background oan the proliferation implications of the MOX option.

1/01.06.00

Sincerely, 

Tam Clamsts 
Greoupeuce International 
Plutonlum Campaign

1436 Utot 10M N% Wmtsyoe DC 2009 -Ta (V2W)462-1177 - Ar(202) 4624507.TI, 892359 
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Comment noted. The President's Nonproliferation Policy says that the 
United States will not recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not 
utilize the recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process 
will not be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy 
since no Pu is being recycled. After a once-through cycle, the Pu would be 
converted to a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel. This would not be 
a subsidization of the nuclear industry, nor provide any further stimulus for 
international Pu processing.  

The Department of Energy has prepared and released for public comment a 
report on the nonproliferation analysis of the disposition alternatives, 
including the Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. A series of public 
meetings were held on the scope and content of the report, and to receive 
comments on the report. The results of this nonproliferation analysis will be 
included in the decisionmaking process, along with the environmental, 
technical, cost and schedule analyses, and other public comments.  

Reprocessing of MOX fuel in foreign countries is beyond the scope of, and 
not encouraged by, this PEIS. The purpose of this PEIS is disposition of 
surplus U.S. origin weapons-usable Pu, and storage of U.S. origin weapons
usable fissile materials. The Greenpeace document referred to by the 
commentor is included in this CRD and is part of the Administrative Record 
for the PEIS.
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CHEROBYh1 1aOtaa AFTIR..  

March 1906 

PLUTONIUM AND THE NUCLEAR SAFETY SUMMIT: 

OUT OF CONTROL! 

INTRODUCTION 

The threat posed by weapons-usable flstile materials is one of the central topics for 
the Nuclear Safety Summit to be held in Moscow, April 19-20th. 1996 - and for good 
reason. Approximately 100.000 nuclear weapons worth of fissile materials (plutonium 
and Highly Enriched Uranium - HEU) has been produced over the past fifty years as a 
result of the nuclear arms race and the commercial nuclear industry's promotion of 
weapona-usable materials as fuels for nuclear energy.  

it is therefore to be welcomed that the G7 and Russia recognise that the threat posed 
by these materials requires action at the highest level. However, as this paper seeks to 
demonstrate, the political, economic and strategic interests of most of the G7 and 
Russia means that no real effort to reduce the threat posed by plutonium and other 
fissile materials wig be launched by the Nuclear Safety Summit.  

Greenpeace believes that so long as these interests determine the policies of the 
governments concerned, plutonium stockpiles will continue to grow, as will the global 
threat. Rather than statements of concern, owe problem needs to be dealt with directly.  
What is required is an international commitment for the negotiation of a comprehensive 
international convention that would t'-r all plutonium production and use - the so

called Fissile Material Convention. This would prohibit all further reprocessing of 
plutonium, no use of plutonium Mixed Oxide Fuel (MCX), inclusive of a ban on MOX as 
a weapons plutonium disposifion option, and the eventual removal from national 
control of all stocks of weapons-usable fissile materials.  

PLUTONIUM DEMAND AND SUPPLY 

For the purpose of this paper, alt the plutonium referred to is separated (reprocessed) 
weapons-usalle material. Thus, although it is important to state clearly the amount of 
plutonium in military inventories from material in commercial programmes, the 
distinction Is in fact artificial.  

Global plutonium stockpiles at the end of 1993 were in the region of 375 tonnes. of 

which 255 tonnes is contained within the military stockpiles of the nuclear weapon 

states - Russia. the United States, France, the United Kingdom, and China. The 

remaining stocks, around 120 tonnes, is so-called civilian plutonium, produced by 

commercial nuclear reactors, and reprocessed principally in the United Kingdom and 

France. However. whereas military plutonium production has almost ceased 

completely, commercial plutonium stocks are continuing to rise. In 1995, more than 20 

tonnes of plutonium was produced at reprocessing plants in the UK. Russia. France 

and Japan. By the year 2000. so.called civilian stocks of plutonium will be neariy equal 

to current military stocks.  

M-028 
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The reason that global stocks of civilian plutonium are growing so rapidly is due to 

policies that were adopted dunng the 1960's and 1970's by many ol the G7 nahons.  

During this period the nuclear industry argued that in the near future uranium 

resources would become $care. with a direct effect on both the economics and the 

ability to operate uranium tuelled reactors. Thus large resources were committed to the 

research and develotmenit of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRe). These reactors were 

supposed to produce power, while also creating more plutonium than was used 

originally as a fuel. The fuel for the reactors would initially come from rfprocessed 

plutonium produced in Light Water Reactors. requiwing the construction ot large-acale 

reprocessing facilties. However. the FOR reactors that were built, with lew exceptions, 

have failed to operate successfully. France was to have six e1 these reactors on-line by 

1985 - instead two are operating at low-power, and with no plans for new reactors; the 

former Soviet Union was to have 12, instead three operate. but with constant technical 

problems. The UK. U.S. and Germany have closed ther FBR reactors.  

Despite the collapse of the FBR exoerirrment, by the late-19
7
0's, electrical utilities had 

already signed large commercial contracts for the reprocessing of their nuclear reactor 

spent fuel with the UK and France. Thus, at the sane time that FOR programmes were 
being abandoned or dramatically scaled back. construction of large-scale rpoesn 

plants, financed by Japanese. German. UK, French, Swiss, Belgium and Dutch utilities 

was proceeding.  

Having committed billions of dollars tor the construction of reprocessing plants, and 

confronted with large stocks ol plutonium, utilities in these same countries (with the 

exception ol the Netherlands) have laterally opted to use the plutonium 5s fuel in their 

Light Water and Boiling Water Reactors. However. plutonium use in these reactors is 

lirited by significant political, nuclear safety, economic and environmental factors.  

Therefore, while the utilities and governments in these countries seek to attempt to 

move ahead with larger plutonium use programmes. global stockpiles continue to 

grow. In 1996, it is estimated that more than 20.0-ikg of plutonium will be reprocessed 

,n Russia. France, the UK, and Japan. To put this figure in perspective, it is equivalent 

to more than 7% of the total amount ol plutonium produced during 50 years of the Cold 

war. In 1997 this will rise towards 10%. Clearly, these are the reasons why the G7 and 

Russia would rather not discuss the real plutonium problem in April 1996.  

WORLD REVIEW - SUMMARY 

Although the number of large scale (over 100 tonnes heavy metal per year THM/y) 

commercial reprocessing facilities remains relatively small at nine. reprocessing 

contracts at some of these lacilities meani that many more countries for the first time 

will soon have significant stockpiles of weapons-usable plutonium.  

The main obstacles however with MOX use in LWR's are: that Max fuel costs are 

between 3 and 13 times more expensive than uranium fuel: significant technical, 

safety, environmtetal and public health problems are introduced due to the fuel 

fabrication. reactor use and waste storage of MOX fuel; and. the development of a 

MOX fuel cycle (including reprocessing plants, fuel fabrication lacilities, nuclear 

reactors and waste storage facilities) is a major proliferation concern due to the 

extensive handling and transport of weapons-usable plutonium.  
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As can be seen tram Table one, most plutonium in 1993 was contained within the 
nuclear weapon states, though Japan and Germany already had significant stocks.  

The largest share of the total is contained within the nuclear weapon arsenals. A 
proportion of this mateial is being removed from nulear warheads as disarmament 
agreements am implemented, and which certain governments ard the nuclear industry 
are arguing should be used as MaX fuel in reactors. I1 is possible that the G7 and 
Russia will make this recommendation at the Nuclear Safety Summit 

FRANCE 

France operates two large scale light water reactor (PWR/LWR) oxide reprocessing 
tacilities. at La Hague In northern France, UP-3 and UP-2 800. Annual plutonium 
production capaty is between 12-13 tonnes. This production is splt between 
domestic plutonium from French reactors operated, and foreign dients - Japan, 
Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands and Switzerland - In addition, a 400 THM/y 
Magnox-fuel plant UPI also operates at La Hague, separating up to 1 tonne each 
year. This facility is due to close in 1997/98.  

As a result of the conlapse of commercial Fast Breeder Reactor programmes. the 
demand aide for French plutonium has radically altered over the past ten yearn.  
Confronted with growing stockpiles of plutonium the French utility, Electricite de France 
iEdF) has opted for the use of mixed plutonium/iranium oxide (MAX) fuel in PWRs.  
Although the reactors are not designed for MaX use, EdF has been licensed for 
sixteen 900 Mwe PWRs to use MaX. As of March 1sf 1995. only seven of these 
reactors were using MOX.  

The MaX that is used in these reactors is fabricated at the I 5tHMi/y Cadarache facility.  
In August 1994. the large-scale MOX plant MELLOX began operation. This 120 tonnes 

per year facility, once fully operational will produce fuel primarily for EdF, but there is 
also a posslbiity that contracts with Japanese utilities will be signed in the next few 
years. To use all the MOX produced at MELLOX. EdF have stated that it intends to 

increase the number of reactors licensed for MOX use by an arbtionaI twelve, bringing 

the total to twenty-eight reactors. Total plutonium consumption of both MOX facilities.  

is expected to be over 10 tonnes each, year.  

Despite the optimistic assessment of the French nuclear industry. EdF still expects to 
nave a surplus of more than thirty.eight tonnes of plutonium by the year 2000. It is 
could be significantly more.  

UNITED KINGDOM 

There is no domestic demand for plutonium in the UK, apart from that required in 
nuclear weapons. Three reprocessing facilities operate in the UK - the 7 tHM/y 

Dounreay FOR plant, the Setafield 1500 fHMiy B205 Magnox facility and the 700 

tH"/y THORP oxide facility. The moat significant for this study is the THORP facility, 

which after many years of technical and construction delay, was completed in late 
1992. Due to domestic political opposition, the plant was only given permission to 
operate in March 1994.  

Contracts with THORP are split between domestic and overseas. Over half THORP's 
first ten years capacity consists of contracts for Germany, Japan, Italy, the 
Netherlands. Spain and Switzerland.
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By the year 2003/4, THORP will have separated as much as 47 tonnes of plutonium, 

41 tonnes of which will be for overseas clients. Although there is no domestic demand 

1or plutonium fuel. the operators of THORP, the state-owned British Nuclear Fuels 

(BNF) hope to supply plutonium fuel. MOX, to their clients. Consequently, construction 

at the Sellafield site is being focused on completion of the Sellafleld MOX Plant (SMP), 

with expectatIons that at least some of the 120 tHM.iy capacity will be available by late 

199711998. The SMP is based upon German technology from Siemens. Contracts 
between Genrmany and the UK were agreed during 1995, and a small Japanese 

contract was secured in January 1996. Future large contracts with Japan, are 

uncertain, given recent developments in Japan (see below).  

JAPAN 

Japan has the most ambitious plutonium programme in the world, and is one of the few 

countries still publicly committed to the commercial development of the FBR. However, 

their programme like all others world-wide, has been seriously effected by political, 

environmental, economic and technical problems. Although the US$6 billion Monju 

prototype FBR began operation in Apn 1994, like all FBRs before it, the operators 

experienced significant technical problems. These peaked in December 8th. 1995, 

when the reactor suffered a mator release of liquid sodium coolant from the secondary 

circuit. Fortunately, there was no injury or major release of radioactivity. However, the 

political implications for the entire Japanese plutonium programme are still unfolding.  

The reactor that the operators believed could not suffer an accident. has siattered 

public and political confidence in the ability ol Japanese industry to safely manage 

plutonium.  

Though plans for construction of the foltow-on demonstration FBR has already been 

delayed until the first decade of the next century. that could now be extended further.  

Operation of the large-scale Rokkasho-mura reprocessing facility which will separate 

as much as 6-7 tonnes of plutonium annually, will now not begin until around 2004/5.  

aue to strong opposition to the transport of 1.7 tonnes of plutonium oxide on board the 

Akatsuki-maru in 1992 from France to Japan. utilities are now believed to b' 

considering transportation of plutonium MOX fuel from Europe. in the belief that it will 

not generate snificant opposition. The combination of all these factors, has led to a 

de facto Japanese plutonium storage policy at the La Hague. and THORP sites, with 

stocks growing annually.  

As can be seen by comparing Tables one and two. Japan's plutonium stock could 

grow from 15 tonnes in 1993 to 70 tonnes by 2003. This will depend upon completion 

of Japanese utilities first decace reprocessing contracts with the UK and France. Since 

both BNFL and Cogema gain financially through expensive plutonium storage costs, it 

is likely that most contracted Japanese spent fuel will be reprocessed by 2003/4 

How much of this is transported back to Japan, and how much is stockpiled in Europe 

remains unclear. It is unlikely that Monfu will operate much before 2000. leaving one 

other FBR (Joyo) in operation (plus limited demand from the Fugen Advanced Thermal 

Reactor). In addition, though utilities in Japan. similar to those in France and Germany, 

have opted for MOX use in LWR's, the Monlu accident has directly effected the timing 

and scale of MOX use in these reactors. Plans for two rising to twelve reactors fuelled 

with MOX will not be realised by early next century. having now foundered on the fall

out from Monju. Most recently statements from 3 regional prefecture Governors.  

opposing the licensing of MOX use in reactors unless certain conditions are met. It is 

quite possible that no MOX use in LWR's will begin before 2000. 

Z 
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Clearly. supply greatly exceeds demand. Unless Japan delays or cancels reprocessing 
contracts, and cancels its own domestic reprocessing plant, it will have a total stock of 
around 110-113 tonnes hrnm around 2010. Even in the optimistic demand projections 
of the Japanese government, as much as 85 tonnes of this wilt be surplus to 
requirements.  

GERMANY 

German reprocessing contracts with La Hague and THORP over the next ten years will 
increase the country's stock to 49 tonnes of plutonium. Choices made in the 19

7
0's to 

enter these contracts were based upon a number of factors, including: providing 
plutonium for a commercial FBR programme, waste management, and apparently 
attractive prices from the reprocessing companies.  

The miscalculations in the volume of plutonium stocks returning to Germany and the 
lack of domestic demand tor FR' led to the adoption ot MOX for LWR's and BWR's.  
However, a number of factors have evolved that have led to much less MOX use than 
anticipated, and consequently an imbalance between large scale plutonium 
reprocessing and the capacity to fabricate and use MOX has been created. Since 
1991. Germany has had no available domestic MOX capacity, since operation of a 
Siemens plant at Hanau was suspended. That facility has now been abandoned. The 
larger uncompleted MOX facility at Hanau, which cost almost I billion dollars. was 
abandoned in December 1995. As of March 1st 1995, eleven reactors in Germany 
were licensed to use MOX. but only five did so. Growing plutonium stockpiles at La 
Hague of over 12 tonnes in January 1996. will soon be added to by operation of 
THORP at Sellafield.  

BELGIUM 

Belgium currently has contracts for reprocessing with Cogema's La Hague plant, which 
will yield over 5 tonnes by the year 2003. Once again Belgium's plutonium programme 
as an example of over-supply, with annual demand not expected to be greater than 0.3 
tonnes in the period 1996/7-2000. Consequently. this will give Belgium an excess 
stockpile of more almost 4 tonnes by the year 2003. It will take a further 13 years to 
consume this plutonium in Belgium reactors.  

RUSSIA 

Commercial reorocessing is centred at the Radiochemical Combine Mayak site at 
Chelyabinsk-40. now renamed Ozersk. A.600 tHMty reprocessing plant, RT-1, has 
operated since 1976, when it was converted from military production. Throughput of 
VVER-440 reactor fuel in practise has been around 190 tonnes on average, with 
recent reports suggesting a decline to 100 THMty. this has yielded a total of around 27 
tonnes by the end of 1994. There is almost no domestic demand for this plutonium.  
The Russian FBR programme is centred around SN-600 at Beloyarskya but this 
operates with HEU fuel not plutonium MOX. Plans for construction and operation of 
three SN-800 FBR's operating on plutonium MOX remain unrealised. In addition to the 
Chelyabinsk site, there are plans to complete the unfinished reprocessing facility a 
Krasnoyarsk.26. Construction of this facility was halted in the mid-I SOO's due to local 
opposition and financial restnctbons from central government. The facility if it is ever 
built, is intended to reprocess 1500 THM/y of fuel from Russian VVER-1000, as well as 
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overseas clients. Discussions have been held with utilities from a range of countnes, 
including: the Republic of Korea. Switzerland. Ukraine. and Taiwan.  

A more immediate problem for those concerned about commercial plutonium use is an 

option under consideration by the Ministry of Atomic Energy, for converting dismantled 
nuclear warhead plutonium into MOX fuel. Despite all the acknowledged problems with 

MOX, Minatom appears to favour this option over any other. Currently a study is 

underway that if implemented would lead to the construction of a small 20 THM/y MOX 

plant at Chelyabinsk. based upon Siemens technology. Russia has some specific 

problems due to the nature of its reactors. Only 22 of Russia's largest reactors are 

theoretically Capable of handling MOX, eleven of these are of the RBMK type - thus 

using MOX would compound their already dangerous operating charactenstlcs.  

SWITZERLAND 

By the year 2003/4, Switzerland will have acquired a stock of 9 tonnes of plutonium, 

through contracts at La Hague and Sellafield. Despite initial plans for MOX in all five of 

its reactors by the year 1998. doubts amongst utilities over the economic penalties of 

plutonium fuel use have contributed to expected delay's in MOX utilization. Currently, 
MOX supplied from Belgium, the UK and France, is used in two small PWR's.  

SPAIN 

Spain has contracts for 169 THM of spent fuel with the THORP facility- This will yield 

approximately one metric tonne of plutonium for return to Spain. There are hcwever no 

plans for plutonium use in Spain s reactors. It should be noted that Spaina8 Vandellos 

magnox reactor had its spent fuel reprocessed in France. but not returned to Spain. It 

is believed that plutonium from this reactor entered the French military programme.  

NETHERLANDS 

The Netherlands has contracts with both the La Hague and THORP ftacilities, that once 

competed will yield about 2 metric tonnes ol plutonium. As with Spain, there are no 

current plans for the use of this material, including in which location it will be stored.  

PLUTONIUM MOX - REACTOR SAFETY AND PROLIFERATION CONSEQUENCES 

It has been reported that the Nuclear Safety Summit will endorse the burning ot 

plutonium from dismantled nuclear warheads in reactors - the MOX option. For a 

numoer of reasons this route poses a threat of greater nuclear proliferation, increased 

satety risks for reactors, adoitionai health hazards for workers, and more proolems for 

racioactive waste storage.  

Pemaps the greatest obstacle to the MOX route for plutonium management is an 

economic, and therefore political. one. Global MOX production capacity by the year 

2000 will be less than 350 tornnes each year. Although this is significant in terms of 

increasing the amount MOX in the world, all of this capacity is dedicated to fabricating 

MOX from commercial reprocessing - and even then it cannot deal with most of the 

commercial plutonium stocks. To convert plutonium from nuclear warheads on 

anything other than an experimental basis will require the construction of new large 

MOX facilities. On the basis that 100 tonnes of plutonium from warheads is to be 

converted to MOX. (50 tonnes each from Russia and the United States) it will require 

one 120 tiHMy plant to operate at full capacity for 27 years. Currently there is no 
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indusmial scale MOX production capacity ,ii Russia. and Site-300 at Ozersx. it ever 

Z built. will have an annual plutonium throughput of around 400kg. This facility would have to operate for over 100 years to convert 50 tonnes of Russia's Plutonium stock.  The United States Department of Energy is currently considering the options for the disposition of its stockpile of military plutonium. No MOX facility currently operates in the United States. Environmental opposition to plans in both the United States and Russia could prevent any large-scale move to MOX use.  

R e acto r S afety Im p lica tio ns C ', 

It the Nuclear Safety Sumrmt does endorse MOX for military plutonium, it will further highlight the irrelevance of the Summit for improving the safety of nuclear reactors. The 
reason for this is that the very reactors that would be used to burn the MOX fuel in Russia. are some of the most dangerous reactors operating and using plutonium fuel reduces further the weak safety margins of these plants. The preferred reactors in Russia for MOX use, from a nuclear physics perspective, are the six VVER-440a, of 
which 4 are the 230 senes. Even the IAEA classifies these as being extremely unsafe.  and it is unlikely that even MINATOM would consider introducing plutonium fuel into 

z:;_ these reactors. Other options also have potentially severe consequences. For VVERt 00O's. the problem of reduced pressure vessel size has been countered by moving to a three year fuel cycle. Introducing MOX into these reactors would eliminate the safety benefits of this, thus increasing the probability of a positive temperature coefficient.  leading to a power excursion and severe accident. The only other option would be to move ahead with the construction of the BN-800 series of FBR's in Russia. Though this may MINATOM's preferred path. not only are there no funds for these, but safe 
reliable operation of such reactors has not been demonstrated.  

It would indeed be a supreme irony if leaders from the G7 and Russia. meeting for the first time on exclusively nuclear matters, endorsed an option that would dramatically 
reduce the safety of some of the most dangerous reactors in the world.  

Proliferation and Security 

Any commitment to increase MOX production and use in reactors. wil lead to an mncreased risk of nuclear proliferation. The plutonium contained within the MOX will either be weapons-grade or blended-ocown reactor grade. However. whatever its grade it will remain weapons-usable. It is worth mentioning that it has yet to be demonstrated 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) that it is possible to adequately safeguard plutonium MOX facilities. As fabrication plants for MOX pose a protiferation 
threat so to does the transport of the MOX to reactor sites. For example, during 1995 ;he option to have plutonium frcm Russia shipped to the Hanau MOX facility in Germany. was promoted by the German Foreign Ministry and Siemens (the builder of the uncompleted MOX plant). Highlighting the logistical problems of such an option, it was reported that a transport plan drafted by Siemens envisaged 70 transports every 
year, involving 4-5 tonnes of plutonium, for ten years. The transport methods 
considered included by rail through eastern and central Europe. by sea through the Baltic, and by air. Fortunately. the Hanau option was abandoned in December 1995.  

In addition, countries now expanding their MOX use programmes are now confronted with the security problem posed by the storage of large quantities of plutonium MOX at reactor sites. Stockpiling plutonium MOX fabricated from dismantled nuclear warhead material raises very serious security concerns. This further raises the spectre of 
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draconian measures appliec by government agencies seeking to protect stockpiles of 

such material.  

The consequences of producing hundreds of tonnes of weapons-usable MOX. will 
increase the probability that material will be diverted or stolen. After the past two years 

when nuclear smuggling, both real and imagined, has focused international attention in 

the threats posed by nuclear materials, it makes no sense to increase the diversion 
pathways for plutonium.  

CONCLUSION 

The unique dangers posed by weapons-usable fissile materials should not be 
underestimated. No excuses are therefore required when no simple solution is 

available for dealing with these materials. However, to pretend that the problem only 

exists in Russia, or that commercial plutonium is somehow a legitimate industrial 
process, highlights that the G7 and Russia have yet to come to terms with the unique 

threat posed by these materials. After all, it is these very nations within the group of 

37 and Russia that have produced the problem, either as a direct result of the 
nuclear arms race, or of commercial nuclear programmes. The international community 

should therefore treat with extreme caution any solution offered by these same states 
at the Moscow Nuclear Safety Summit 

This summary paper has sought to highlight the fundamental contradiction of the G7 

nations and Russia. when as expected they endorse the MOX option for dealing with 

weapons-usable plutonium. While plutonium production for explicitly military purposes 

has almost ceased, production for commercial purposes is rapidly expanding. No 

distinction can be made between these two types of plutonium - it is all weapons 

usable. The G7 and Russia by ignoring this reality will expose the lack of real political 

will to overcome the powerful interests of the global nuclear industry.  

M-028 
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The figures an inclusive of plutonium loaded into MOX fuel. either loaded or stored for 
use in FBR and Thermal reactors. For all figures there's at least a ten percent 
uncerutinny inugin with the exception ofthe figure for the US.  

Most of the plutonium listed in the non-nuclear weapon smate refers to ownership. in 
most czcs the plutonium is currently stockpiled at three sies: Sellfield (UrK). Ia Hague 
(Framce) and Ozersk (Russial. It should be noted however that all of the plutoatum 
under contract at these sites is eventually to be rettrned to the counuy of origin.  

References: 

Russia +1. 20%, Aibright. et al. Figures re at Decernber 31, 1993.  
SIPRI Yearbook 1995.  

US DOE. Febnav 6th 1996: 
Albright World Inventory of Phnonium and Highly Enrched 
Uraniu. SIPI, 1993.  

iK *1- 20M Albright. 1995.  
based upon Mah 1994 UK govertrnent.  

Framce +-/30V% figures for Dec. 31, 1993.  
Albright. World Inventory of Plutoninm and Highly Enriched 
Uranium. SIPRI. 1993.  
CogUna. June 1. 1995: SIPRI Yearbook 1995.  

China figure for Dec.31. 1993. AlbrighhL 1995.  
Other Countries Albeight. World Inventory of Plutonium and Highly Enriched 

Urmaium SIPRPL 1993.  
Cogema. June I. 1995; SIPRI Yearbook 1995.
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May 31, 1996 

DOI-Of fine of 7i51 - a terl. ".~position 

c/o BAIC-PEIS 
P.O. Box 237$6 

ueshington • DC 20026-3706 

To Whom it Concerns' 

Attached are document. which I rmmeat he included a& conmets on 

the storage and Dippoition of weapoas-Usble Fissile Uatirile " 

Draft Program tic Unirc tal im.ct start tr 

1. The problems of Dimpoeing of Military plutonium as MOX Fuel 

2. NeXt A Backgroud Briefing 
1/15.00.00 

3. The Use of Mixed Oxide Fuel Rods Containing Plutonium in 

Light Water reactors 

4. MOX or The plutomium Aberration 

S. Industrial and Strategic Aspects of the Plutonium Fuel Cycle 

in France 

6. vrious new articles on MOX 

Thank you Very much.  

Sincerely, 

Tom Clements 
Oreeopeace Internationlal 

Plutonium Campaign 
tel. 202-319.2506 
fax 202-462-4501 

1,6 U Swow NW • Wmrgn. DC 20009. To (202) 462-1177 - F- (202) 462-4OV -bN 89 2369 

M-250

150000 Comment Number I

Comment noted. The documents referred to are included in the PEIS 
Administrative Record. Further, this research information was analyzed for 

comments specific to this PEIS, and is available to the decisionmaker. No 

comments specific to the PEIS were identified in these documents.
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
Pantex. Decisions pursuant to potential future missions for storage and 
disposition at Pantex will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

07 0200 Comment Number 2 

April 22. 1996 Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided for public 
U.S. Dopa t of ng-r, comment in a Technical Summary Report in late July 1996.  
Office of Fi..ile Material.  

P.O. a 23786 
Washington,. D 20026 

RE: Pantex 

To Wh It May Concern: 

Greg Lair. Inc., of Canyon. Texas. suports the selection of Pante for 
wew assenbly and disaese*ly activities. We stOnlglY endorse the onn
tinuation of high explosiwa (HE) finctions at Panta., and Ps any plan 
to mone these functixle to the national laboratories. Since Pont", is the 
eost c•,t-effective Deapr nt of Ergy (DOE) facility and ejoys the 
strnget l s t, the aldition of other srýironentally 1/08.03.01 
soud stewnrdhip and eanagerfet functions at Pantax. F\therermc, w be
lieve that Pantex ncs•i be chose as the location for fissile meterials 
storage and dispoeition functions.  

Pantm neut retain HE capabilities to procese the inrentoria, already on
site fr•n dlieiantling. Millions of tax payers dollars heve been se-nt 
recently at the site to ensure that all the firetions are safe and efficient.  
It is the only cost-effectiý choice available. Moreover, it ,ld be 
highly adlvantageoue to have all Ht functions situated on the site to up
grape misting wapone ysteru; In the event of w.Os prd•uction, on
site HE fonctione will be a ncessity. High Explsives fonctione must 

xamin at Pantex.  

Since Pantex is the nest cost-sffetýt DOE facility and enjoys the strong
lst lo•all suport, it is appopriate to consider Pentax - e alternativ 
site for all future defeese-related facilities to cnllasent activities at 
the national labIratories. The location of additional dense-ralated 
activitie• at Pant", ,ould e re that core technical capabiliti are pre
served at a location that can @acur. th, at the noat efficient cost to 
the tax payer. The hepartbent of Eoergy eut via. accurate budgstary con
prisone, bet, Penta. and other sites. Life-Cycle analysi i t 2/07.02.00 
in these conparisons to ensure the inclusion of all capital, transportaio., 
training. r- ediation, and all onsts.  

0R119 LAIR, INC.  
CANO WY e0 L 0 .* O 510 . .- of -eG 10OIS 5 e ..5.  
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April 22, 1996 

Greg Lair. Inc.  
P.o. Box 510 

Canyon. TX 79015 

Page -2

We believe that panteax shold be chosen as the location for plutonium 

storage. It saim that Pentax is the only facility that has handled 

assembly and disassembly operations in a safe and efficient manner. If 

cost savings are consiered. Pantax is the only choice for plutonium 

storage. The facility is already storing plutonium on-site, and has 

strived significantly to ensure not only safety but enviroentally 

sound practices as iell. Not only has the facility made recent upgrades 

to storage facilities, storage container usage and reconfigurement, 

and security enhancement, Pantex could also upgrade facilities for 

any and all storage options being considered by the DOE using processes 

already in place with minimal rest and difficulty. It makes little 

sene to re-create storage facilities at another site ad then.unnecess

arily trarsport large amounts of plutonium across the contry from 

Pante. The rest and possible cooeruences of this decision ld 1/08.03.01 

be i•normou. Panex also sohmld be designated the preferred site for 

any disposition options and related function. It makes sare to site cont.  
deposition •ihere storage already xiste. Furthermore, it is not feasible, 

from any perspective, to site strategic storage at one site and surplus 

at another. Pantex has the necessary safety, security. and surveillance 

capabilities to accoiieodate an expanded role with minimal crsts, and 

it is the producticn site closest to Los Alamos, the planned fabrication 

site.  

Based upon the above reasons and for the continued benefit of the entire 

caminity, Greg Lair, Inc. urges the Deparienit of Energy to designate 

Pantea as the preferred alternative site for all existing and new stock

pile management and stewardship functions as well as consolidation 

of all plutonium storage and disposition and any related functions.  

GL/um 

r 
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Teny Hammond 
Hanford Action of Oregon 
4545 NE 78th 
Portland OR 972 1I 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Pissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

May 10, 1996 

Re: Comment on Plutonium Disposition 

Dear DOE: 

Since attending the rcnt DOE meeting in Portland. Oregon, concerning plutonium 

disposition. I have just been informed of certain business support for the reactor 
altemative. I wish to record my determined opposition to this choice.  

I. After decades of denial, the U.S. government is just now beginning to admit to the 

perils of nuclear radiation and the deaths it causes. Thousands of babies are being killed.  

thousands of adults are developing horrible radiation-caused diseases farm animals ae 

suffering disgusting mutation% and infertility. With uranium mining, processing, weapons 

testing and deployment, and energy reactors. the nucleat establishment is conducting 

random genocide on the human population, while pemanenetly destroying the possibility 

for healthy life on the planet This practice must stop. Do not encourage the perpetuation 

of the nuclear establishment. In the tradition of the Nuremberg trials after W.W.nI, 
consider your decisions a matter of personal accountability.  

2. There is still no plan for pesmanent disposition of the mounting tons of nuclear waste in 

this country. Rather than contribute to the problem by creating more waste with the 
reactor alternative (as your PEIS indicates it will), some definite line of action must be 
created that allows us to fecl we ar moving in the right direction, and which provides a 

model for the rest of the world. You must stop fth forward momentum of the nuclear 

establishment 

3. With childish disregard for the hazardous mess produced by their activitic. both the 

military and energy sectors of the nuclear establishment have never included adequate 

management of nuclear wastes in their operating budgets. Recent news reporls indicate 

that funds set aside to dismantle reactors are nowhere near enough to cover projected 

costs. Once again, the U.S. taxpayer is cxpected to pickup the extra bill, prodded by dire 

concerns for health and safety. The skyrocketing direct costs don't even include all the 

costs for generating reports and holding meetings associated with dangerous nuclear-

1/08.03.01 

2/15.00.00 

3/01.06.00

M-210

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

150000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.

010600 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. DOE has the responsibility to find a path forward for surplus 
Pu disposition to support the President's Nonproliferation Policy. All the 
alternatives would take the Pu to an end state that produces some nuclear 
wastes. It is the intention of DOE to minimize waste production in the 
facilities that will be used for Pu disposition.
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waste disposition. The economic side of the nuclear nightmare is already way out of 

control. You must get a handic on what we have now without cncoureging the kinds of 

facilities that are generating enormous expense directed at the innocent American 

taxpayer.  

4. It would be nice if DOE could direct its reports to energy souresa that don't need to talk 

about death and illness. caaatrophic accidents and evacuation. The public anger and 

distrust of the U.S. government is increasing. The DOE. like its predecessors in the 

nuclear establishment, has a contenptible reputation, with a history of deceit. denial, 3/01.06.00 
cover-up and co:rcion. We appreciate recent efforts to bring some sunshine into your cont.  
activities. Pleas help us regain confidence in DOE. while tackling a huge problem that 

conms all of us. We need you. Be a leader in changing course and dismantling the 

deadly nuclear establishment 

Thank you for your conaideration on this matter.  

Sincen"ey 

Terry Hamn.&W 
Hanford Action of Oregon 

M-210 ft ,
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Comment Number 1

HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD

S-- David Nulton 
SDirector. NEPA Ceaplianc. sand Otatwach 

a ofie of PIil Matrialss Disposition 
- DearmseartofEssegy 
s~o PO Box 23796 

Wubfto. DC 20026-3716 

Seat by Facsimile so 1400.M20-136 and by US Mail 

may3. 196• 

5. •,, Dm Mr. Nuhltom 

K Itoe: Storage and Dhspositieo of Fcm Wespois U•able Plutonium and Special N ctlca 
Materials (SNM) OMAR Advice 1416) 

The draf Pluti. Progrsmmatc Enviroreesal Impact Sutatment (PEIS) sdiarctly considers 
ii tsoed as a potestial •mi• for certain activities withi= the scope of the plutonium safe storage 

an sd disposibis plrogram the Ovalie of the site's cur•nt capability and plutiomon possession.  
oesh.m7 The Hanford Advisory Boad is opposed to the piecemeal approach to ouclear mateial storage 

Ssaid diporitiot like* tha tkmi n thePES on plutonium dispos•io. We havc o0 three prevtous 
occsions adopted advie. to USDOE urgig an integsted public discussion on these iaucsi 

r'e- (Board Advice #13. 34 and 30) We have a cxommmnt frt USDOE leadership to initiaft such 
a e proos. Therefore, a ROD oa the merrw choices presented in this ES is prematare pending 
the Natiomal Equity Dialogue. The Board i opposed to the me ofthe bore hole •ption at 

e Hanford. At this tonc. the Board ha not expressed a preference for me ofthe other dsposal 
.*- opiom. Howevcr, the Board doen haveanmber ofvalueotismars which relate to a pluloaua 

s (Piu) and spew maclear maiasl (5M propnsm. Many of thoe valuesaistas have bean 
Q_ previosaly provided to you as advice recormmcd flonfor otharnford programs. Thse 

- values we: 

tow I t Any phatonium or SNM storage or disposal prouram must be compatible and itegratcd 
with the TPA comamiments and milestons and should = affect the rate or faoding of 

c0m-ea-,• cleanup. The program would have the safe dispositio• of Hanfoed plutonium as a 
me• priority.  -ems

1/08.02.00 

2/08.03.01 

3/11.00.01

5a*st .seu.aOss.EEa..e e..esa. Oant. ?� ..d5t.SM ,aai.5,id,(9iOtl 
oi.,a abyss arsa

Coone Cma W•aais•t. iMitNM tam 
- -Sai O~~set ttotjie37V1t5 ml P..s.. tsa2 F.0c243-611

F-030

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
coordination and increased understanding of decisions to be made concerning 
the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. However, the 
National Dialogue Project is beyond the scope of this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

110001 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. DOE's Fissile Materials Disposition Program is an 
integrated effort that will require the participation of a number of DOE sites 
that have weapons material experience. DOE acknowledges the commentor's 
concern about the potential effect that selection of Hanford for new missions 
could have on the Hanford cleanup program. It is DOE's intent that the 
implementation of Fissile Materials Disposition Program decisions will have 
little or no impact to ongoing cleanup programs. Decisions on storage and 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. The decision process will also give 
consideration to existing agreements between DOE, the State of Washington, 
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

080200
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2 Any plutonium program assigned to Hanford must be fully funded from new funding 

sources. This funding should include appropriate site infrastructure and overhead 

costs. Funding should fully cover the cost of seesonet, storage and disposal of any 4/07.00.00 

new waste streams.  

3. The acceptance of plutouium at Hanford should not delay, defer, or negatively 

impact Hanford cleanup. 
5/11.00.01 

4. Appropriate local and regional public information and involvement progra• n must 

be conducted by the agencies to ensure that the public is fully informed of the risks, 

hazards and impacts of suec a program. This would be past of the national dialogue 6/08.02.00 

on all nuclear materials (noted above) prior to assignment of nuclear materials to a 

specific site.

Any permit or plan approval for new Hanford programs/activities must be fully 

integrated and must comply with all State of Washington public health and safety 

rules and regulations.  

6. Equity impacts must be addressed in the assignment of new nuclear materials 

(including plutonium) to Hanford.  

7. The transportation of plutonium and special nuclear materials to Hanford storage will 

require careful planning ofroutes and consideration of weather emergencies to 

minimize the likelihood of an accident Emergency preparedness for minimizing the 

impacts from an accident will require financial support from DOE for state, tribal, 

and local involvement, including adequate equipment and training. When materials 

are shipped, timely notification should be provided to mmsaportation agencies.  

8. The choice of dispotal options re: Pu will be a determinant for sites such as Hanford, 

Prior to the choice of a disposal option, complete characterization of the material 

and the impacts of short and long-term disposition technologies must be reviewed by 

the public and regulatory agencies.  

9. Acceptable processing techniques including waste processing must be developed as 

an integrated pWa of any new Hanford storage and disposal program. Permanent 

disposal of waste plutonium at Hanford is not acceptable.

7/08.03.00 

8/01.00.00 

9/10.01.00 

10/08.02.00 

11/09.11.01

F-030

070000 Comment Number 4

Funding for all alternatives will be through the Government's budget process.  
It is not a part of the environmental analysis.

110001 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy will not begin implementation of the Proposed 
Action at any site without having given full consideration to the 

environmental, cost, schedule and policy analyses, public comments, and 

agreements with various states regarding the clean-up activities on the sites.  

Therefore, implementation of the Proposed Action is not expected to cause 

adverse impacts to ongoing programs at the selected site(s).

080200 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 

meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 

such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 

made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 

available on the Program's electronic bulletin board.

080300 Comment Number 7

It is recognized that the decision to locate any of the alternatives at a site 
would require coordination with State and local officials on a variety of areas 

including the mission of the site.

010000 Comment Number 8

Comment noted. Equity will be considered in DOE's decisionmaking process 
along with all other factors.
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10. A 'system- analysis approach should be utilized to select the most efftive method 
for processing and interim storage. This analysis should adequately address public 
anl worker health and safety and environm.rtta iMuMe.  

II. If a plutonitm disposition mission is astigned to Hanford, every effort should be 
madC to in- existing wodfforce, facilities, technologies, and other resources.  

Fimlly, we note that this PEIS does not address emaulative impact of nuclear material 
movneme ad disposition a r hui by NEPA.  

The Health, Safety and Waste Management Committee of the HAB looks forward to furher 
discussions and working with you on this issue. Tha Board looks forward to your written 
response, as clled for in our cheater.  

Very truly yo=rs.  

Merilyn B. Reeve. Casir 

Hanford Advisory Board 

ata4chents: Board Advice #13,34 and 32 

cc: Thomas GCaubly, DOE 
John Wagoner. DOE 
Alice Murphy, DOE 
Chuck Clarke. EPA 
Mary Riveland, Ecology 
Cindy Kelly, Designated Federal Official 
Linda Lingle, Site Repremetavt 
Jim Meocca. DOE (by fax) 
The Oregon and Washngton Congressional Delegations

12/08.03.00 

13/09.00.01 

114/08.00.00

F-030

Logistical planning and meteorological surveillance are standard concerns 
which normally receive a great deal of attention during transportation 
operations such as this; transfer of materials to Hanford would hold no 
exceptions. Emergency preparedness personnel (that is, Emergency Response 
Teams) will be supplied with the necessary equipment and training 
commensurate with Department of Transportation (DOT), DOE, and NRC 
regulations. Sufficient funding for these concerns will be available to 
satisfactorily ensure that potential contingencies be dealt with in an effective 
and timely manner. DOE provides liaison with appropriate agencies for 
special nuclear material shipments. However, due to their classified nature, 
specific information on times and dates cannot be provided.

080200 Comment Number 10

Before and after decisions are made on a disposition technology or 
technologies, DOE will conduct studies and technical demonstrations to fully 
understand the full impact of disposition actions. This information will be 
made available to the public, as appropriate.

09 1101 Comment Number 11

The conceptual designs for the storage and disposition facilities have, as part 
of their design, waste management facilities that would treat and package all 
waste generated into forms that enable long-term storage and/or disposal in 
accordance with RCRA and other applicable Federal and State statutes and 
DOE Orders. As noted in Section 4.1. L0 of the PEIS, waste management 
activities that would support the long-term storage or disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials were assumed to be per current site practice. Thus, 
only low-level waste (LLW) and possibly some solid nonhazardous waste 
was assumed to be disposed of onsite. Any future waste management 
facilities that may be required to support the long-term storage or disposition 
of weapons-usable material would be coordinated with any decisions in the 
waste-type-specific RODs resulting from the Waste Management PEIS and 
respective site-specific NEPA documentation.

100100 Comment Number 9
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Comment Number 12

Comment noted.

HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD 

oCbk a101r.b n*OW adill-,• 
U.S. Baprntemaeal Proteation A-Y. Ragtai 10 
1200 Malt Avwame 
SaKWA 91101 

WuaryRndstd, Dirlaes o 000 

PO Box 4600 

Obwpia WA 9504-700 

)ob WaS -i. Manager 
Departm ofEasrV. Richland Opustiow 
PO Box 550 (A7-50) 
Ridd.n WA 99152 

dabsety I. 2995 

RE: Of-sk. ?,Axed Want. Anr.ptan• t 

lwt Messr. Lak. and Wgoner, and M&. R il: 

TI. fgoawin &dvim was adopted by tUe Hanfrd Advaory Baouad on FWa•na 3. 1"995 

7Iw State orWutingtn mid U.S. EPA *iM set &Dlow the U.S. Depaunmeat of Energy 

oa U.S. Dqw wmet o.Dedftu to ransl to ane H&gd she any '-fixed (hzaurdotis and 

redlioc6i) Was" usoles the ftIlowing cailsei ane rOW: 

I. A genma condition of permit ind plan amproeal mnd aubsequent off-tsit wLatc 

"aorqtas in Wadrnastn State shtomled be eoogoi Mimbtarm comp•nsa with 

Washington Daangeua Waste laws and the tertnm cndition, and indwulea of 

paer" consent orders and dmlnup agrusan•ts (e.g. the Tri-Pn Agre met) 

betwea tla DOE and the Stat.  

2. Acceptance o(d"-ste swast be conugeent an exisintg faclity sapasry and 

on awapft of tAcng to handla processi and storage eed, while hying a 

nwra or poitive inpactn Hanford dca•n.p 

la. I al menvam w-ho DOE propead to OW off-site wastes at Hanford. a writte 

reciprocal gnat.aneshld sm be eaqtt bKetwen the State of Washington. the 

"ate oforigin of the off-aite wate and the Drp•tr•nt of Energy.  

nOOF- ti Pw

15/15.00.00

090001 Comment Number 13

Comment noted and will be taken into consideration when DOE is ready to 
select sites to implement Pu disposition technologies.

080000 Comment Number 14

The Department of Energy has determined that, based on historical trends and 
regulatory constraints, impacts associated with transportation of nuclear 

materials are unlikely and not otherwise significant. Therefore, no cumulative 

analysis of transportation impacts is performed. The cumulative impacts 

analysis is located in Section 4.7 of the PEIS.

150000 Comment Number 15

U-l 
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mawt.'a..k bt•,- .*- I.l, , 72 -It l_ (SW) 241--26 I (t01) 141-1611
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080300

The PEIS analyzes the storage of nonsurplus weapons-usable fissile materials 
and surplus Pu pending disposition. All materials are assumed to have been 

stabilized and packaged according to recommendations made by the Defense 

Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) prior to storage, and are not 

considered waste until disposition actions have been completed.
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MWt lil &dmsls an prjcte Waste types and quantiotae that mazybe shiipped to 

Hanford prior to any congidgmai~toi by'Washington of TSD permits for nixed 

watas gatmeatd as other S07girai This ln km rous be part of the P•IS 

nd Dra Sit Traftnet FM pbk commadA lblc pauzdpatift process. ad 

ofnr ianre~wl l and iterw-e abiaory board dWogue prio to developrmt 

of f&Wa She Tremumt pla and ty algreia by Washngton State to accept 

off- Wste was.  

m . Hanfd off-at waam accept-n crit m inclde provision for inspecton 

and paymuet of appropriate p dmt fee to cover an gal cots, including 

inspectioo . . E xisi' , tir m ,d WN wage 6cilitlie at Hanford 15/15.00.00 

nmitw hM aat nl cbnin st with th T-Panrty A.rvee- m1ilstonCS, o ther cont.  
ordes or aVremes and RCRA or Mae law mr oant s in order for penests 

to be iluaed or amened to allow off-site Mixed Wastes to be treated. stored or 

disposed of at Hanftord.  

The Board end its Health. Safety & Waste Managemnent Cornmittie will consider both 

additional nbemfion that has not been presented to date as well a agesi' res•nm 

to this advice. Based on that additional infomration an agency resonce it ia expected 

tat the Board wig offe additional advic and rmcommendations to the U.S. Depamment 

of Energy, USEPA and the Depatmet of EcologY.  

The Board would like the State of Washington to explore options to control other 

atetila (Including low level waste. plutonium or translrnic (TRU) contaminated 

wagte) intended for transport by DOE to Hanford for storage, treatment end/or 

disposition.  

Merilyn B. Rves Chir 
Hanford Advisoty Board 

cc* Thoem• Osumby. Depent of Enr 

F-030
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08 00 00 Comment Number 16 

This comment is outside the scope of the PEIS and, therefore, has been 

HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD referred to EM for response.  

*1oa VOrunb O 

SAssistant Secretary for Envirownertol Maragmenit 

n 1000 Welsesde Avonue SW 
w. . Wah•, WotonD.C. 2053$ 

Novvember 3. 1995 

Re: Wroe Muapnemen tFES and Phl t bvelevme,. HAD Consensus Advice 034 

D-, Orotobly: 

A ow At in Nonteher 2.3 meeonle, the Handord Admary Board adopt the dnho. aiice 
•lee. • relong 0o die WOeW Maeooaenes FEE and P btmSA e .M. l ve.n.L 

The H.anord Advisory Board is wconed by USDOE Hadquarters' ieadaqole plarning 

e.• . and decisono for public involnwauit and infomatine for the Wam Mntegmut PEIS.  

- e PublPcitY to 1Olms pUk ilkvlveumit has oot mrt the gandard eopctad. Therm is 
' v., a need flor timly and mea IMd dilosur to the pbuk oi the Northwest ofd relevant 

"m W Wst and O iceu tateias movemennt actinos. inpsesi MAn alternatives for the Waite 
t -,. M-,#-~n Prolprammat€ EIS.  

... e..- aeuaePoanotc53 

aThis Board epressed atrong reser•ations ahoomt USDOE's plane to hold onwe single 

s•.p• tihisite vtdeotlecoaderenee hearig for public commennt from 6 cities Thoem concra 
, wee not he•ded nor mitipgted 

The Baosd is upset that DOE.HQ ilaled to place ny notic, sdvteiasig in jor 

-- oenlwllepaper for 5 of the 6 cities where the hearin8 will b held, othed thin In the legal 
notice.  

Northwest stakeholdern Wnd the Haenford Advioory Boaud here urged USDOE to dis-•.o, 

and integrate imepm a alternative analyses into onse puic document and proess. a•d 
,,• .d- wastes and nuclear maerials which USDOE is con•id•irl treating ntorig and diopoo 

at Hanford Mnd tlvou•hout the complex you Personally comnmitted at the Plutonium 

. , oundtoale In heattle to uach inmtgration and disclosure, We remain concemed that su 16/08.00.00 
o-- • an integrated app•oawh disclosing ll intertlated Au cumultive impacts shold be 

vaahible in time for public input to thin reijor WM Programmatic EIS.  

TrTh feore, the HAI urges USDOE to utilhr an inlependently facilitated int-s•te 

a.- noiCA.O. i4 ,Np -) -a 1a• ). ia-11 

amNo ~d .- S 42 -'w kIM n

F-030
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stakeholder pluminmg procem to: cooperatively develop a nlaningl integrated public 
participaton proema ont the DepatlmeftI propo~ed actions to himp for storage. t.ame~ 

or disposal of DOE's nuckar and h&agdou *agos and rmii roaterlala. The HAB 

requests DOE to keep the Wh.WPEIS crmansh period open to implement eAM procs 

remitting from the Noveroher 2Mt interslte uttta4i 

The Board looks forwad to your writetm response. as Wale fog in our diea.  

K- 1, 1 Advisory Dowd 

cc: Mlick Cleske EPA 

Jift D. Wagoner. Mufter 
Cindy M~iy, Daipnaed Fedetal Official 
Linda Lkng*e Site PaRaeenta*lv 
The OrM.o and wjWeahnof Cotgr-aon.l Doelagaono

=w-= it .P. 4. W-.4 

AA.dý N. - 3, 12.t$

P.. 2

F-030
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HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD 

ar. ThomasP Onunbly 
-- w AssitaS• t 5oarty for Ea**onrael Ml-Msnang 

di 1000 lndepandenco Avenu SW 
WulianjOI g DC 20305 5 

- ~ Deceornbor S, 19"S 

-- RE: Dft Warta Manageme Prop-orrb E---rr brtetl epact Sorret
o (DOEMES-0200-D) Z: 

SDear Mr. Gnrmbly: 

SThe Hanford Advry Board bediva the folobi; •dvice reflect ite critsia DOE, 

EPA. WDOE. should ui aeleatg -d aqosaolg alt aertmfi-e. This advice is idaenccl 
to MAE comus adobe HIt) on s'Off Site lMl d Wite Acceptance adopted on 

en t m�Pliroebru a , 1995. snd lfosni the basis for this additional advie ai•d recortsnatadmotn 

.x•e. The Slate of Washington and U.S. EPA should aot aklow the U.S. Deparment of Energy 

or U.S. Deprarnat of Defles. to tsmm to the Hanford ahl say hazardous and 
S radi•ao•tiv waste unlm ethe Bitlowng critmm Ire not: 

"I . A Seneral condition of parftit and pN ApPOVIl and ab-qtm off-t* w-ast 

acoeptm in Washington State should be on-joorg lubasomiv CeO*pliaC. with 
Washington Da•gerous Waste taws and the tmrts. codhitions, And chedauhes of 

Wrtoists. consett Orders snd s-up agro tsel (*& the Tn.Party Agreement) 

bn ers-a the DOE and the Sure.  

2. Acceptuane of'off'ite wasts meit be cotnlegent en cistios facdlity rapacity and 
on oailabolity of lunding to handle procusing mtd storage nends, while ha•ing a 

rtlneuta or positive impact on Haefod dtea-up.  

3 In all insttances where DOE proposeso to trea off-tite wates at Hanford. a written 

reciprocal sprotment sould be required botneen the Sae of W oohingno. the 

stal of oriSin of the ofrlsie waste and the Department of Eergy.  

e 4. Tohnicat. ecosorec and equity comacast sho•ld be eaddreed in decditng whether 

to approve storog0 Prolonged sorae• of off-site wasm prior to treatment, or of 

pot-ttrestusent residuals, enorslly should not be approved 

me art l n he.141.h'led 0l oPa ti -It M- (lso 111. 1(Mct) lel.Ill I. rel IMai 

F-030
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5. No prtcreatment storage should be allowed st the receiving site unless it has been 

approved in the written reciprocal agreement between the shipping and receiving states.  

. Plans and schedules to treat off-5ite wastes should be approved only in instances where 

there is a binding lWal obligation on the pan of DOE for prmnay aMnd secondary off-Sits 

storage facilities desigsed to receive post.trastmest residuals before wsta are allowed to 

be ahipped to Hanford. Plans and shedules should specify that genraly no residuals wil 

be stored or disposed of at Harford. In the event of wbesattial noncomptliance with 

Washington Dangerous Wage Law requirements, or failure to have off-she faciltws 

available for retur of post.treattmnt residuals, off-site waste will not be accepted at 

Hanford. Lackng specific agreement between the state, DOE and satae of origin. waste 

residuals should be returned to the site of origin or other complan facilities to be 

specified In plans and sdcedulal.  

7. When reviewing requasts from other sisll/suates to accept wastes for treatment at 

Hanford, the sending site's treatment plan should be scrutinized to determine whether 

therse has been thorough consideration of on sie treatment and pta-shipment storage Off

site waste shold not be accepted for treatment where such analysis is hacking or not 

comptelling. unless it is otherwise approved ia the reciprocal agreement between the 

sending and receiving states.  

8. Receipt of any off-site wastes for treatment should require submission by shipping state of 

a schedule for thiptesnt. treatment, and post-treatmnent residuals nmaagemet, and prior 

written approval by the State of Wshington.  

9. Transport of off-sthe waste to Hanford for treatment will require arefwU planning of routes 

and consideration of weather emergencies so inimize the likelihood of an accident.  

Emegency preparedness for minimizing the impacus from an accident will require financial 

support from DOE to state, tribal and loeal involvement. Inchuding adequate equipment 

and trainling. When materials are shipped, timely notification should be provided to 

transportation agencies.  

to. Cumulatve ivmpects (eg. of other was types) must be analyzed and coniderd in 

decisions concering the movement and treatment of DOE wastes. DOE nmst fmly 

disclose all projected waste types and quantities that may be shipped to Hanford prior to 

any consIeration by Washington ofTSD permits for wases generated at other facilities 

This inforotaiots must be part of the PETS and Draft Site Trestmert Plan public 

conmiesmt/publlC prtcipation procesw and of an inter-regional and inter-site advisory 

board dialogue. prior to dcvelopmemt of final Site Treatment Plans and any agreement by 

Washkltton State to accept off-site wastes.  

51 Hanford off4ite waste ""Tneptnca criteria must include provision for inspection and 

payment ofappropriate permit fees to cover ad state costs, including inspection of pre

MtA N i * c 
P,..  

-7-k 

1 I 
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shipping procedures. Existing Waste facilities at Hanford mstal be in substantial 
compliance with the T-Party Agtemeoilntestones, othl orders or agreements and 

RCRA or lute taw reuiresiwts in order for p •nsits to be Issued or amended to allow 
off-uite wags to be treated, sored or disposed of at Hanford.  

The HAB is concerned that the WMMS has used the Basclim Enviroorssental Manlagemiet 

Report (BEMR) as its soulles for estimnated waste wlunme We urge USD05 to work with 
individual she to veaill end validate thes esinutes. as will u other identified au ions.  

USD0E audd develop an eff'etive decion-Msaltsn proOMI to intgate those EISS deling WIth 
waste actae, tvresment .. d diapos• from USDO fcilitse•s. This procm must be desigmed in 

a way that wia - the apomsm *fhe asfalled sltega and Indian nalons and the sapport of 
SSAB% and other aflkcted stakeholduers this proessm mt also otsntisn a atog public 

imvolvnsent ele ent Pleae refer to HAB Advice 134, requesting an istegrated public 

perticipation process. The SSABs can play a key MWe in public invovenment, but it mst be z 

euglmeed bya broader outreach progrm. USDOE should work with stateholders to ensure 

that their values we factored ito altarnaves being considered in the WMPEIS. We have 

attached two documents (The Future for Hanflord! Usae & Clesaip" frlom the Futue Site Uses 

Working ro.up amid the Final Report ofthe Hasord Tank Waft Task Force) which identify the 

"vlues ofHanford atakeholders.  

The Harford Advisotry Bord uages the Washingm State Depatinesm of.Ecology and the U.S.  
EFn fironmenal protecton Agency be fuSlly hrtvved to decisions that would inpect the Hanford 

site. particslarly in decisions that could compete with or detract from the site's cleaup rmission 

and the resources it requires 

We look forward to your wuitten response s is Called for In our cha•er

Very truly yours.  

Meilyn B. Reeves Chair 
Hanford AdvLo Board 

cc Chuck Clarks. U.S. Envromnet Protection Agency, R0gion 10 
Cindy Kelly, Designated Fede Ofdal 

Linda Linile, Site Representative 
Mary Riveland, Washington Depertnlias of Ecology 

John Wagoner, Department of Energy Richland Operation 

The Oregon ad Washington Congressional Delegastions 

F-030
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James H. Jlinnmer _ _ _ _ _ _ 

@ai CUMMgIMu¶T 0 FUCrLANWA W"sp0 NoeWi f IR4JI Is (C 
Z.  

Mr. Crug Wiltarmes, 
W"Men Its & Eymegeney 5"cia"

100O George Wuahktgtflui Wa 
fllcdrnd. WA 96352 

Doa r . W~lianwe: 

Slubjw.t: P5.1w of 0OEJSS.229-O, Sbeg~e end Wgeaafidon of 101wonri-Uaesb~e Ratio 
Mueefla Dre ft A Wlop in de~ ST#wm~scl hnpect eiarr til 

Fqluwlng Jeg - it llulon of corasa -from the CIS reviewalor uenewsatetlon issues To 
battertim rar~wirr aMnted agr ppteaspore-la eqtiwoabrntwWalgc 
HurderS Cnomorl IWH-C) Trwispcrtatimn and Packaing Fumnctionr. flick pwparliuniga . amid 
nwoM Is personal end does not representl te views ot either WIIC ir Science 
Avptetoltnne kItameeldooal Corporation (SAle). travieawn kme rnl maend:, 

wr. W. F. (Still Irvne Maneagr. rrarmportatian and Packagingi 
Mr. J. 0. lfireg Field Ma"ge. Packaging Enginerhng 
Me. 4. m. 4Janati G~reeun fngineery. Transportatio Matk Ansesrne 
Mo. J. ff. (i.mI Portsmnouthi Mariap.. Truffle Mnganag rme 

ower~ii. ve logge rotheeg we would char eterite ase a sowwtopper. gaiety in 
transportaulort of radioactive midses hee an asealaeft reek record. However.  
iraruportatlein Is an Issue knew.ls it It visible and may kiw;%@ (bY prold~fti paersns that 
would otheawicea be Mile away 1100M tie materiel. For dhsime e" other reaeru. tie 
Oeapwtimmt of Enoepg has @Ar extenalve morupr of puAle Meteor end arrreintnun-tlmr 10 
Inform arc eolmm tormnsifon trhnve publie aine arsimptadon Issues, They eals adminusrar 
traini"ng anl easpects of retrioactive and oilie ketradtW materfol trasportatloui end 
mintkm-ni enwgariey reqionse taekare arid aocldert recovery eseireisee. Other peogrerne 
unekide cell awaaeeonat of traffic managemelnt and ralaaoive end hazerdotus materlal 
packaging end tranaportation opersaotiarsnd thiM party avekreiioet of commrercial cenlere.  
The DOE 0111c ot Treflspoitetmon. Emergency Managenment. and Analyticel Services 
roanagesl thee prcurea (EWM-i. They have not. but ehouald, review ftit EIS. Theta 
ixcrotiars help die DOF retain Its track reor in raduraet~ve end hazadous mntatrlals 
treriapration. The EIS does rmt. bul shourd. explctotde benefits vif these programs.  

Weadn-om elnaa Hito Comnpany saerecilveparticipamnt nseveral ofthe.. pwngment 

pcrtVu-rly rtrain and motor carier eavuluaknr. Am the normial bfogawup to W1*Cas nervie 
reglstracer. forw inspectors itnuni Ota Department of Tnsrupcrteticn (DOT) conducted a 

F-044
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RWA-IP6r oie 

tormal review the week of March 7, 1994, to verify owanlanae with 1he federal 

ragulatiorls. They xpent the e*tire week ucneducting random vohlcle -Tesispeaerl, docurmnft 

ruv-vm end personnel Irterviews In variotus dopirtm•me and faciktila; scror the site.  

The review Inouded a ahI*lpsg'9 documennt, for hazardous matedals and wastes leaving the 

site dwerg the rs'vfous yaw, driver qumfisetlion film, vehicle mantliance and insfpection 

recoris, pmoc-uree and poles., hazenwdws meteriali employee u sit ilg records, driver 

eubhnvice abuse tasting m•eits, medlcal f1le., end Ilabilty Iuriance and ha•aerdous 

materials registateion documhetilrtlce, Thl review team found only lour disrempanrem, 

which they characterized an minor.  

WHC reserved a 'Slfactory" rig, the highest grintell by DOT, and was descibUJ In 

the wat lwiwfimg -n the bat tr•nsportation opertiton in the DOE complex. This may be 

natlh" oadvantage thit Hif1ford hes concfsng this scopa of work.

Specfic Uommnumt: 

TM EM asasssnelt 9ee0s t011 riugl given t-wt the numbes wotid wititenrt more 

rigoroa sc tiny. thu is concean that the packafging ertficatllioa ipedigneel eve rot 

dearly explained: I.e., not all peckagnga poeses the Noluear Reguletory Commission 

enorimenl. The otes overall concern Is tilht the reltlve risk basies am not presented 
6,-utly.  

Metanal"se in dcater 2 do not address mtwmhil ieomporutim n adequsatly or vureisln ,tly.  

For ewerrplo, Section 2.4.1. Pit Diaaser"Wcorti esr-ffctV, stanes that org]icwtor will 

have utllbte responsblUty far sley traiefor and shippars transporteri, end receivers are 

responsible for conoplybig with applicable regtwtioe. Thi is alweas the case. wheeker 

DOE is IrvolvWd or not o It really ysoe very Ete abot what DOE does, or wi do, to 

ely ti•aport to matridels. In Section 2A.5.2, Extki4n Light Welet A.cfarAftomeativ, 

t1u1potilon addiresesee rv Ie of radioactive materfal shipments Inoluling low-level 

waWte. 1 . MOX fuel. endspent fus
t
. Sectigin 2.4.5.4, EIv'urdonney I ght WftwV PRe.Or 

A/lmtmrviw, discusese low-level warste, rrdxod owl,4evell waste, haardous waete.  

nonomdeou wemm, tranwuranic wast, and spent luet yet itrerportadont Is ummned up as 

"Iriterslte tansfers wotgd be made by rail, truck transport, or pips.xn as appropriate. All 

thed sections eshiou addr ipa 10 happlacable Ut•a i.•tatit.si evenam mid who* special 

reqkunrmerbe p* such es secuoty or specia rouWP4g.  

There se several refernan t a DOT Specification tiM in heoalon 4.4, /•teatrai

rmmplo2drfoa of fot s MateefrO. and Appendix G, Irtereore Transportation. = a DOI 

Napcllllcusne SM Type B perkqlrng. a DOT approved SM Type B packeging using 2M Inr•r 

caoutseisui), a CM. 8 M-2R, and a model SM. in addition tharo Is a saateereni that *A 

typicl •M, Type 8 packaging approved for use by DOE is covered by Certiflcata of 

Ctompliaene Number 9859, deted January h, I V94.' This intern NRC certificatlon In

2/10.00.00 

3/10.00.00 

4/10.00.00 

F-044

100000 Comment Number 2

The analysis for the storage and disposition alternatives evaluates the 
potential risks for transporting shippable forms of fissile materials (that is, Pu 

and HEU) that have been stabilized and packaged for shipment at the 

originating site. All packaging processes (and certifications) meet DOT and 

DOE requirements. NRC certification criteria is applied to all Type B 

packagings, as required by the DOT regulations. Section 4.4.2.2 of the PEIS 

presents information on packaging criteria established and enforced by 

Federal agencies. A thorough explanation of risk basis is presented within 

Sections G. 1.1 and G. 1.2 for truck/rail and port transit modes, respectively.

100000 Comment Number 3

The transportation issues raised require site-specific knowledge in order to 
describe the transportation streams and the special requirements which apply 

to each transportation scenario (security, special routing). Transportation of 

radioactive material from an existing LWR site and evolutionary LWR site 

may include several modes of transportation (truck, rail, and barge) 

depending on the location of the site. Specific transportation streams and 

special requirements will be addressed if these alternatives are selected for 

further consideration. Appendix G presents additional information on 

transportation of radioactive materials and types of packaging specific to the 

material to be transported.

100000 Comment Number 4

The PEIS uses the terminology "6M Type B package" to designate both the 
generic package type identified in the DOT specification and the specific 

variation of the package type used by DOE. The specific package type used 

by DOE is denoted as the 6M-2R, consisting of the 6M Type B package using 

2R inner containers.  

All aspects of the transportation of radioactive materials within the United 

States are regulated at the Federal level by the DOT. The Federal regulations 

are implemented by both NRC licenses and DOE for the transportation of

LA
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MWX' 1996

moen oaon to e DOT speciflcatlon pecketali Thef hcoIleotstiemwivrogy mra ow 
omieu es o usef f'i. Two-e * p nsl nto -, • y or mlleading. One ie an apple (DOT 

Iaeclaletfor. pAcagi 1. this1aw my orange MW coo d III bpcugk . An described, th 
EIS could leed to wmma 'ry cltsni or dda e II im~ fth vadllly of the risk w .iols.  
"Pe DOT epetiftati pralkelW It f0l at01Mct to thie tee't eeu ce an pog 10-7. Threr Is 
some conwwnsy, tinly anong the reguilaors (DOT amd Wrj and DOE, renigding Ae 
DOT pectfl•clrioe pw.•gIg. The 00 nearl to Identify clsearly w Ol packaging is which.  

Secti•n 4A2.2. rackspý, don not edeqpitsy decbn the safsty bease of the DOt•5M 
peaokgrig, en old grand fediared DOT 3peclcalmon Packig contso r. a sipped In the 

3T,, pnoticudlay when cor gae wit• ' sty bu of e etfe-t-oeo-ut Nc M "yet fNM omaa or the PiS, Ca&Trhe puti Is proboW not em of tite various ewite 
d ietteuhore Type 8 packages! DOT Specdific oni old), DOT Crwtflcat of Competent 
Aitdihort, NRC Culifluete of Corollres and DOE weepons Nogream aouthorbirebop 
wich include opersdal cnwleon. They need to be deinead end consdered In the 
clek aenelse.  

The carrK% drsetllaborf lotr some of tdis con•riiers would be Type OF venue Tyre E 

Poteoead lstlthoe need to be deIId better in Section 4. It Is not clew that the potenye 
ftalites not rpasent an InWweoad riek of cancer fabobtles frorn acteiit erd non
sccien• radlolgiad hserde end non4m dosolc. riskssmacweed with kimeed 
euoat, brs ewresslone end highwity fetaridee. The numbers I this rowlloi would be more 

moeeingtuI the reported the radiologeil ndo-redioaliuag resmits se•peraely.  

"The "aecton abso inflrs ethi WADTRAN cedahete the n o-rerdiologic• l riles which it does 
not 

Pae 4-772- The f(et so o sttens "sterlele woul be transported by 6ST or 
emi••nircial enuhaoeout uctk. There Is no commoerdlly eveilable a•• up wit ilar the $ST.  

Pop 4.-77: Tew eeaord seinee etates 'For rehively low-le-ol rofotiv riutweuis, 
DOT Sped•tte.on Type A pecgn re emed.tSan ilght rw weresr ese aowed for 
low epecife; e•-ti rsdlo-ctve material shippmalt-.  

Pp 4-.10; ,iven more time mn ibgel th1 e kiformh• provde1, thee Itanto moy beoome 
more oteer, •w the lDeep b•nihleO e'npl eevient athetsm e ., Itla I uLt LAW why 
efiknrents wmaid foauw I Wo ius and corm from leg storage. The uhlcIng voeimes 
of 5.6 tnnt per year saew eWow. when the Immobied palate could be 04i*W . a We of 
551 'ton per yewr. W•vy the large differenco in sipqr volnue csepfty? 

P•p 4-781: The fifth paIoraplinutknrg't shiplng ore r-i oeek of $ea foha, e totl of 
zitoy-funr hilpments per ya•m. is this in regialr •ain sivklct or 'opecale tramn?' There s o

4/10.00.00 
cont 

5/10.00.00 

6/10.02.00 

7/10.00.00 

8/10.00.00 

9/10.00.00 

10/10.00.00
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radioactive materials. Package designs meeting the Type B package 
performance criteria are considered by NRC and DOE to provide adequate 
protection of the public and operating personnel in the event of a 
transportation accident. The NRC has no regulatory authority regarding DOE 
transport of radioactive materials, although DOE does use NRC criteria for 
the certification of Type B packaging, including the 6M-2R.  

The approval process followed by DOE regarding Type B packaging and 
transportation of radioactive materials is established by DOE Orders. Package 
design, testing, and safety information must be prepared for shipping 
packages proposed for use within the DOE complex. Review and approval of, 
this information results in DOE's issuance of a Certificate of Compliance for 
the package and its use. In the case of the 6M Type B package, although the 
package meets DOT specification, the DOE approval process provides 
additional requirements prior to the package's use within the DOE complex.

100000 Comment Number 5

A discussion of the safety basis of certified nuclear packaging is beyond the 
scope of the PEIS. The transport index (TI), which is a regulatory 
characteristic of a package, was estimated to be the maximum allowed by 
regulatory requirements and used in the transportation risk analysis. A 
discussion of transport packaging is presented in Appendix G.

100200 Comment Number 6

The human health risks from the transportation of radioactive materials 
between sites includes both radiological and nonradiological impacts to the 
public and workers. The categories of calculated risk include nonradiological 
accident impacts to the public and workers, nonradiological normal operation 
impacts to the public (air pollution), radiological accident impacts to the 
public, and radiological normal operation impacts to the public and workers.  
The risk to the public from radiological accidents is an order of magnitude 
less than either nonradiological accidents or radiological exposures during 
normal operations.

ý Al . - - --- -, -
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ll~tlaJ PoseU Baersou Sreneta 
Pop4 
Mal I9W6

So dilfere e -, Lauut usciletd with the tvew optiovs.  

Page 44-83: • mnumbers are difficult to understand and fellow. For example. ;t seams 

that the defersence i leve of risk between procealtin hn the U.S. versus p•rclig In 
Europe, as depicted In Table t4.3.3-4, would be riucl greewr than shown.  

A 0: The ik suaolatad with th tralsportaltin ofthde materials would be better, 
understood if it were broken into radiological end non-redlobglcai categoriee. The 
radiological risks would iaso be moree rnuinguni if they reported thmn for both anceden 
arid normal madia. Summiug all dike results in numbers tha are only usoeUl to compae 
the ultmWrictl beting considaed In thile F.15. One cannot enaily opasi them with the 
other reports, which do not use fta method.  

Not enough cInormatlon was give eabout the RADTtlAN Imut •ojuese ud, For Instance.  
the follovinrg vesus shoul be included ani rieeremcd: rellea4 fractions IfIrAC, IERSOL, 
RESPI. iatmospheric divpersion values (for tbuk e mil, and oncoming highway traffic 
n~etimts, 

nUA"EtZ-170 eufity ca•tgories were used for all wuck utiprnents. This ray no be 
appropriate for the OM shipments or for the 5-gallon drum shlnpmrat.  

Pegi fl-3: Second peagraph. second sentence att that the S M Packages would be 
place o Curgo Ntrasrnt Trismortarse IC6) to faictet loadinig end alecutring In the M8T.  
At one time, we were told at HNeford to rmten our CR l's. Are they still being used on the 
ssra' -just a question. Thery worked well.  

Page G-3: The aed suntence In the third paragraph mentions trenstforino the CRT's frtrri 
an 567 toe st$aurird I0 contairnr. Standard IS0 c onluiners do not hive the floor ti 
down capabilty assoiated with the Mr's nd available In dhe SST. Tho •R•'s have 
-heilI. end a Proper tie down pattern would hava to be developed fLu oc6an trmnsport In 
ISO criint r.  

in uddtlori, I hive rvlviwed the other materiel you sent ma end offein the foilowing 
Coneneiste far yaw uee.  

Soth 3.d&dio Rogera aKd Rob Duit stats tSol boief that trnsportation is a fuly developed 
ruchnology end wth prow oondurmetiorn mid route seleition. risk can be rfniitzid. agree 
with this conobjeron. The DOE will iukely prepae a Plan to' a long term atippi campaign 
auchtoa thie, conduct eattergninoy responsee twnsk'r alru.g Ihe vorats. and perform several 
other extre-ngulatrory actIkthv s Lu a' wife84t icy In trnmspotitilon.  

Robert M. Jefferson commente:id tret them see'nId to be a ctinplete lack of concern for 
rritca•lty satity. They do no, whanlyze ulMcallty safecy in the EIS. However, somral

10/10.00.00 
cont 
11/10.02.00 

6/10.02.00 
cont.  

1210.02.00 

13/10.02.00 

14/10.00.00 

15/10.00.00
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If commercial trucks were to be utilized, additional requirements (physical 
and administrative) would be applied to provide equally effective safety and 
security measures as provided by SST.

100000 Comment Number 8

The commentor is correct that strong, tight packagings can be used for low
level radioactive materials of less than Type A quantities. The text in Section 
4.4.2.2 of the Final PEIS was changed to concur.

100000 Comment Number 9

The Deep Borehole Alternative discusses the disposition of surplus weapons
usable Pu in two forms: (1) direct emplacement of Pu without immobilization 
and (2) Pu-loaded, ceramic-coated pellets. The amount of Pu to be transported 
for direct emplacement is estimated to not exceed 5 t (5.5 tons) per year. The 
amount of Pu-loaded, ceramic-coated pellets to be transported for 
emplacement is estimated to be 500 t (551 tons) per year. The Pu-loaded, 
ceramic-coated pellets contain I-percent Pu. Therefore, the amount of Pu
loaded, ceramic-coated pellets would be 100 times as great as the amount of 
Pu for direct emplacement, or approximately 500 t (551 tons) per year.

100000 Comment Number 10

Although shipments may be consolidated into "dedicated trains" of more than 
one car, the risk analysis has considered regular train services for these 
shipments. Several court decisions have shown there is no safety basis for the 
use of "special trains" for high-level nuclear materials. DOT, DOE, and NRC 
have provided no such direction that special trains will be used for radioactive 
materials.

* .4% r'""'*%
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Mspsct o!' thl Doporv.'mt of Tretspactation ind Nucle Pr ugatory FWitIuda l wim t 

ot¶*Iflty sdwry sot packIlo~u da.4" requirma. V'o' fl*SliO. end Vm-P.r, 

"WYhale io@duv. A ri" to-m'oýt st•tes drat do Trrwpat fl'do (f) Is booed an ciritdldy 

conltsiderarm for (rwla ,,.tvios. Crinaclty safety Is an m•mmane subject that the 

govem"tp' rogadt rs 0f•ress.  

51ricetfoy.  

0c.1. Field 

W.r. r,,,e 
C. "4. L.s'fI 
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100200 Comment Number 11

The values given in Table 4.4.3.3-4 of the PEIS represent the "Total Potential 
Fatalities" associated with the transportation of Pu oxide, uranium oxide, and 

MOX, for the Reactor Alternative category. The quantities presented are a result 

of direct risk calculations which yield results in "numbers of human fatalities." 

In regard to accumulating the risks associated with a given transportation 

process, the maximum risk impacts from the transport of Pu oxide, uranium 

oxide, and MOX fuel under the Reactor Alternatives may be summed directly 

from Table 4.4.3.3-4. According to results calculated by the "industry-wide 

accepted" RADTRAN code, the highest number of total potential fatalities 

from the transportation of materials from lag storage to fuel fabrication and then 

to a reactor site is 4.16 for MOX fuel fabrication in the United States. In Europe, 

the number of potential fatalities for a similar procedural operation would be 

4.62. The difference between 4.62 and 4.16 fatalities is essentially negligible.  

Risk differences between the two "regional" alternatives (that is, the United 

States vs. Europe) are very small for all stages involved.

100200 Comment Number 12

Appendix G of this PEIS discusses the pertinent methodology and associated 
parameters utilized in the transportation modeling via the RADTRAN code.  

The scope of this document does not require scientific detail regarding input 

parameters to exceed that of a programmatic level.

100200 Comment Number 13

This PEIS evaluated the potential for highway accidents and radioactive 
releases from the 6M shipments during transport in terms of eight accident 

severity categories identified in NUREG-0170 and implemented through 

analysis by the RADTRAN 4.0 computer code. The accident categories ranged 

from the least severe and most frequent accident (Category I) to the most severe 

and least frequent accident (Category VIII). NUREG-0170 characterizes 

package response to these accident categories in terms of release fractions 

based on the package type, transportation mode, and accident category. DOE 

considers the accident category information presented in NUREG-0170 to 

adequately cover the transport mode and package types addressed in the PEIS.

c�, 
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Comment Number 14

100000

The Cargo Restraint Transporters (CRTs) are still being used on the SST1

Transportation component design specific to this situation is beyond the scope 
of this PEIS. If design changes are necessary for International Standards 

Organization (ISO) transport to occur, proper modifications would be 

expedited to meet the necessary criteria.

r
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Comment Number 1

Hanford 
Communities

Richisad • Kannmsfek - Paco Wenr Pd.hmed • Brnson City • Bseln County

P. 0. 11" 1N. Rtkhsld. WA M530
Tatlpbea. M50 943-73u Fix 13091 %43-5"May 8. 1996

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P 0 Bo' 23786 
do SAIC PEIS 
WasIhtngton, D C. 20026-3786 

Ref: Drift Programmatic EIS - Weapons Usable Fissile Materials Dispositimon February 1996 

To Whom it May Concern: 

The Hanford Communities, individually through their respective elected bodies and collectively as a group.  
provtde summary comments and recommendaions as noted below relative to the referenced EIS. We 
appreciate the opportunity to provide input into this vital Department of Energy project and accordingly 
have taken extraordinary measures to ensure a thorough technical and citizen review.  

We asked community leadern and technical experts to serve as a volunteer advisory group to the Hanford 
Communities for this draft PEIS. The 30+ persoes participatng in this capacity divided into seven feous 
groups: tenaportation. health and safety. MOX fuel and Pu conversion. reactor burn options. vitrification 
disposition. socioeconomic issues and national security issuas. Their comments complement and go into 
greater depth than the Hanford Communities' comrmerns and are summarized in Attachment I Please 
review and carefully consider both sets of comments.  

While time .onstriints did not permit public meetings or televised citizen forums during the limited 
comment period, we intend to hold one or more public ineetings or metdis forums to fully inform the puhbic 
of this response and gain additional citizen input. We will promptly notify DOE if themare any substontive 
changcs to this transmittal as a result of this additional input.  

We strongly support the reactor burn option as the preferred Put dispostilon alternatlve. We believe this 
option has the bhst chance of becoming the disposition modal lnternatioaally becautse It permits recovey 
of a signifieant friction of the valuable "faef' value while fully sonmplyiun with one of tb accepted 
prolifeatison-mrstaint disposal altern-aives, We belkve Hanford offers the best and most compellilg cost 
and schedule advantage with the klast envirorsental. health, satety and proliferation risks for either the 
reactor burn or the vntrfi¢catlon disposition mode. With Hanford's and Washlhinga Publc power Supply 
System's existing facilities and Infrastructunr, and the planned prva•ization of Cardfo'dr' tank wauie 
vitrification programs (Figure 1), largo savings in capital and operating funds are possible relative to 
other site.  

SUMMARY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

* •€Ees wCapons-usablc fissils materials must he proepely safeguarded and disposed of in the U.S. and 
interunionally to prevent nuclear weapons proliferaien. Time is of the essence since there is a clei tod 
present danger of Illicit ue of bomb-g•ade plutonium and hish enriched uranium in the world today 
Accodingly we recommend DOE Slect the preferred diposition alternative and ithe Pu conversion and 
disposition sites t best achieve rapid. cost effective, integrated use of already extoting DOE facilities; 
widespread acceptance by the international nuclear weapons community: and minimization of 
disposition implementation inoe, new capital requirements and enlviromental. transportation. safnguards.  
security, worker and public health and safety, and proliferation risks 

a C-renrn "~isae im Cesi tns

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

M-234

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at Hanford. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
disposition of surplus Pu in existing facilities to the extent practical.  
Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

0

080301
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* Hanford should be included in the draft EIS as a potential Pu processing and dispgoniton site - the FEIS 

curren-ty only consideirs Hanford as a -long am suorage site. ad specifically, the 

Ful and Matrials Examination Facility s be considered as a potential sitt for MOX fuel 3/01.04.00 
fabrication. Pu conversion udfor smsall seal. Pu noiillcaion. and the 

Fase Flux Test Facility reactor should be considered as a viable plutonium "bumer reactor 

* We oppose my consideration of Hanford as a loej.serr Pu storage only" facility Temporary 4/08.03.01 
plutonium storage is acceptable as pars of an expeditous,. substantive t Ispossttoi option, 

* Hanford it unique in that a large. operattng. commercial nucli-tar.ecttsc power stion (WKP-2). a 

plutonium oxide fuel burning test resctoir (FF•';I a coeerctal low-level watle disposal site; a nearly 

complete plutonium oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication facility; another large. bet partially completed.  

nuccar-elecetmc power station (WNP-l); a soon-to-he-developed vinrttlcat.on plamt: pls all the site 301.04.00 
infrastructure cs-exist within DOE's Hanford sie bouad•ies. These collocated or clustered l-lliox cont.  
(Fig. I) should he given preferential consideration in this EIS and Record of Decision and in all 

a.ssesments of ennironmental impacts, schedules. capital requirements. life-cycle costs, health, safety.  

safeguards. securnty. transponotione ind proliferation risks.  

- Miizauane tunulsfortltion issues as a high prionty. New or expanded Pu storage set~s) should not be 
de i plutonium connersion s itt, and preferably, after the prefer'red pl.i.nii. n 5/01.00.00 

disposition methW-- and the plutonium disposion steels) at= finally selected. I 

* We oppose using Canadian CANDU or amy other foreign reactors to dispose of U S. generated weapon, G/08.03.01 
rade plutonium This is neither uppropiate nor responsible international U.S. policy 6 

In conclusion, we do not believe the Department of Energy can adequately address or minimize the 

en.irn.mental impacts and associated health, safety, safeguards, security. rasportation. schedule and cost 2/08.03.01 
impacts of the proposed PEIS until it evaluates its Pu conversion and disposition options relative to the cont.  
synergistic use of eaisting. collocated. cost effective facilities in the DOE coniplex.  

We urge you to fortmally and thoroughly examine the poenontil benefits of disposing of plotuntum as 

depicted in the attached simplified schematic (Figure 1). We believe amplensenting this strategy will literalty 3/01 .4.00 
save DOE billions of dollars and ,horten the time to intiate Pu disposition by at least 4 to It years. The 

schematie depicts a collocated plutonium disposition -system involving compatible. already existing cont.  
Hanford facilities plus sew. already scheduled tank wmste vntification facilities. The plutonitiu. orner-n 

step indicated in the schematic could be at Hanford or elsewhere.  

We look forward to wora'ng auth the Deportment of Energy to refine and improve upon the ideas and 

concepts proZ dd this memo. It is sesasul that DOE's fnorer weapont3 complex sites c€uprsic in find 

the best, sf. most xmely and c•toweffective solution to the plutonium disposition prbtlem icumeceve 

plutoniure disposition costs will likely bane a negatine imrpact on the entire EM. budget and hence adversely 7/11.00.01 
affect iI sites. It is essential that the on-goill Hanford cleanup program not be adversely impacted by the 

plutonium converston and disposition program.  

We urge you to incorporate our plutonium disposi•on commects and recornmendations by whatever mean% 

are necevaiuy under NEPA into a final or re-issued PEtS and into the Record of Decitsion 

Very nrtly yours.  

Hanford Communities Governng Bouard 

Attachments: as stated 

cc: Mr. T P. Grimbly. DOE-HQ 
Mr I David Nulton. DOE-HQ

M-234

010400 Comment Number 3

The PEIS considers six DOE sites for long-term storage of Pu. The ROD will 
choose an approach and site for long-term storage and a technology(ies) for 

disposition. The same six DOE sites were evaluated with regard to the 

disposition options addressed in the PEIS. Additional site-specific NEPA 

analysis may be required before a disposition decision can be implemented.  

Hanford is among the six sites considered for disposition.  

Liquid metal reactors were not included as alternatives for Pu disposition in 

the PEIS due to the longer time and greater cost required to complete their 

construction. The FFTF, on the other hand, is an existing reactor and could be 

used for Pu burning. However, the limited capacity of the FFTF would limit 

the rate at which Pu could be dispositioned and require a much longer 

timeframe for disposition than that which could be achieved with the reactor 

options addressed in the PEIS.  

The Department of Energy is in fact considering the FFTF, pursuant to the 

ROD for the TSR PEIS. The ROD (December 1995, 60 FR 63878) for the 

TSR PEIS addressed the FFTF for tritium production as follows: 

A private group has recently suggested that it purchase the FFTF 

from DOE and that DOE then contract with the private group to 

make tritium at that facility. In the [Tritium Supply and Recycling 

Final] PEIS, the use of FFTF was considered and dismissed as a 

long-term tritium supply option because the amount of tritium that it 

could produce would only meet a percentage of the steady state 

tritium requirements, and it was not reasonable to rely on operating 

the facility far beyond the end of its design life. However, DOE will 

evaluate the presentation made by the private group to determine 

whether the operation of the FFTF might be able to play any role in 

meeting future tritium requirements. If any changes are warranted to 

this ROD following that review, or further NEPA documentation is 

required, DOE will take appropriate action.  

The Secretary of Energy has requested a review by the JASONS Panel 

(eminent academic scholars and scientists) as part of the evaluation of tritium 

production with the FFTF. Should the outcome of this evaluation lead to a 

DOE proposal to restart the FFTF for tritium production, additional 

environmental analyses would be performed, as appropriate. If the FFTF 

were to be restarted, a substantial portion of the surplus Pu that would be used

#V1*9 
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The Hanford Communities Governing Board and Administrative Board Unani.  
mously Approved the Attached Letter Response to the Department of Energy's 
"Storage and Disposition of Weapons.Usable Fissile Materials" Draft 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement During Its Meeting May 3, 1996 

By Signature Below, We the Cities and the County Comprising the Hanford 
Communities, During Our Regular City Council or County Commissioner 
Meetings on May 6 or May 7, 1996 Voted Affirmatively to Send the Same Letter 
in Response to the Department of Energy's Draft Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement

Mau Benatz, Jr. . Cbivqedate 

Board of Benton CounWt• Commissioners 

- -,- 

Jim Beaver, Mayor date 

City of Kennewick 

Larry Hiier, %ieyor date 

City of Richland

Jýflii lller, Mayor date 
lty Of Benton City 

Charles Kilbury, Mayor date 

City of Pasco 

J(i rltler, Mayor date

West Richland

for MOX fuel could be used to fabricate the FFTF driver fuel, thereby 
achieving the Spent Fuel Standard for Pu disposition through irradiation in 
the FFTF. Further description of the FFTF has been added to Appendix N of 
the PEIS.  

The FMEF is considered for use as a long-term storage facility for Pu, and the 
impacts are included in Section 4.2.1 of the PEIS. For the production of MOX 
fuel a generic facility was considered for all six DOE sites. At Hanford this 
MOX fuel fabrication facility would be located in the 200-Area adjacent to 
200 East. The utilization of the FMEF would be a variant for MOX fuel 
fabrication at Hanford, which is bounded by the environmental analysis for 
the MOX fuel fabrication facility located in the 200-Area. Table 2.4-1 of the 
PEIS provides a brief description of variants to disposition alternatives 
analyzed which includes "Modification/completion of existing facilities for 
MOX fabrication." The storage options for Hanford also include the 
construction of a new facility. Utilization of the FMEF for the Upgrade 
Alternative would not preclude its use to also support Pu disposition activities 
for either Reactor or Immobilization Alternatives.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
continuing or long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010000 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
use of the CANDU Reactor Alternative for the disposition of Pu. Decisions 
on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy

M-234
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110001 Comment Number 7

Comment noted. DOE's Fissile Materials Disposition Program is an 
integrated effort that will require the participation of a number of DOE sites 

that have weapons material experience. DOE acknowledges the commentor's 

concern about the potential effect that selection of Hanford for new missions 

could have on the Hanford cleanup program. It is DOE's intent that the 

implementation of Fissile Materials Disposition Program decisions will have 

little or no impact to ongoing clean up programs. Decisions on storage and 

disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input. The decision proccss will also givc 

consideration to existing agreements between DOE, the State of Washington, 

and the EPA.

considerations, and public input. This will include an appropriate level of 
analysis by Canada before any decision on burning Pu in a CANDU reactor 

is implemented.

0
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Comment Number 8
Attachment #1: Detailed Comments from the Hanford Communities 

"Citizens Advisory Committee" on the Plutonium Disposition PEIS 

The Hanford Communities Advisory Committee' represents more than 500 years of 
experience dealing with billion dollar projects, community interests, and government 
programs similar to that outlined in this draft programmatic EIS.  

Excess weapons-usable plutonium in any form other than a safeguarded "spent fuel 
standard" represents a clear and present danger to the world's society. The risks of 
devastating consequences are magnified by the time to reach consensus in today's 
complex national and international political environment. The "do nothing" option in 
this PEIS is not acceptable. Time is of the essence. Prompt, decisive United States 
leadership to demonstrate a cost-effective, near-term path forward that high 
proliferation-risk countries of the world will adopt, is critical.  

In view of the short time permitted for review of the massive amount of detail (-2600 
pages), each of seven subcommittees of the Advisory Committee was asked to primarily 
look for critical or serious issues, gaps, incorrect facts, conclusions or assumptions that 
could substantially distort the public's view. Also each subcommittee was asked to 
avoid trying to redo or reinvent the massive amount of valuable detail in the PEIS.  

A. Health and Safety 

This subcomminee was asked to address the feasibility and appropriateness of the 
statement in the PEIS relating to public and occupational health and safety within a fifty 
mile radius of the site. This was to be done in consideration of two possiblc uses for 
plutonium disposition at the site: I) reactor burning of plutonium and 2) vitrifying 
plutonium together with high level waste into borosilicate glass logs.  

Al. The first concern, if there is a concern, is that the summary report does not 
address the methodology used, so it is really not totally possible to evaluate how 
good the numbers or the doses are.  

A2. The PEIS also stated that occupational and environmental radiological and 
chemical I doses) will be within accepted limits. The judgment of this committee 
is that there are sufficient unknowns, certainly with respect to the chemical 
hazards, that such a statement is difficult to substantiate. The other hazards, such 
as ergonomic, occupational in general, were not addressed. The only issue was 
latent cancer due to radiation within the two plutonium disposition alternatives.

8/08.03.01

9/09.09.08 

10/09.09.08

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
continuing or long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

090908 Comment Number 9

The PEIS Summary presents the Proposed Actions and their potential 
environmental impacts. It does not include a description of the assessment 
methodologies used for each environmental resource including human health 
risk assessment. A description of assessment methodologies used for each 
environmental resource is presented in the Methodology Report, Chapter 4, 
and the Appendices of the PEIS.

090908 Comment Number 10

Detailed information regarding hazardous chemicals used in the Proposed 
Action, and their health impacts to workers and the general public, is 
described in Chapter 4 and Appendix M of the PEIS. This information 
includes the chemical emissions from the proposed facilities, the toxicity of 
the emitted chemicals, the predicted chemical concentrations in the 
environment, and health impacts to workers and the general public. The 
methodology used for the chemical hazards assessment is also documented in 
the Methodology Report, Chapter 4, and Appendix M of this PEIS.

SThe list of ivited Advisory Conninitnee psescipant, is anaschen . Some of those invitend old wot pstcipsie because of 
posantil montics. of intres. some participatid on an isx-oticio bass only. mad so=e had only raunsm inle-nit b-ns, 
of illinte os tm el chedule, The mraonry of those invited did pisncipaio, providing vinuable eonisbumn-is to this 
Aisnelmvnit.
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A3. Was an ALARA evaluation done? If so, it is not docsmented or refered to in the 11/09.09.08 
PEIS. 

10.90 

A4. The PEIS summary was written before NCRP report 121 was issued. The PBS 
summary does not appear to be consistent with the philosophy or guidelines in 

NCRP 121. which deals with collective dose. This philosophy and guideline, if 

applied to this analysis, would basically ignore the radiological risks to the general 12109.09.08 

public as the risk of a fatal cancer is less than one.

A5. Based on the guidance provided to the Hanford Communities' subcommittees. we 

must accept the methodology that is the determinate of risk. On this basis, the 

radiological risk for cancer latency would appear to be insignificant.  

A6. Perhaps more basic is the lack of specificity of what type of hazards, aside from 

radiation, might be involved, i.e.. what types of chemicals, what would be shipping 

alternatives and what to do about long term release likelihood. Our conclusions 

are: a) to accept the calculations and risk estimates as done by DOE that the risk of 

latency for long term cancer causation is basically very small to insignificant, and 

b) to question the chemical hazards and transportation hazards that have not been 

fully addressed. (editor comment: note transportation issues in Section E below) 

B. Pu Conversion and Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication 

Bl. The Fuels, Materials, and Examination Facility (FMEF) was improperly 

considered in the PEIS as only a potential storage area. This facility, originally 

built to manufacture and handle MOX fuel elements, should be considered as the 

best potential site for MOX fabrication in the United States.  

B2. The FMEF capabilities and attributes are understated. The FMEF is a versatile 

and expandable facility. It was designed to be expanded to the east. All site 

infrastructure requirements, e.g., electrical capacity, cooling, sewer, security 

system, etc., are readily available to support an expansion.  

B3. The FMEF in its current configuration can house a limited Pu metal-to-oxide 

conversion and a mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication line supporting Fast Flux 

Test Facility (FFI'F) plutonium bum. In addition, one of the several large post

irradiation exam (PIE) hot cells can be used to demonstrate vitrification of off

specification or scrap local plutonium. All three of these programs could be 

implemented within five years. given the advanced completion state of the facilities 

and knowledge of the processes.  

B4. If an aggressive reactor burn program develops utilizing local light water reactors 

(LWR), FMEFs expansion capabilities would permit the addition of an adjacent 

fuel fabrication facility capable of fueling both FFrF and local LWRs. This 

would provide space within the existing FMEF building to retrofit large-scale Pu 

metal-to-oxide conversion, plutonium scrap cleanup and limited plutonium

13/09.10.08 
12109.09.08 

cont.  
13/09.10.08 
cont.  

3/01.04.00 
cont.
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090908 Comment Number 11

It has been stated in this PEIS that it is DOE's position to keep the health risk 
for workers and public ALARA although there is no elaboration of how to 

implement the ALARA practice for each proposed alternative. The ALARA 

analysis and practice are the refinement of the design and operation. It needs 

more detailed information about the facility design, which is not available at 

this stage.

090908 Comment Number 12

As stated in this comment, the PEIS was written before National Commission 
of Radiological Protection (NCRP) Report 121 was issued. To meet NEPA 

requirements, the latent cancer fatalities to the population are reported in this 

PEIS as they are calculated, even if the results are very small or insignificant.  

To help understand the radiation health risk and latent cancer fatalities, an 

explanation of these terms is included in Appendix M of the PEIS.

091008
The detailed information about hazardous chemicals from the Proposed 
Alternatives and their health impacts to workers and the general public is 

described in Chapter 4 and Appendix M of this PEIS. The information 

contained in this PEIS includes the chemical emissions from the proposed 

facilities, toxicity of the emitted chemicals, the predicted chemical 

concentrations in the environment, and their health impacts to workers and 

the general public. The methodology used for the chemical hazards 

assessment is documented in the Methodology Report, Chapter 4, and 

Appendix M of this PEIS. The transportation of hazardous and non-hazardous 

material is presented in Appendix G.

LA

F

Comment Number 13
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vitrification. Expertise and equipment from other countries to expedite early 
MOX fuel fabrication could be used as appropriate.  

BS. While the PEIS bounds environmental impacts in an extreme fashion, it doesn't 
represent a realistic fiscal approach nor a rapid deployment approach to a very 
real plutonium proliferation problem. The PEIS's lack of recognition and 
understatement relative to a group of facilities that exist and are environmentally 
adequate and appropriate to economically begin this project make the value of the 
document questionable. The PEIS must bound, but it must also incorporate 
realistic solutions.  

B6. The current federal government fiscal policy and environment do not correspond 
to the extreme facility requirements and description in the PEIS. There is a need 
to take every advantage of facilities and capabilities currently available and pursue 
a modular approach to the solution. The need for plutonium disposition is too 
great to have the program collapse upon itself due to inflated need assumptions and 
criteria.  

B7. While land is in plentiful supply at Hanford. the land requirements indicated for 
facilities necessary to perform disposition activities such as pit disassembly, 
plutonium conversion, immobilization, and MOX fuel fabrication seem to be 
significantly overstated. These land use requirements do not seem to be consistent 
with facilities that have previously accommodated these type of operations. In 
addition, potential utilization of existing facilities at DOE Sites for these 
disposition activities would result in considerably less land use than indicated.  

B8. It appears that insufficient consideration has been provided in the PEAS to facilities 
that are already constructed and operational or are partially complete and could be 
made operational at minimum cost. Facilities such as these, at which most of the 
costs of siting, design, construction, public safety evaluations, security systems and 
processes, and public acceptance have already been provided, should be given top 
priority in these considerations.  

B9. All waste streams that may be generated as a result of the implementation of the 
selected disposition alternative need to be thoroughly evaluated. Acceptable plans 
and processes to properly dispose of these waste streams must be solidly in place 
prior to putting the alternative into production. Further, synergism, not conflict, 
with vital on-going cleanup missions is possible.  

C. Reactor Burn Disposition Option 

Cl We strongly recommend the most effective, permanent and fail-proof means of 
disposing of surplus weapon's materials, i.e., convert it to reactor fuel and 
irradiate it to the spent fuel standard. The excess plutonium represents hundreds 
of millions of dollars. if used in the form of reactor fuel that should be used to 
provide needed electrical power, cancer killing radioisotopes and tritium for

3/01.04.00 
cont.  

14/01.04.00 

15/01.00.00 

16/01.04.00 

2/08.03.01 
cont.  

17/09.11.08

1/08.03.01 
cont.
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Comment noted.

010000 Comment Number 15

Existing facilities have been considered in this PEIS to the extent practicable.  
For example, in the storage action, one of the three alternatives is Upgrade at 
Multiple Sites, which uses existing facilities. In the disposition action, 
existing reactors in the United States and Canada are included as alternatives 
as well as an existing vitrification facility at DOE's SRS.

010400 Comment Number 16

The Department of Energy believes that the land use requirements identified 
for pit disassembly and conversion, immobilization, and MOX fuel 
fabrication are correct. If these requirements exceed what is eventually 
needed, the smaller requirement will be bounded by the environmental 
analysis.

091108 Comment Number 17

The conceptual designs for the Consolidation and Collocation storage 
alternatives and the disposition alternatives have, as part of their design, waste 
management facilities that would treat and package all waste generated into 
forms that would enable long-term storage and/or disposal in accordance with 
RCRA and other applicable Federal and State statutes, and DOE Orders. For 
the Upgrade Storage Alternatives, site-specific waste management facilities 
were determined to be adequate. As the designs mature, process waste 
assessments which include individual waste stream characterization will be 
completed. No waste stream will be generated that cannot be treated and 
packaged into a form that enables long-term storage and/or disposal.

010400 Comment Number 14
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national defense. We believe the United States should move rapidly to lead the 

world in the safe and efficient disposal of excess weapons-usable fissile materials 18/01.03.00 

using the disposition method to which most other nuclear power countries are 

committed.  

C2. No consideration was given to liquid metal reactor concepts for Pu disposition, 

although LMRs. especially FFTF. are specifically designed for flexibility in fuel 

use, and are particularly well suited to operate with mixed oxide (MOX). FITF.  

the newest reactor in the DOE complex. has more than a 20-year remaining life 

and can "bum" significant quantities of plutonium, especially if highly enriched 

MOX fuel is used. FFTF should be included as a disposition option in the final 

PEIS.  

C3. Hanford represents a unique and effective solution to the Pu disposition problem: 

- Virtually the entire disposition cycle can be accomplished on a single site 

(Hanford), which has much of the security, public health and safety considerations 

and facilities already in place to commence the task.  
- There is unprecedented local public acceptance of a Hanford Pu disposition 

A f... eve. .. elected ciN council

m is s io n . I L g n im e n d o rse m e n t w a s o u ta m le U o m li j' '/ . . . . .  
member (Richland, Kennewick. Pasco, West Richland and Benton City) and county 

commissioner (Benton County) and from the Hanford Communities governing and 

administrative boards. Please note the endorsements attached to the cover letter 

- The FMEF is a facility effectively ready to accept plutonium and uranium oxides 

and convert them to MOX fuel for FFTF irradiation.  

- The FMEF can readily accommodate the introduction of LWR MOX fuel 

fabrication equipment. (Unused state-of-the-art MOX fuel fabrication equipment 

is available from Siemens. Siemens also represents a local source of expertise to 

support the installation and operation of this equipment. Sandvik Special Metals 

represents a local source of high quality, reactor grade tubing for LWR fuel 

fabrication).  

- WNP-2 is a modem BWR that can annually consume approximately 0.5 tons of 

weapons grade plutonium as MOX fuel.  

- FFrF can use about 3/4 tons of plutonium per year as fuel to produce medical 

radioisotopes and/or tritium.  

- WNP-l. if completed, could consume close to I ton of plutonium per year in the 

form of MOX fuel.

3/01.04,00 
cont.
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Comment noted.

Comment Number 18
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- The weapons grade plutonium on-site plus any received from off-site should not 
need to be transported more than a few miles and never off the Hartford 
reservation until it has been converted to a spent fuel standard.

C4. Using weapons usable fissile material to generate electricity in a once-through 
cycle in existing light water reactors (LWRs) is the most technologically assured 
option. The PEIS should clearly define the burnup range for the spent fuel 
standard. Without this range, costs and benefits cannot be reasonably calculated.  

C5. Prior to selecting LWRs as one of the preferred alternatives, specifics like 
ownership and management of the facility (i.e., control of operations), re
licensing, costs, taxes, waste management, new fuel, security, spent fuel and spent 
fuel disposal charges, if any, should be considered and described.  

C6. The CANDU Reactor alternative is inconsistent with the criteria on I) 
demonstrated technical viability, 2) fostering progress and cooperation with other 
nuclear weapons states and 3) environmental safety and health compliance.  
Placing U.S. weapons usable plutonium in the hands of a foreign government for disposition does not make sense for long term law, security and environmental.  
health and safety enforcement. (Recently, protests to this option have developed 
within Canada).  

C7. Selection of the partially completed reactor alternative can provide major cost 
savings to the United States taxpayer and benefits to future generations. All of the 
screening criteria are met with this reactor alternative. A number of partially 
completed reactor sites are available for consideration. The PEIS should 
reference WNP-I in its PEIS or remove all references to the TVA plant. The 
PEIS selects TVA's Bellefonte Nuclear Plant as the benchmark for reasons that 
even more strongly would justify selecting WNP-I WNP-I is on DOE land. less than five miles from the FMEF (the FMEF and WNP-I share a common sewage 
treatment facility). DOE's Bonneville Power Administration is formally attached 
to the site, both financially and through electrical distribution. Prior to selecting a 
benchmark, a number of factors need to be considered, e.g., continuous 
preservation program, ASME pedigree maintenance, design documentation and 
security integrity. NRC inspections results, etc.  

CS. Facility and operations "clustering" should be included in the PEIS. One of the 
current and highly successful business strategies is the concept of "clustering" 
semi-independent or synergistic businesses. Clustered businesses share overhead 
(infrastructure) costs and leverage a wide variety of inputs and outputs and 
resources. Five screening criteria can be directly and substantively influenced 
using the "cluster" approach: cost-effectiveness, timeliness, ES&H compliance, 
public and institutional acceptance, and additional benefits. Clusters are more 
economical because they reduce transportation, provide internal incentives for 
product and schedule, lower security risk, add regional employment stability and

19/08.03.01 

20/01.02.00 

19/08.03.01 
cont.  

21/06.05.08 

22/01.03.00 

23/06.03.08 

24/01.04.00 

25/01.04.00 
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080301

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010200

The technical, cost, and schedule analyses of the various alternatives are 
presented in a separate document to support DOE's ROD. This document was 
made available to the public for review beginning in late July 1996.

060508 Comment Number 21

The following points are given in response to your comments: 

a) The CANDU reactor has never been tested with industrial quantities of 
MOX fuel. However, the Canadians are performing limited testing of MOX 
fuel in test reactors. It is believed that CANDU reactors can utilize MOX fuel.  
The Technical Summary Report provides more information on CANDU 
technology.  

b) Contrary to the comment, one of the strengths of the CANDU Reactor 
Alternative is the prospect of having a joint U.S.-Russian Pu disposition 
campaign in Canada.  

c) In terms of ES&H compliance, the implementation of the CANDU Reactor 
Alternative would be performed in full compliance with both the U.S. and 
Canadian ES&H regulations, as applicable.

010300 Comment Number 22

Should the CANDU Reactor Alternative be selected for disposition of Pu, 
agreement with the Canadian Government would be reached on the Pu 
disposition process, including safeguards and security requirements which 
call for facility inspection by the IAEA, as appropriate, and environmental 
analyses conducted with public involvement. I

Comment Number 19

Comment Number 20
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share environmental impacts. Synergism with on-going cleanup conimitnents 25/01.04.00 

would be expected. cont.  

CQ Security or resistance to theft and diversion by unauthorized parties can be

enhanced by "clustering". The PEIS should acknowledge that security (and public 

health and safety) is significantly enhanced when the transportation of weapons 

grade materials outside a federally secured site is reduced or eliminated.  

D. Combined Fuel and Reactor Subcommittees' Comments 

The comments from these two combined subcommittees deal with recommendations or 

changes to the screening criteria. The screening criteria represent the foundational 

base of the PEIS. Recommended changes to the criteria are shown in bolded italics.  

Dl. Screenine Criteria for Lone-Term Storage Option 

a. Environmental, Safety and Health (ES&H) Compliance: High standards of public 

and worker health and safety and environmental protection must be met 

nationally and internationally and significant additional ES&H burdens 

should not be created. Combinations of facilities and use of existing 

nuclear sites should be used to avoid "new" environmental burdens.  

b Cost-Effectiveness: Long-term storage should be accomplished in a cost-effective 

manner and should be compatible with reasonable disposition alternatives.  

Potential for capital cost escalation shall be considered in the decision 

process. Proven technologies will minimize capital costs and are the 

least likely to escalate due to unknowns.  

c. Foster Progress and Cooperation with Russia and Other Countries: A facility (all 

facilities) must accommodate international inspection for surplus materials in 

unclassified shapes and must establish appropriate standards for storage and 

protection of international nuclear material inventories. Technologies used 

shall consider the applicability to other countries, for example, the 

selected alternative should be consistent with Russia's national 

priorities and be within their meant to afford and safely implement.  

d. Public and Institutional Acceptance: An alternative should be able to muster a 

broad and sustainable consensus on the manner in which long term storage is 

accomplished. The long term storage alternative should be integrated 

with the existing site mission and provide assurance that proven means 

of public involvement exist for mission oversight from start to finish.

26/13.00.00

27/01.05.00 

28/01.05.00 

29/01.05.00 

30/01.05.00 
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0603 08 Comment Number 23

Comment noted.

010400 Comment Number 24

The PEIS uses the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant as the basis for analysis of a 
partially completed reactor. If the Partially Completed Reactor Alternative is 

stated in the ROD, a competitive process would be used to select an actual 

reactor facility for implementation. This process would consider economics, 

existing infrastructure, and related factors.

010400 Comment Number 25

The Department of Energy, as part of the ROD, will consider the benefits of 
grouping various facilities at DOE sites in order to take advantage of existing 

infrastructure, technical expertise, and related factors.

130000 Comment Number 26

Comment noted. DOE will consider this information in its analyses and 
decisionmaking process.

010500 Comment Number 27

The commentor's recommended inclusion is already an existing part of the 

criteria. A detailed description of all the screening criteria appears in Section 

2.2 of the Summary Report of the Screening Process, March 1995.

010500 Comment Number 28

The commentor's concern has been taken into consideration in the cost, 
schedule, and technical impact analysis which is presented in a separate 

document made available to the public for review beginning in late July 1996. "5 

0 
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a. Resistance to Theft and Diversion by Unauthorized Parties: Each step in the 
disposition process must be capable of providing for comprehensive protection and 
control of weapons-usable fissile materials. The comprehensive protection 
and control approach must demonstrate integration with the previous 
and following step.  

b. Technical Viability: There should be a high degree of confidence that the 
alternative will be technically successful, with reliance on proven technology 
that can be economically supported and is available to former Soviet 
Union countries and other nuclear weapons states.  

c Environmental. Safety and Health (ES&H) Compliance: High standards of public 
and worker health and safety and environmental protection must be met and significant additional ES&H burdens should not be created. The selected 
disposition alternative should take advantage of existing ES&H 
burdens to minimize total impact. New PEIS ES&H burdens should be integrated with existing federal and commercial ES&H burdens to 
avoid doubling the burden in the same exclusion zones.  

e. Cost-Effectiveness: Disposition should be accomplished in a cost-effective manner 
and be compatible with reasonable long term storage alternatives. Disposition should capitalize on existing federal facilities and proven technologies 
to enhance cost effectiveness. Cost effectiveness shall consider 
internationally compatible technologies to foster international 
progress and cooperation. Selected alternatives should include the 
total life-cycle cost concept and be cost projected through the period 
estimated to complete the mission.  

f. Timeliness: There is an urgent need to begin Pu disposition and to minimize the time period that surplus fissile materials remain in weapons-usable form. Each 
step in the process should be fully integrated into an overall project time table that includes steady state operation and D&D. Incentives 
and market competition shall be used to assure timeliness.  

g. Public and Institutional Acceptance: An alternative should be able to muster a 
broad and sustainable consensus on the manner in which disposition is 
accomplished. The nationally and internationally accepted disposition 
alternative must be integrated with local/regional acceptance of the 
selected site(s). In addition to local/regional acceptance, decisions 
about plutonium disposition need to be based on objective analyses of cost, time, and risk. The selected site should have a functional public 
oversight board with broad regional representation and strong local 
municipality support.
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D2. Screening Criteria for Disposition Optinns To the extent practicable, the commentor's recommendation was incorporated 
into the Nonproliferation Policy impact analysis presented in a separate 
document which was made available to the public for review in October 1996.

010500

The Department of Energy has an ongoing effort in program integration in 
which public involvement is an important element.

010500

Comment noted.  

010500 

Comment noted.

010500

31/01.05.00 

32/01.05.00 

33/01.05.00 

34/01.05.00 

31/01.05.00 
cont.  
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010500

Comment Number 31

Comment Number 32

Comment Number 33 

Comment Number 34

The commentor's concern has been taken into consideration in the cost, 
schedule, and technical impact analysis which is presented in a separate 
document made available to the public for review beginning in late July 1996.

I
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Comment noted.

Comment Number 29

Comment Number 30
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h. Additional Benefits: The ability to leverage government investments for 
disposition of surplus materials to contrbute to other national or international 

initiatives should be considered. The highest consideration should be given 
to prior unused or partially used government investments (facilities 
and/or infrastructure), especially those that are clustered, that could 
be leveraged to effect rapid, safe and cost effective plutonium 
disposition and to contribute to other national or international 
initiatives.  

i. Waste Package and Byproduct Program Integration: The selected 
alternative shall consider all waste forms and their effective 
disposition, including provisions for D&D.  

Local Public and Private Business Sector Involvement: The selected 
alternative shall use, to the maximum extent practicable, local private 
and public businesses, best commercial practices and incentives to best 
accomplish the mission.  

E. Socioeconomic Issues 

Since a number of the recommendations from the Advisory Committee support using 
already existing Hanford and/or local facilities, there were few new socioeconomic 
issues to consider. For example the Advisory Committee virtually discarded the "green 

field" strategy used in the PEIS. e.g., the construction of new facilities on 

geographically dispersed sites. Not disposing of weapons grade plutonium is believed to 
have far greater socioeconomic consequences than using existing Hanford assets and 

capabilities to responsibly and quickly demonstrate a workable international plutonium 
disposition model.  

F. Transportation Issues 

The group looking at transportation issues did not find anything in the PEIS that would 

be characterized as a "'showstopper". Instead. a number of items of lesser consequences 
were discussed and are reported here for the purpose of addressing these us the final 

EIS. On the positive side, transportation of radioactive materials us this country has an 
excellent track record with few major accidents and no fatalities from release of 

material in accidents. This subcomminee concluded that transportation is a fully 
developed technology and with proper coordination and route selection, risk can be 

minimized. Hanford Site capabilities, as well as those of the surrounding communities.  
coupled with the new Hazardous Materials Management and Emergency Response 

(HAMMER) training facility, provide a unique combination of resources in support of 
on-site/off-site emergency preparedness.  

However, because transportation often puts unwanted radioactive or hazardous 

materials in unwanted places, this topic will remain important relative to plutonium 
disposition. It is clear that the PEIS can take the position that there is convincing

32/01.05.00 

cont.  

35/01.05.00 

32/01.05.00 
cont.

36/09.08.01

37/10.00.00
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"Waste minimization" and "known and manageable waste forms" were 
included in the screening criteria, as described in the Summary Report of the 

Screening Process.

090801 Comment Number 36

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
utilization of existing facilities at Hanford for the storage and disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials. Decisions on storage and disposition will be 

based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

100000 Comment Number 37

The PEIS transportation analysis includes the movement of material required 
for disposition at more than one location. If the common activity facilities (for 

example, pit disassembly facility) are located at the same site as the 

disposition activity facilities (for example, ceramic immobilization facility), 

then there would be a reduction in the transportation risk. The current analysis 

is bounding for activities at multiple sites.

010500 Comment Number 35
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evidence that "clustering" of some or all of the various steps in locations, such as 
Hanford, with short relative inter-facility distances will result in lower fatalities due to 
a non-radiological caused accident. It is also clear, consistent with other commenters, 
that the PEIS is deficient in not calculating the transportation burden reduction by 
integrating the various transportation steps for different disposition and storage 
alternatives.  

Fl. The packaging certifications (pedigrees) are not clearly explained, i.e., not all 
packagings possess the NRC endorsement.  

F2. Relative transportation risk bases are not clearly presented.  

F3. Alternatives in Chapter 2 do not address material transportation adequately or 
consistently. For example, in Section 2.4.1. Pit Disassembly/Conversion Facility; 
Section 2.4.5.2, Existing Light Water Reactor Alternative; and Section 2.4.5.4, 
Evolutionary Light Water Reactor Alternative, all should address all the applicable 
transportation streams and what special requirements apply such as security or 
special routing.  

F4. There are several examples of confusing references to DOT specification 
packaging versus NRC certified packaging. Some of these occur in Section 4.4, 
Intersite Transportation of Fissile Materials, and in Appendix G, Intersite 
Transportation "6M, 6M Type B, 6M-2R. Model 6M". The EIS needs to identify 
clearly which packaging is which.  

F5. Section 4.4.2.2, Packaging, does not adequately describe the safety basis of the 
DOT-6M packaging (an old grandfathered DOT Specification packaging container 
as shipped in the SST). particularly when compared with the safety basis of a state
of-the-art NRC certified spent fuel cask or the BUSS Cask. Many are not aware of 
the various systems that authorize Type B packages: DOT Specification (old), 
DOT Certificate of Competent Authority, NRC Certificate of Compliance, and 
DOE Weapons Program authorizations. They need to be defined and considered 
in the risk analysis

F6. "Potential fatalities" should be clearly defined in Section 4.  

F7. Section 4 infers that RADTRAN calculates the non-radiological risk, which it does 
not.  

F8. Page 4-772: The first sentence states "mate'rials would be transported by SST or 
commercial equivalent ruick." There is no commercially available equipment like 
the SST.  

F9. Page 4-773: The second sentence states "For relatively low-level radioactive 
materials, DOT Specification Type A packaging are used". It should be pointed

37/10.00.00 
cont.  

38/10.00.00 

39/10.00.00 

40/10.00.00 

41/10.00.00 

42/10.00.00 

43/10.00.00 

44/10.02.00 

45/10.02.00 

46/10.00.00 

47/10.00.00
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The transportation of materials for storage and disposition have been 
separated to allow for separate decisions. The summation of the results is 
conservative since it does not consider the integration of the two actions. All 

steps (for example, pit disassembly or MOX fuel fabrication) have been 
included in the transportation analysis for disposition.

100000 Comment Number 39

The analysis for the storage and disposition alternatives evaluates the 
potential risks for transporting shippable forms of fissile materials (that is, Pu 

and HEU) that have been stabilized and packaged for shipment at the 

originating site. All packaging processes (and certifications) meet DOT and 

DOE requirements. NRC certification criteria is applied to all Type B 

packagings, as required by the DOT regulations. Section 4.4.2.2 of the PEIS 
presents information on packaging criteria established and enforced by 

Federal agencies. A thorough explanation of risk basis is presented within 

Sections G. 1.1 and G. 1.2 for truck/rail and port transit modes, respectively.

100000 Comment Number 40

The human health risks of material transportations associated with the 
proposed Pu storage and disposition alternatives are evaluated and presented 
in Section 4.4 of this PEIS. The more detailed description of the methodology 

and supporting data for the analysis is presented in Appendix G.  

Transportation of radioactive materials between sites includes health risks for 

both normal operations and accident conditions to the public and workers.

100000 Comment Number 41

The transportation issues raised require site-specific knowledge in order to 
describe the transportation streams and the special requirements which apply 

to each transportation scenario (security, special routing). Transportation of 
radioactive material from an existing LWR site and evolutionary LWR site 

may include several modes of transportation (truck, rail, barge, etc.) 

depending on the location of the site. Specific transportation streams and

I'

100000 Comment Number 38
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out that strong tight containers are also allowed for low specific activity 47/10.00.00 

radioactive material shipments. cont.  

FLO.Page 4-780: For the Deep Borehole emplacement alternative, it is not clear why 

shipments would follow immobilization and come from lag storage. Also, why the 

large difference in shipping volume capacity? For example, the shipping volumes 48/10.00.00 

of 5-5 tons per year seem low, when the immobilized pellets could be shipped at a 

rate of 551 ton per year.  

F I .Page 4-781: The fifth paragraph mentions shipping one rail cask at a time for a total of sixty-four shipments per year. No mention is made of whether these 49/10.00.00 

shipments are by special train or regular train service. There is a big difference 

in cost associated with the two options.  

F12.Page 4-783: Risk numbers are difficult to understand and follow. It seems that 

the difference in level of risk between processing in the United States versus 50/10.02.00 

processing in Europe. as depicted in Table 4.4.3.3-4 would be much greater than 

shown.  

F13 Appendix G: The risk associated with the transportation of the materials would be 

better understood if it were broken into radiological and non-radiological 

categories. The radiological risks would also be more meaningful if they were 51/10.02.00 

reported for both accident and normal modes. One cannot easily compare the 

"summed all risks" numbers in this PEIS with other reports that do not use this 

method.  

F14 Not enough information was given about the RADTRAN input values used For 

instance, the following values should be included and referenced: release fractions 5210.02.00 

(RFAC. HERSOL. RBSP). atmospheric dispersion values (for truck, rail. and 

oncoming highway traffic statistics).  

FIS.NUREG-0170 severity categories were used for all truck shipments. This may not 53/10.02.00 

be appropriate for the 6M shipments or for the 55-gallon drum shipments.  

F16. Page G-3: Second paragraph. second sentence states that the 6M packages would be 

placed on Cargo Restraint Transporters (CRT) to facilitate loading and securing in 

the SST. What's the status on the CRT's" Several sites were told to return them 

Are CRT's still being used on the SST's? 

F17.Page G-3: The second sentence in the thsrd paragraph mentions transferring the 

CRT's from an SST to a standard ISO container. Standard ISO containers do not 

have the floor tie down capability associated with the CRT's and available in the 55/10.00.00 

SST. A proper tie down pattern would have to be developed for ocean transport 

in ISO containers.  

M-234

special requirements will be addressed if these alternatives are selected for 
further consideration. Appendix G presents additional information on 

transportation of radioactive materials and types of packaging specific to the 

material to be transported.

100000

I

100000
A discussion of the safety basis of certified nuclear packaging is beyond the 
scope of the PEIS. The TI, which is a regulatory characteristic of a package, 

was estimated to be the maximum allowed by regulatory requirements and

r

The PEIS uses the terminology "6M Type B package" to designate both the 
generic package type identified in the DOT specification and the specific 

variation of the package type used by DOE. The specific package type used 

by DOE is denoted as the 6M-2R, consisting of the 6M Type B package using 

2R inner containers.  

All aspects of the transportation of radioactive materials within the United 

States are regulated at the Federal level by the DOT. The Federal regulations 

are implemented by both NRC licenses and DOE for the transportation of 

radioactive materials. Package designs meeting the Type B package 

performance criteria are considered by NRC and DOE to provide adequate 

protection of the public and operating personnel in the event of a 

transportation accident. The NRC has no regulatory authority regarding DOE 

transport of radioactive materials, although DOE does use NRC criteria for 

the certification of Type B packaging, including the 6M-2R.  

The approval process followed by DOE regarding Type B packaging and 

transportation of radioactive materials is established by DOE Orders.  

Package design, testing, and safety information must be prepared for shipping 

packages proposed for use within the DOE complex. Review and approval of 

this information results in DOE's issuance of a Certificate of Compliance for 

the package and its use. In the case of the 6M Type B package, although the 

package meets DOT specification, the DOE approval process provides 

additional requirements prior to the package's use within the DOE complex.

Comment Number 42

Comment Number 43



used in the transportation risk analysis. A discussion of transport packaging 
is presented in Appendix G.

Fi1.The PEIS transportation burden does not include the risks for intermediate level 
and low level waste associated with each step of the process.

F19. No analysis of possible criticality incidents under accident conditions is provided. 1 57/10.02.00

F20.The PEIS does not adequately analyze both the regulations (NRC, DOT and DOE) 
and the history of interpretation of those regulations, which form the basis for 
defining a nasportation system for plutonium.  

F21. There are no references to the safeguards requirements for shipping Pu, even 
though these are extensive. It appears on page 4-771 that it is intended to utilize 
the SST for all shipments of Pu. Yet, on page 4-780, in the penultimate 
paragraph, it indicates that ceramic pellets containing 1% Pu might be shipped by 
commercial carrier. This is confusing.  

F22. Some of the analysis appears based on RADTRAN without any conscious 
evaluation of the results. For example. Page G-3 states that "transits to ports are 
typically through low population density areas." Ports are almost universally 
located in cities where the population density is the highest.  

G. Vitrification Disposition Option 

Evidence continues to build that vitrification is a viable alternative or a supplemental 
alternative to reactor burn as a means of disposing of plutonium. Vitrification 
supplements reactor bum by serving as a potential disposal means for contaminated 
plutonium and plutonium scraps otherwise unsuitable for manufacture into MOX fuel 
assemblies.  

Incorporating several weight percent plutonium in a vitrified glass appears to be 
feasible. Criticality concerns about plutonium pooling in a vitrified melt are being 
dispelled with experimental data. In addition, neutron absorbers could be added to the 
matrix if deemed necessary.  

Durability of the glass product is a function of the type of glass limited by the 
maximum temperature of the melter. The borosilicate glass proposed in the PEIS can 
be processed at about IO0OC. Higher temperature melts can be achieved with less 
boron and more silicon, e.g., at about 1300 to 500MC 

Small melter vintification technology developed at Hanford over the past several 
decades and demonstrated in the 324 Building can be used as the basis for implementing 
a scaled-up version in a suitable Hanford facility. The planned TWRS high level tank 
waste vitrification project provides an opportunity for high radiation field 
"immobilization" techniques to be used for higher throughputs. In summary, all of the 
vitrification technology necessary to deal with a variety of vitrification alternatives 
resides at Hanford ready for implementation.

58/10.00.00 

59/10.00.00 

60/10.02.00 

61/08.03.01 

62/05.01.08 

63/05.01.01

M-234

100200 Comment Number 44

Potential fatalities are a conservative estimate of those fatalities that would 
result from both radiological and nonradiological risks from normal 
operations and accident conditions for a Proposed Action. A definition has 
been added to the Glossary (Chapter 7, Glossar.) of the Final PEIS.

100200 Comment Number 45

RADTRAN calculated only the radiological risk due to materials 
transportation. Nonradiological risk is calculated as described in Section 
G. 1. 1. Section 4.4.1 was clarified to state that RADTRAN only calculated the 
radiological risk.

100000 Comment Number 46

If commercial trucks were utilized, additional requirements (physical and 
administrative) would be applied to provide equally effective safety and 
security measures as provided by SST.

100000 Comment Number 47

The commentor is correct that strong, tight packagings can be used for low
level radioactive materials of less than Type A quantities. The text in Section 
4.4.2.2 was changed to concur.

100000 Comment Number 48

The Deep Borehole Alternative discusses the disposition of surplus weapons
usable Pu in two forms: (I) direct emplacement of Pu without immobilization 
and (2) Pu-loaded, ceramic-coated pellets. The amount of Pu to be transported 
for direct emplacement is estimated to not exceed 5 t (5.5 tons) per year. The 
amount of Pu-loaded, ceramic-coated pellets to be transported for 
emplacement is estimated to be 500 t (551 tons) per year. The Pu-loaded,

Was-_____* -_-41114K
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Gi. Page 2-109: Under facility operations, it should be clastfied whether the 25 kg 664/05.01.08 

per operating day throughput is for Pu only or for the immobilized waste form. / 

Ths same comment applies to the ceramic waste form. 65/05.02.08 

G2. Page 2-110: Under waste management, what are "criteria" pollutants? 66/05.01.08 

G3. Use of Cs-137 or high level waste as a deterrent - Anything that requires massive 

shielding will probably increase the cost of operations by a factor of 100. Any 67/05.01.08 
significant gamma emitter will decay away in less than 300 years and will be of 

no long term value.  

National Security

This subcommittee of the Advisory Committee had nothing new to add to the PEIS 

Other participants of the Advisory Committee agreed with the screening criterion in 

the PEIS that "there is an urgent need to begin Pu disposition and to minimize the time 

period that surplus fissile materials remain in weapons-usable form."

68/01.00.00

M-234

ceramic-coated pellets contain 1 percent Pu. Therefore, the amount of Pu
loaded, ceramic-coated pellets would be 100 times as great as the amount of 

Pu for direct emplacement, or approximately 500 t (551 tons) per year.

100000 Comment Number 49

Although shipments may be consolidated into "dedicated trains" of more than 
one car, the risk analysis has considered regular train services for these 

shipments. Several court decisions have shown there is no safety basis for the 

use of "special trains" for high-level nuclear materials. DOT, DOE, and NRC 

have provided no such direction that special trains will be used for radioactive 

materials.

100200 Comment Number 50

The values given in Table 4.4.3.3-4 of the PEIS represent the "Total Potential 
Fatalities" associated with the transportation of Pu oxide, uranium oxide, and 

MOX, for the Reactor Alternative category. The quantities presented are a 

result of direct risk calculations which yield results in "numbers of human 

fatalities." In regard to accumulating the risks associated with a given 

transportation process, the maximum risk impacts from the transport of Pu 

oxide, uranium oxide, and MOX fuel under the Reactor Alternatives may be 

summed directly from Table 4.4.3.3-4. According toresults calculated by the 

"industry-wide accepted" RADTRAN code, the highest number of total 

potential fatalities from the transportation of materials from lag storage to 

fuel fabrication and then to a reactor site is 4.16 for MOX fuel fabrication in 

the United States. In Europe, the number of potential fatalities for a similar 

procedural operation would be 4.62. The difference between 4.62 and 4.16 

fatalities is essentially negligible. Risk differences between the two 

"regional" alternatives (that is, the United States vs. Europe) are very small 

for all stages involved.

100200 Comment Number 51

The human health risks from the transportation of radioactive materials 
between sites include both radiological and nonradiological impacts to the

-
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public and workers. The categories of calculated risk include nonradiological 
accident impacts to the public and workers, nonradiological normal operation 
impacts to the public (air pollution), radiological accidents to the public, and 
radiological normal operation impacts to the public and workers. The risk to 
the public for radiological accidents is an order of magnitude less than either 
nonradiological accidents or radiological exposures during normal 
operations.

100200 Comment Number 52

Appendix G of the PETS discusses the pertinent methodology and associated 
parameters utilized in the transportation modeling via the RADTRAN code.  
The scope of this document does not require scientific detail regarding input 
parameters to exceed that of a programmatic level.

100200 Comment Number 53

This PETS evaluated the potential for highway accidents and radioactive 
releases from the 6M shipments during transport in terms of eight accident 
severity categories identified in NUREG-0170 and implemented through 
analysis by the RADTRAN 4.0 computer code. The accident categories 
ranged from the least severe and most frequent accident (Category I) to the 
most severe and least frequent accident (Category VIII). NUREG-0170 
characterizes package response to these accident categories in terms of 
release fractions based on the package type, transportation mode, and 
accident category. DOE considers the accident category information 
presented in NUREG-0170 to adequately cover the transport mode and 
package types addressed in the PETS.

100000 Comment Number 54

The CRTs are still being used on the SST.

- - -06100M - wow
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100000 Comment Number 55

Transportation component design specific to this situation is beyond the 
scope of this PEIS. If design changes are necessary for ISO transport to occur, 

proper modifications would be expedited to meet the necessary criteria.

100200 Comment Number 56

The number of shipments of LLW and TRU waste is stated in the waste 
management section for each storage and disposition alternative. The 

radioactive wastes included in the transportation analysis is shown in Table 

4.4.2.2-1. Transportation of the wastes is included for each storage and 

disposition option as stated in Section 4.4.3.

100200 Comment Number 57

The form and limited quantities of material shipped and the design of the 
packaging system prohibit criticality. Controls are implemented by following 

DOT regulations for the TI.

100000 Comment Number 58

The comment was given consideration for the Final PEIS but only current 
regulations are stated in the document. A list of Federal and State regulations 

is included in Appendix J.

100000 Comment Number 59

The mode (SST, commercial truck, rail) for shipping materials under each 
alternative is identified in Table 4.4.2.2-1. The safe secure transport of special 

nuclear materials is described in the new Section G.6. Transport of 

immobilized Pu-loaded ceramic coated pellets (1 percent) could be by either 

SST or appropriate commercial truck. The decision would be made in siting 

studies if either of the Deep Borehole Categories is selected.

100200 Comment Number 60

RADTRAN analysis considers population densities as explained in Section 
G. 1. Because of the radioactive nature of the material being shipped, the
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2 Any plutonium program amigned to Hanford must be fully funded from new funding 
sources This fuding should include, aopriate sie infiuentura and overhead 
cos Funding should fully cover the eo of reatmoent, storage and disposal of soy 
new waste smm 

3. The aeieptence of plutonium at Hanford should not delay, defer, or negatively 
imac Hanford cleanup.  

4. Appropriate local and regional public innoemmaion and involvement programs must 
be conducted by the agencies to ennue thet the public is fully informed of the risks.  
hazmrds mod impacts of such a program, This would be patn of the atmional dialogue 
on all nuclear materials (noted abova) prior to asisprment of nuclear materials to a 
specilc site.  

5. Any permit or plan approval for now Hford peogramu/activitie must be fully 
integrated imd must comply with all Slate of Washingmto public health and safety 
nrl and regulations.  

6. Etquity impacts must be addressed in the assignm ent of new nucleac materials 
(including plutonium) to Hasford.  

7. The transportation ofplutoniusm and special nuclear materials to Hanford sa wll 
requi•e careful planning of mutes wad comideratio of weather c e to 
minimize the lI1elihood of an accidemn Emergency prepasredess, for minimizig th 
impacts from an accident will require fnmcial support from DOE for state. e'bal.  
and local involvement, including adequate equipment and training. Whten materials 
am shipped, timely notification should be provided to transportation agencies.  

8, The choice ofdisposl options re: Pu will be a determinant for sites such us Hanford.  
Prior to the choice of a disposal option. complete characterization of the material 
and the impacts of short and long-term disposition technologies must be reviewed by 
the public and regulatory agencies.  

9 Acceptable processing techniques Including wasto processing must be developed us 
an integrated part of any new Hanford storage and disposal program. Permanent 
disposal of waste plutonium at Hanford it not acceptable.  

WA C-I c Ancem i,,n i40 N 1 
Adq .. a - O.Iýa, ea Wa. Ust' k ,,c.4 - 5,n d Scale Mr aL. (W" 2)

72/07.00.00

73/11.00.01 

74/08.02.00 

75/08.03.00 

76/01.00.00 

77/10.01.00 

78/08.02.00 

79/09.11.01

Military Ocean Terminal, Sunny Point, North Carolina, was used for analysis 
in the PEIS. Sunny Point is a remote, controlled-access port for military 
ammunition shipments and would likely be the shipping point.

080301 Comment Number 61

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

050108 Comment Number 62

Comment noted.

050101 Comment Number 63

Comment noted.

050108 Comment Number 64

Clarification was made in Section 2.4.4.1 of the Final PEIS.

050208 Comment Number 65

Clarification was made in Section 2.4.4.2 of the Final PEIS.

050108 Comment Number 66

Criteria pollutants are defined in the Clean Air Act (CAA) in a listing of 
chemical pollutants for which certain concentration levels are not to be 
exceeded without monitoring and possible mitigation.

050108 Comment Number 67

Comment noted. The Spent Fuel Standard involves a radiation barrier that 
decays over time.

M-234
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Comment Number 68

10. A sytrs' analysi app•oach should be utilized to select the most effective method 80/08.03.00 
foe proenssrng and itourim stsusge. This al"ysis should adequately address public 

and %mcker health and safety aMd cimmemenal imrMs.

it. If a plutonium disposition mission is assignmd to Hanford. evey effort should be 

made to use existing workforce, fcilities. teholgies, and other resources.
81/09.00.01

Finally, m note that htis PEIS does not addr s nemulative impac of nuclear material 82/08.00.00 
movement and disposition as required by NEPA.  

The Health, Safety and Waste Maeagcnset Committee of the HAB looks forward to further 

discussions and workiing with you on this issue. The Board looks forward to your written 

response, us called for in our charter.  

Very tluy yours.  

Merilyn B. Reeves, Chair 
Hanford Advisory Board 

attachments: Board Advice 013, 34 and 38 

cc: Thomma Ornmbly, DOE 
John Wagoner. DOE 
Alice Murphy, DOE 
Chuck Clarke, EPA 
Mary RivclaAd, Ecology 

Cindy Kelly, Desigsated Federal Official 
Linda Lingle. Site Represenative 
Jum Mecca. DOE (by fax) 

The Oregon and Wuhington congressional Delegations

KA C -... A '" ". 545 
Ad " .* 4 WX "p ns W ns'i I Mt... d 5 .. a Ome M r s M i

Ptll

Comment noted.

080200 Comment Number 69

The Department of Energy acknowledges the cormmentor's support for 
coordination and increased understanding of decisions to be made on the 

storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. However, the 

National Dialogue Project is beyond the scope of this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 70

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

080300 Comment Number 71

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
potential effect that the selection of Hanford for new missions could have on 

the Hanford clean-up program. Decisions on storageand disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input. The decision process will also give consideration to existing agreement 

between DOE, the State of Washington, and the EPA.

070000 Comment Number 72

Funding for all alternatives will be through the budget process, and is not a 
part of the NEPA process.

110001 Comment Number 73

The Department of Energy will not begin implementation of the Proposed 
Action at any site without having given full consideration to the

,. 4,

010000
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environmental, cost, schedule, and policy analyses, public comments, and 
agreements with various states regarding the clean-up activities on the sites.  
Therefore, implementation of the Proposed Action is not expected to cause 
adverse impacts to ongoing programs at the selected site(s).  

0802 00 Comment Number 74 
The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 
meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process 
such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 
made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 
available on the Program's electronic bulletin board. A video produced by the 
Oregon Department of Energy was underwritten by DOE.  

0803 00 Comment Number 75 

It is recognized that the decision to locate any of the alternatives at a site 
would require coordination with State and local officials on a variety of areas 
including the mission of the site.  

01 00 00 Comment Number 76 

Comment noted. Equity will be considered in DOE's decisionmaking 
process, along with all other factors.  

1001 00 Comment Number 77 

Logistical planning and meteorological surveillance are standard concerns 
which normally receive a great deal of attention during transportation 
operations such as this; transfer of materials to Hanford will hold no 
exceptions. Emergency preparedness personnel (that is, Emergency Response 
Teams) will be supplied with the necessary equipment and training 
commensurate with DOT, DOE, and NRC regulations. Sufficient funding for 
these concerns will be available to satisfactorily ensure that potential 
contingencies be dealt with in an effective and timely manner. DOE provides

-l
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liaison with appropriate agencies for special nuclear material shipments.  

However, due to their classified nature, specific information on times and 

dates cannot be provided.  

080200 Comment Number 78 

Before and after decisions are made on a disposition technology or 

technologies, DOE will conduct studies and technical demonstrations to fully 

understand the impact of disposition actions. This information will be made 

available to the public, to the extent possible.  

09 11 01 Comment Number 79 

The conceptual designs for the storage and disposition facilities have, as part 

of their design, waste management facilities that would treat and package all 

waste generated into forms that enable long-term storage and/or disposal in 

accordance with RCRA and other applicable Federal and State statutes and 

DOE Orders. As noted in Section 4.1.10 of the PEIS, waste management 

activities that would support the long-term storage or disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials were assumed to be in accordance with current site 

practice. Thus, only LLW and possibly some solid nonhazardous waste was 

assumed to be disposed of onsite. Any future waste management facilities that 

may be required to support the long-term storage or disposition of weapons

usable material would be coordinated with any decisions in the waste-type

specific RODs resulting from the Waste Management PEIS and respective 

site-specific NEPA documentation.  

0803 00 Comment Number 80 

Comment noted.  

090001 Comment Number 81 

Comment noted and will be taken into consideration when DOE is ready to 

select sites to implement Pu disposition.

r
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08 00 00 Comment Number 82 

The Department of Energy has determined that, based on historical trends and 
regulatory constraints, impacts associated with transportation of nuclear 
materials are unlikely and not otherwise significant. Therefore, no cumulative 
effects analysis of transportation impacts were performed. The cumulative 
impact analysis is located in Section 4.7 of the PEIS.
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HANFORD WATCH, PORTLAND, OR, 
LYNN SIMS 

PAGE 1 OF 1 

May 6, 1996 

USDO0 

Office 0of issile Materials Disposition 

Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Xulton, 

We respectfully request an extension of the deadline for public 

comment on the Storage and DiSposition of weapon-Uable to /il0ile 

Material Draft PSIS because we have not had sufficient time to 1/08.01.00 
collect and review all available documents from public reading 

rooms, which we will need to revise and extend remarks.  

The great dimension of the implications of this project in the 

economiC, research, environmental and social sectors indicate 

that we should move very carefully concerning this decision 

naking. Please grant an extension for the comment period.  

Thank you, 

Lynn Sims, Hanford Watch 

39S9 RZ 42nd 
Portland. OR 97213 
503-287-6329 

F-O09

080100 Comment Number 1

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public cot dent 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

r
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t• PAIGE KNIGHT 
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Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usablo Fisuile Haterials 
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Comment 

The people of Oregon have been and will continue to be impacted 
by the activities and haZardous wastes at the Hanford Nuclear 
Reservation. Air and groundwater contamination generated from 
the Hanford site in Washington are a serious concern to Oregonians because we share a long border, the valuable and irreplaceable Columbia River, a vital part of our environment.  

Hanford has already done its part in nuclear production and the 
people in this region have already paid a terrible price due to the legacy of the volumes of chemical and radioactive wastes 
produced there.  

Chemical and radioactive wastes at Hanford pose severe, very long 
lived toxic risks. Although the mission at the site has shifted 
from production to cleanup, critical budget cuts and the problem of inadequate technologies have left the many monitoring, 
containment and precise cleanup plans yet to be assured or 
formulated.  

Now we face the possibility that Hanford may become involved in activities related to the storage and disposition of warheads and 
weapons-usable fissile materials under the reactor disposition 
alternative offered in the current DPRIS. That the DPUIH 
considers the NOX option at all Is inconsistent with any plan to 
reduce high level nuclear wastes In this country.  

The option would also signal to the world that plutonium is a valuable resource and should be endorsed as a commodity to be 
traded and used in new and continuing nuclear enterprises.  

Specifically, we are concerned about: 
•the enormous expenses to the public, both economic and 
environmental 

*the transport and handling risks of fissile materials 

*the risks involved in fuel fabrication 

*the public apprehension concerning the risks and true costs of 
nuclear power plant operation 

-the creation of even more waste 

*the dilemma of the lack of technology, funds or an acceptable 
licensed site for the permanent repository for these long lived 
toxic wastes 

Therefore, we the undersigned strongly oppose the consideration 
of Hanford as a site, or the tIPSl plants for any operations 
pertaining to the reactor disposition alternative.

1/09.00.01 

2/08.03.01

F-062

090001 Comment Number I

The construction and operation of a nuclear power reactor would generate 
economic benefits in the form of new jobs and income generated in the region 
where the proposed reactors would be located. The reactor would serve to 
eliminate the surplus Pu, meeting the purpose and need of this PEIS.  
Additionally, the reactor would generate electricity for commercial and 
residential use.  

Table 4.4.3.3-4, presents total potential fatalities (including both radiological 
and nonradiological risks) associated with the transportation and handling of 
fissile materials used in the production of MOX fuel. These materials include 
surplus Pu, which would be transported from the lag storage sites, and 
uranium oxide, each of which would be transported to a foreign or domestic 
MOX fuel fabrication site. Risks associated with the transport and handling 
of the fabricated MOX fuel to a reactor site are also included in this table.  

The risks to public and occupational health and safety related to MOX fuel 
fabrication are described in Section 4.3.5.1.9 of this PEIS. They are 
summarized in Table 2.5-3. The health risks from the operation of a MOX 
fuel fabrication facility are also analyzed in the PEIS which indicates that the 
operation of a nuclear reactor would not pose significant health risks to the 
surrounding population.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Hanford. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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PAIGE KNIGHT 
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In addition to objecting to burning MOX in reactors at Hanford, 

we alma oppose using the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), or any 

other facility at the site for tritium production for the US 

weapons arsenal. The proposed tritium production is not 3/140000 
consistent with USDO01a mission. FFTF is slated for closure in 

the carefully negotiated TriParty Agreement. Please ensure the 
-. . . Do not allow the mission to

mission at Hanford is "-ueanup .. .....  
revert to "military production".  

Because it is apparent that a sound technological solution to the 

disposition problem does not exist, we urge you to aggressively 

fund development efforts aimed at achieving a real long-term 

solution to the plutonium problem.

4/14.00.00

Hanford Action of Oregon, Robin Kleiln 
25-6 NW 23rd P1.9406 
Portland OR 97210 
PH: 503-235-2924 FAX: 503-736-0097 

Hanford Watch, Paige Knight 
2285 SR Cypress 
Portland OR 97214 
503-232-0848 FAX: 503-287-6329 

Don't Waste Oregon Council, Lloyd Harbet 
19142 B1 Bakers Ferry Rd.  
Boring, OR 97009 
PH: 503-637-3549 FAX: 503-637-6130 

Columbia River United, Greg Delruler 
P.O. Box 667 
Bingen, WA 98605 
509-493-3950 

Citizens Interested in Bull Run, Frank Gearhart 
P.O. Box 3426 
Gresham, OR 97030 
PH: 503-665-4777 FAX: 503-669-9429 

Northwest gnvironmental Advocates, Rugene Rosalie 
133 8W 2nd 
Portland, OR 97204 
295-0490

F-062

140000 
Comment noted.

140000

Comment Number 3

Comment Number 4

Comment noted. During the remainder of fiscal year 1996 and into fiscal year 
1997 DOE plans to continue to expand a range of small-scale tests and 

demonstrations of Pu disposition technologies to fill gaps in our technical 

knowledge, remove uncertainties in the viability of certain technologies, and 

to demonstrate the practical usefulness of some of the technologies that might 

be employed for disposition of surplus weapons-usable Pu.

LI, 

LA1
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213 Arlington Avenue 
Naperville, IL 60565 
5 June 1996 

Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P. 0. Box 23786 
Washington, D. C. 20026.3786 

Subject: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement: DOE/EIS-0229-D; 
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

Gentlemen: 

The subject draft appears to have been carefully and exhaustively prepared. Those who 
managed and carried out this effort are to be commended.  

I have two comments which I feel deserve attention. These comments are my own, have 
been prepared on my own time, and do not necessarily represent the view of my 
employer 

" In evaluating the reactor alternatives, it appears that no credit has been given for 
the environmental insult avoidance associated with the power generated by the 
nuclear plants. Since coal is the dominant fuel for electricity generation, and by 
all projections (including those of DOE) will continue to be the dominant fuel for 
electricity generation, credit should be given for the reduction in coal burning 
equivalent to that required to produce the electricity generated by the plutonium 
burning nuclear plants.  

" Among the 'Disposition Options Considered But Eliminated From Further 
Consideration,' two reactor options (the modular helium reactor and the integral 
fast reactor) are qualified as follows: If rthis concept] it developed and successfidly 
operated for other mitrion, it will be considered for Pu dirposition as well Given 
the projected world energy growth, the commitment of many countries to further 
nuclear development (whether nuclear power is developed and deployed in the 
U.S. or not), and the involvement of other nations in these two technologies, it 
must be considered that one or both of these technologies wil be developed and 
successfully deployed for other missions. Therefore, these options must be fully 
evaluated.  

William H. Hannum

1/09.08.08 

2/01.05.00 

M-263

090808 Comment Number 1

Based on comments received, several sections of the Final PEIS include 
additional analyses. These sections (in Section 4.9) include Impacts on 
Uranium Mining and Nuclear Fuel Cycle Industries, Avoided Environmental 
Impacts of Using MOX Fuel Instead of Traditional Low-Enriched Uranium 
Fuel in Nuclear Power Plants, and Avoided Environmental Impacts of Using 
Nuclear Power Plants Instead of Fossil Fuel Power Plants. The Avoided 
Environmental Impacts of Using MOX Fuel Instead of Traditional Low
Enriched Uranium Fuel in Nuclear Power Plants section in the Draft PEIS 
includes the health impacts avoided to the public and workers for the mining 
and milling industries. Other avoided impacts to air quality and waste 
generated were added to the Final PEIS.

010500 Comment Number 2

The termination of the Integral Fast Reactor project was decided by DOE and 
Congress in 1994 and is beyond the scope of the PEIS.

M1111111111



HANSON, STEVEN, REXBURG, ID 
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comment ID. P0029 
Date Received: April IS, 1996 
Name: Steven Hanson 
Address: 306 East 4 South 

Rexburg, ID 
Phone: 208-356-8613 

I rauiscription.

My opinion of the usc of plutonium and storage and basically research and investigation into that 

is favorable. I think it should be done. I think that as we try and find a solution for radioactive 

materials that we have to deal with it, and I would be in favor of storagc both in Idaho and 

processing, because I feel that it's one of the best ways that we can do to handle this material and 

use it productively. I my personal feeling of nuclear power is also very good. I would cxpci~t to 

use it effectively and I think that there s a lot of scare tactics that are driving people away 

because they don't understand it. So. my opinion is favorable. I think we ought to do it. I don't 

think we have much choice, because the fossil fuels are just not going to last that long. So I'm 

positive for nuclear power and storage and processing here in Idaho. Thank you.

1/08.03.01

P-029

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

r
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HARLEY, MARY Lou, BRIDGETOWN, NS 
PAGE 1 OF 2

Comment Number I

R.R. #4 
Bridgetown, M.S.  
BOS iCO 
May 12, 1996 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 Washington, D.C.  
U.S.A 20026-3786 

RE: Storage and Disposition Of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

While some members of the Canadian government have been promoting 
the idea of bringing the plutonium from the planned arms 
reduction program into Canada in the form of M0X fuel, this idea 
has not been debated at any House or public level.  

During the recent public hearings on the concept of geological 
disposal of nuclear fuel wastes, several groups reported concern 
that the possibility of using MOX fuel fabricated from weapons 
plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors had been spotted in American 
documents ( most notably the -Management and Disposition of 
Excess Weapons Plutonium Reactor-Related Options" by HAS). At 
these hearings, government officials brushed the issue aside 
sying it wag not yet a "fait accompli". Within a week of the 

end of Phase I of these hearings, the government was promoting 
this idea. As well as the concept of importing weapons plutonium 
into Canada in the form of MOX fuel, the ethics of the process by 
which this idea is being promoted has been called into question.  

The United States is capable of handling the excess weapons 
plutonium to meet the spent fuel standard and you have the 
primary responsibility for coping with the Weapons-grade 
plutonium.  
l.The U.S. light-water reactors are capable of using MOX fuel 
containing weapons plutonium and have been recommended for this 

option by the National Academy of sciences.  
2. The weapons-grade plutonium could be embedded in glass logs of 
suitable specifications in the U.S. and managed in the same way 

as planned for U.S. defense high-level wastes.  

Canadians should not be expected to bear the burden of security, 
safety and health risks associated with the transportation, 
storage and use of MOX fuel or the potential hazards and costs of 
the management of the resultant high-level nuclear waste.  
You are aware that the use of weapons plutonium as MOX fuel does 
not get rid of the plutonium. The objective of the MOX fuel 
approach is to contaminate the weapons-grade plutonium with other 
isotopes of plutonium and other radioactive material so that the 
excess weapons plutonium would be no more accessible that the 
plutonium in commercial spent fuel. Use of MOX fuel would result 
in significantly higher plutonium in the spent fuel compared to 
the present waste going into the nuclear fuel Waste management

1/01.03.00 

1/01.03.00 
cont.

M-207

Comment noted. The CANDU Reactor Alternative is one of the reasonable 
alternatives analyzed in the PEIS. Should this alternative be selected for 
implementation of the Proposed Action, agreement with the Canadian 

Government would be reached on the Pu disposition process, including 
appropriate environmental analysis with public involvement.

00

010300



HARLEY, MARY Lou, BRIDGETOWN, NS 
PAGE 2 OF 2

program in Canada, Once through the fuel cycle the spent fOX 

fuel would be Canada's management problem, at least until it wae 

aged more than a decade; possibly it would be permanently our 

problem, for hundreds of thousands of generations into the 

future.  

Conversion of the weapons plutonium into spent MOX fuel may make 

it Iesa accessible for bomb production, but the plutonium is 

till1 there, still posing a proliferation risk only requiring 

sore care and expense, still releasing radiation, still toxic, 

still posing a health risk to the planet.  

The "spent fuel standard" to make weapons plutonium no more 

accessible for weapons use than the plutonium in commercial spent 

fuel h.e not been promoted because it provides safety but because 

to go beyond this spent fuel standard is not considered justified 

unless the accessibility of the global stock of plutonium in 

spent fuel is similarly reduced. However, the level of purity of 

the plutonium which sakes it attractive for weapons, also makes 

it more amenable to directed intervention designed toward rapid 

reduction of radioactivity over time frames accelerated over 

those of the natural half-life decay processes. In the haste to 

handle the saeurity risk, do not lose sight of the health risk 

posed by this material; ask of any approach what the 

consequences will be with respect to reducing the toxicity of the 

material.  

With respect to the weapons uranium, please take a balanced view.  

It would be irresponsible to make it more toxic by putting it 

into the nuclear fuel stream. Pleaase consider management by a 

means that will not involve converting a portion of it into 

plutonium and other radioactive materials of higher toxicity than 

the original uranium.  

If this spent fuel standard approach for dealing with weapons 

plutonium is the beat interim step, it is the U.S.A. that should 

be taking that step. You have the capability and the 

responsibility. There is no justification for Canada to become 

involved in importing weapons plutonium in the form of fOX fuel.  

Sincerely, 

Mary Lou Harley, P•D.

1/01.03.00 
cont.

2/08.03.01

3/01.00.00 

4/15.00.00 

1/01.03.00 
cont.

M-207

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

010000 
Comment noted.

150000 Comment Number 4

The HEU covered in this PEIS refers to those materials that are not surplus to 
national defense needs. Therefore, the path forward for these materials would 

be storage only.

r

Comment Number 3
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1/08.03.01 

2/05.00.08 

3/05.03.03 

4/05.00.08 

5/08.03.01

M-290

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

050008 Comment Number 2

All proposed immobilized waste forms have been analyzed to support the 
comparison of the technical performance related to long-term releases and 
behavior to other forms currently being evaluated for disposal in an NWPA 
geologic repository (for example, commercial and DOE-owned spent nuclear 
fuel and HLW). The results of these analyses are reported in the Report on 
Evaluation of Plutonium Waste Forms for Repository Disposal, Rev. 1, TRW 
Environmental Safety Systems Inc., March 29, 1996.

050303 Comment Number 3

While this level of detail is lacking in the PEIS, further technical information 
on disposition alternatives is provided in the Technical Summary Report and 
related alternative summary reports published beginning in July 1996.

050008 Comment Number 4

Further information on the technical viability of alternatives was provided in 
the Technical Summary Report and related alternative summary reports made 
available for public review in July 1996.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

0

080301 Comment Number 1
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HEALTH PROFESSIONALS FOR GLOBAL SURVIVAL, 

MONTREAL, QC, ERIC NOTEBAERT 

PAGE 1 OF 2 

WOFESSK)NNELS 
HEALTH 

DE LA SANTt PROFESSIONALS Sa-so•m LA I YK. M FOR GLOBAL

MONIANLE SURVIVAL 

a .nh sand P- %. W, S po6.5Wnm W~ /bal FkePp ~ orib" 

515, m. dme Pike ouet MonrV•. OC HMI S4 * T666phone: (514) 987-9109 

Montreal. May the 6th. 1996.  

U.S. DEPARTMET OF ENIEY.  

OFrIic Or riSSIlE MATERIALS DISPOSITION 

p.O. INX 23786 

VASHSINGIO. D.C. 20026 - 3786 

U.S.A.  

Res STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS - USABLE 

FISSILE MATERIALS, 

DRAFT PROGRAMM4ATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT.  

To whiom it may concern, 

The Government of Canada via prime Minister Jean Chrttien announced during the 

recent G-7 meeting ( April 19-20. 1996 ) that it conaidecs importi I in Canada 

plutonium fuel for the Cando reactors of the Bruce " A " Nuclear Generating 

Station on Lake Huron. This plutonium from dismantled U.S. and Russian nuclear 

bombs would be contained in " mixed oxide " I NOX I fuel.  

Our organimation, which has been for many years involved in nuclear issues and 

studies, military or civilian. is deeply concerned with this proposal that we 

consider totally irresponaible. for many resons: 

I. The Government of Canada has no sandate from the population to make ouch a 

proposal with potential serious consequences, and ought to make formal 

consultations with the all the groups interested in the subject in Canada.  

2. This makes Canada a dumping ground for foreign military radioactive waste.  

3. It creates huge security problems during the transportation and handling of 

plutonium ( an accidental self-sustained nuclear chain reaction can happyn 

PRIX NOBEL DE LA PAIX 0 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE 

PSSM n•et I ch6PKo qaM*ob de lAs-ocsiaea•t des mr•ecos pouw A surve mondale (Canadal 

HPGS a the Oudhac chaPtew of Physicians tor global surivva (Canada)

1/08.03.01

M-175

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
use of the CANDU Reactor Alternative for the disposition of Pu. Decisions 

on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input. This will include an appropriate level of 

analysis by Canada before any decision on burning Pu in a CANDU reactor 

is implemented.

SFr

Essex

I- ___



I HEALTH PROFESSIONALS FOR GLOBAL SURVIVAL, 
r MONTREAL, QC, ERIC NOTEBAERT 
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PROFESSIONNELS HEALTH 

DE LA SAwTI PROFESSIONALS 

POUR LA SURVIE FOR GLOBAL 

MONDIALE SURVIVAL 

a'e P.hs~o. de W-4a - 1. PO.se, AsnMo/Imy Ho.h p•en'h. .i . ob c .W- A m~ y 

515. av. des Prw ouesL Monpbm. OC H2W 1S4 - TdIdphone: (514) 987-9709 

.,th disastrous consequences I.  

4. It creates security problems in order to prevent theft of plutonium.  

5. The coat linked to the " retubinA " of the Candu reactors is very hIgh ( about 
$ 300 million per reactor ), and those reactors may well not be able to function 
for the planned 25 years period. because they are aging.  

6. And finally, It violates the spirit of Canada's non-proliferation stance. 1/08.03.01 
which is to isolate the Canadian nuclear induatry from the military weapons 
pro-r of other countries, In makln Ontario Hydro a commercial recipient of cont.  
military flssile material

For gil the.. rsanona, wg atro.lY opm the idea of iortxno" in 
CaraA the oluotoniit.r .m'nj./hnn Urnucar 
h~bawbL

Sincerely yours.  

Dr rtnc hotebaert. President.  

c.c. The Rlght Honourable Jean Chrstien 
Prime Minisrter of Canada.  

PRIX NOBEL DE LA PAIX G NOBEL PEACE PRIZE 

PSSM eel Is chepIv quibdco4s de I'Aaoctlaon des xfodecis pow ia susre mondmab (Cacada) 
HPGS Is Dwe Oudec chapter o Physidens for 9lobel su nwe (Canadt) 

M-175
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HERRING, STEVE, IDAHO FALLS, ID 
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080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

Simuam by Dr. S",€ Urmag 
M can Avma 
IdeM FabL Maim £3402 

AprI 15. 1996

1. A 1k m il * Ait 6 a E d .1 =ml A0 

ksymdW ft phok ism insh imwk tb b NOWM *A111mim 1k'udb 
i. Wn LWj &.L ON am" %W it nuft do -q- bd -Wis mo bsoh n w 
iwsan le LWR rm mdd .a on 11 fad NN101 

I ON -kml k m - ask I 1 •i • Wm b a 
ft*s -W~k,= wo mAy w a dkd -kf. lo sb *uWsdv bd a 

. b .AWWdbo dI ag ".__= "• m ý M d •MMAig on of&M 1k DIB, 

3. lb inr . Im m tmmIel- P c tdmu x-n E "1m S1" 
m. Maeinml1 ýkMda1kbpiVn I1-1 

4. Dimale Pe 1k9t U1 ,2"Na-Mirm 
- .. MENEWI -OMM nx. -ks (ubx j 

kwapinsdk ~PS hbiniauWhautm m 

6. A*Dapf E5D di M i~P ý X fy NA ind w~ MO For &m ft 
teu M&=M play a 8*1 1ik ath Oron *A ANL-W E4 pw a via ma do 1k 0 

mm1ndhok im Wd it-"

1/08.03.01 

2/09.00.08 

3/08.03.01 

4/08.03.01 

5/08.03.01

090008 Comment Number 2

Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised.  
The text in the Summary was revised to clarify the comparison of impacts and 
to delete the reference to "adverse" impacts.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
construction of the MOX fuel fabrication facility at INEL. Decisions on 

disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, existing agreements, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative and other Immobilization 
Alternatives at INEL. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, existing agreements, and public input.
ID-0O01
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Dr. SM"v Hmrrig 
298 Call Avieme 
MlOo Fab, |do 83402-3040 

May 6, 1996 

DOE-Ofice ofFisie Matnnmi Diqxma 
do SAIC.PSIS 
P. 0. Bo0 23786 
Wadifiewh. DC 20026-3796 

I smand d hdinbee held i IdnWol Falls mad have uuue wushed the drat PEIS u s die. I would 
Wli tO am the hiuloueun commws: 

I. A arial unmmuew br amy akmaatsve a tht ils nt esurt, dith w evpon-abt nematil 
c be dcdith dY 111=3d Int & weepan for m esID ounm. 7he NAS atstdy 
asabudti dih apeot fel sbhird" as a assamin by "ich to judge dqiWos6 ajemumu 
Awaornm g die a"e fil standard." the phl nm is in a fbn fron wlv&6 it a to dffa to 
reow ns the plueusmi outanml in spem LWR nwe. One insured way of meeing the "spem 
firol sird"m to moinomme the plutoaum it LWR Wd md edien W utie ta fuel to high 

2 Dipoal of the Pu droamul bum-up uoe a owotrds poumer resome pwvidms a "Pee 
Dieidmd r" eq uviepaw-mua, satertls. Cominrmi resaanr alredy pmdMe oumederable 
PhioutaMm (Cammass well bainvng it up vi do amn pn ). A numbler of uommerca 
nucdesr plAMn uhading WPPSS-2 lurve e•,rmed mu an s in using weiari Pum ther plait 
as a wsy to loawr overall fWe cots 

3 A of tht longtanstm mrg popus amn to be acrqtabte fiotn the Wncpoin of saky an 
anvmermdl wripactd, how,,, , the opton for the Collokoam of the Plmtus mud Highly 
BrhedUe U -n s nmvee my uemppot as the n disvobsle kMnew I also believe that any 
of the Long Tesn StoRance propoesl could be d d to be acoqlbk•e 

4. Amonedng to the EIS, some foeme of Pu may no land thesmelve to MOX fabrcaon. For 
dte bons, the INEL should play a jma r. probably theu the ANL-W 

5 71be ivsnouuutal slqUas of di varous tkonsu au diffiult to son out of dhe EIS 
Sume y DamsL Thsme Mnq we no likely to saSpfrasy, eareil the emna.s of 
ouSsmtw. -goeng aduvase 

I Stas you for ftn apporuosuy no oumimnt on thu dieft Prognuminienau E~nuniunnimsl [muapc 

I St*- es

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/08.03.01 

4/09.00.08
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080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternatives. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapon-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Collocation Alternative. DOE agrees that all long-term storage options are 
accepted from the standpoint of safety and environmental impacts. Decisions 
on storage alternatives will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, existing 
agreements, and public input.

090008 Comment Number 4

Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised.  
Text in the Summary was revised to clarify the comparison of impacts and to 
delete the reference to "adverse" impacts.

I
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Leo James Hill 
3030 Slepy Hollow Road 
Pails Church, Virginia 22042-3142 
1-703-237-7507 

26 March 1996 

Written Comments on DOE/EIS-0229-D 

Reference 2.4.3 "doubtful that potential proliferation... or 

host country could recover.., without 
detection.  

Reference figure 2.4.3.1-2 
Sqcurity

Reference 2.4.3.1

Geostationary satellites with laser 
monitoring of sealed downhole with constant 
reporting to centralized ground command 
center. Insuring expedient intervention to 
any attempted breech of secured area.  

"earthquakes" 

Leading edge technology now used for seismic 
studies of earthquake safe areas, balanced 
rocks, has the capability of measuring how 
many hundreds of thousands of years an area 
of basalt or bedrock has been stable. eely 
discovered ionisatioo and weathering 
measurement capabilities can accurately 
determine the stability of an area.

1/01.06.00 

2/13.00.00 

3/04.01.00

010600 

Comment noted.

130000

Comment Number 1

Comment Number 2

The security aspects of the storage and disposition alternatives will be 
developed further in detailed designs for the selected alternative(s).

040100 
Comment noted.

Comment Number 3

0nM-004



HIND, KURT 
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08 03 01 Comment Number I 
Commcm ID: P0022 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
Date Received: April 18, 1996 
Nwne: Kurt hind additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of Addre. : nonc given weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public "Transcription: input.  
I currently work at the site. My work phone number is 208-526-2212. I would w=lcome the 1 0 
bringing of weapons-grade plutonium here for the jobs. I believe that we can stor. it safely 1/08.03.01 
That it will be safe here, and I would welcome, like I said before, the adventation of jobs and a 
more stable economy here. Thank you.  

P-022
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April 20, 1996 
Marlette, Michigan 48453 

To:A .3. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 

P. 0. Box 23786 
washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Prime Minister Chretien 
House of Commons 
Ottawa ON KIA OA6 
CANADA 

From: Ward J. Hodge 
6150 Mayville Road 
Harlette, Michigan 48453 

Gentlemen: One Planet-- One Letter, One problem: 

This is about a political and an economic pendulum that has swung 

too far to one side. The big news story of 1996 will be that 

citizens on the North American continent will share many of the 

same economic, social, and environmental concerns for the future.  

As an economist, I find little to cheer about from either our state 

or our nation's capitol today. Far right ideologies are replacing 

rational thought. Unprecedented firestorms of anti-regulatory leg

islation have turned traditional economic theories upside-down. Es

tablished regulatory lines between government agencies and our cor

porations are being rapidly erased.  

Subversive agendas are promoting the privatization of public facil

ities and glorifying competition in our public utilities. Where is 

the concern on the part of our government officials for the future 

sustainability of the human race? Please respond to this letter 

with your plans to address the new wave of citizen anti-nuclear 

sentiment on your horizon. You are in a unique position to help 

stop the continued proliferation of nuclear waste on this planet.  

I have recently received a draft copy of a news release regarding 

the sale of USA surplus plutonium to Canada. Prom one viewpoint, it 

is immaterial what this will be used for. The news release, from 

the Nuclear Awareness Project in Uxbridge, Ontario tells about the 

possible production of mixed oxide (MOX) fuel for use in two of the 

Bruce "A" nuclear reactors, "A proposal put forward by Ontario 

Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) through AECL's 

U.S. Subsidiary, AECL Technologies." 

This AECL Technologies proposal is, "Based on the assumption that 

(the) Bruce reactors will be retubed 'because there is a demand for 

electricity". I believe this is a faulty assumption fueled by 

corporate agenda needs to continue a government supported planet

wide nuclear power base that is not sustainable.
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Page 2 - U.S. Department of Energy/Ward Hodge 

If I read the reports correctly, This exchange of considerable 
Canadian money for surplus U.S. Plutonium will mean trucking mon
thly shipments of approximately 2 metric tons per year to Canada 
for 25 years. No where do I read that there is a guarantee that 
this is a safe way to dispose of 50 metric tons of nuclear poison.  

The trucks moving this waste will travel within a short distance of 
where I am presently living-- across the Blue Water bridge at Port 
Huron into Sarnia Canada. To me, This seems an outrageous crap
shoot and a waste of Canadian financial resources.  

According to the Nuclear Awareness Project (NAP) draft, The AECL 
Technologies proposal boasts that a provisional Environmental 
Assessment could likely be avoided by treating the MOX fuel "Mis
sion" as being exempt under the Environmental assessment exemption 
granted to Bruce "A" reactors in 1976.  

(Haven't we learned anything in the past twenty tears?) Also 
according to the NAP draft, "The original plutonium is not actually 
eliminated and additional plutonium is created within the fuel 
bundles in the process." 

As this is being written, USA President Clinton is involved with 
other world leaders and Russia's Yeltsin to agree on a nuclear test 
ban sometime in the future. In today's news, Our President uses 
superlatives to describe what this will mean in our future.  

April 1. this year, Canada's GLOBE AND MAIL reported that, "Senior 
government sources confirmed that Prime Minister Chretien supports 
(this) MOX fuel proposal, including importing Russian MOX fuel for use at the Bruce reactors... Chretien is apparently planning to 
endorse the whole scheme at the April 19-20 1996 Nuclear Safety & 
Security Summit of world leaders in Moscow." 

Sir, It is no secret that we must do things differently in the next 
century if we want a sustainable future. First nation Americans 
continue to look ahead seven generations, while most of the ances
tors of European emigrants in North America consider themselves 
lucky if they can look ahead to their next pay check, or their next 
election. Is that the kind of progress that we want here? 

Albert Einstein is quoted in Chapter three of a new book about W.  
Edwards Daming, "THINKING ABOUT QUALITY -- Progress, Wisdom, and 
the Deming Philosophy." 

"The significant problems we face canot be solved at the 
same level of thinking we ware at when we created them" 

Before any further action is taken on either side of our mutual 
border, all government and corporate officials involved should con
sider the implications of the following:
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i r .n a January !9tW WAR AND PEACE DIGEST article headlined, 

"Physicist Chernousenko speaks Out on Horrors of rheinobyl", We 

read that a "Cover-up (was) lifted during U.S. Speaking Tour.  

"vtadimir Cheinousenki,the heroic Ukrairian Nuclear physicist 

who aupervised the "clean up" of Chernobyl, reveals the true 

magnitude of the disastei. Like a voice crying in the 

wilderness, he 'u row committed to alerting the wcrld of the 

fatal dangeis c' •rcrear power. This may be his final 

effort. A victir of radiatcon poiuoning resulting from the 

ChernobyI accident, Chernousenko .s now dying of cancer" 

2) Harvey Wasserma:, t, ioc Advliet for Greenpeace, has wtittei! a 

mnssage in the latest Mither :ones magazine !;efdllined, "Slaying 

The Nuclear Zragun." AcucLding tu Wasserman, "A combination of 

i oons activism, and bad economics has Lalted the bilding of 'u

clear r4actors -:: the U.S. and Europe. . Asia is a diJffer-' 

tory." (Is dvevlopment so dear and fife s. cheap in China and 

India that nuclear power 's the only option there') 

3) In the January/Feb.uary, 1996 WORLD WATCH Magazine Christopher 

Flavin has written nbo-t the next Energy Pevolution e.rtitled, 

"POWER SHOCK". He says that we may soon witness the most dramatic 

changes in a wozid energy economy in a hundred years. He write, 

that, "Once technological change gathers momentum, it can move at 

Lightning speed." He .zclades so~ar electrical power and f•el tell.  

in his analysis. "In a new joint verrui'c catled EnergyWorks, 

Bechtel Enterprise, Inc . and PacifiCorp, a giant .tility... will 

pursue prijects around the world based on wind turi..,cs. biomass, 

industrial energy effiriency, and other techrnc'og:e that mcst 

large energy firms have sp,.rned as pirny..." 

Sii, I speak against any further development of nuclear power, biti 

in this hemisphere and a,.ywhere else on this planet until we have 

solved the pruobiec of disposing this life-threatening waste, some 

' l hc' can be with .s for at least a quarter Of million years.  

That, in itselt in toou -ng to even comprehend in a rational manner 

considering the fasl ty of l4fe •,ere, and the speed at which we are 

preseLtly destioy:i.. on ;,atural resources and out eco-syctemý.  

n thi;* cs:.t-nt we ase neglecting our fr'-:i 'recause we are in 

dental about our present, and have forgotten much if 0in past. On 
both sides of out border, government offacias wojcz.g. with multi

national lobbyists, must stop measuring human progress inn teru cf 

dollars gained and natural resources destroyed. If Canada is doing 

this, as suggested, to help nuclear disarmanent efforts of the USA 

and P 1nsia, I believe it to be folly of the worst sort that will 

not reflc well on this administitation or your department.  

Sincerely,

1/08.03.01

M-048
toy 
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080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 

reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  

Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

M-220

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for long
term storage of fissile materials. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

-Aw"M d- ~-4ý'I . -
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080301 Comment Number 1
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

Comment ID: PD038 missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 

Date Received May 1, 1996 
Name: Linda Hyatt 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

Address: Dallas, TX economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

Transcription: 

I wish to express my support for jobs and development in the Panhandle that don't endanger 

workers. I have family members that live there, and I also am concerned about the natural 

resources in Texas, and especially our agricultural products. Thus, I am opposed to any 1/08.03.01 

plutonium processing in the Texas Panhandle. Also to bringing plutonium to Pantex from other 

sites, and I am opposed to any long-term storage of plutonium over the aquifer in that area.  

Thank you very much.

P-038
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090801 Comment Number I 

The primary purpose of the Fissile Materials Disposition Program is to store 
and dispose of surplus weapons-usable fissile materials in a manner that 
achieves both national security and ES&H objectives. Selection of a 
Preferred Alternative was based on numerous factors including 
socioeconomics. While the creation of jobs is a benefit of the program, it is • 
not the only factor used to determine the alternative or the location for 
implementing a Federal action.  

a
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IES UTILITIES, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA, 

WALTER NODEEN 
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Comment ID: P0040 

Date Received; May 8, 1996 

Name: Walter Nodeen

Organization: 
Address:

Principal Engineer of Nuclea Fuel 
IES Utilities 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Transcription: 

We operate the Duane Arnold Energy Center Nuclear Power Station which is a BWR. I just 

wanted to register our comments on the PEIS and say that we are much in favor of going ahead [ 1/08.03.01 
with the plutonium disposition that uses the plutonium for reactor fuel. In fact, we hope to be 

one of the reactors that is able to utilize that fuel. We think that is the best process and best 

policy to follow for several reasons. It saves the energy content of the plutonium instead ofjust 

wasting it by throwing it away. That appears to us to be the best way to go. Thank you.  

P-040

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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14469 N. 55th E.  
Idaho Falls. ID 83401 
May 7. 1996 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

re: Storage & Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials DPEIS 

Gentlemen: 

As a retired Systems Engineer and having worked in the water and waste treat

ment industry. 20 years at the INEL CPP plant. taught chemical engineering.  

and developed a Process Technology program at EITC. my judgement of the DPEIS 

document is that it does not consider the real final solution to the destruc

tion of weapons-usable fissile materials. The only probable answer to this 

problem that I have seen is the IFR (Integral Fast Reactor) developed at AbL 

because it is the only option I know of for providing a closed-loop system to 

destroy Pu and other actinides by recycling them back to a fast reactor.  

using an electrometallurgical process to separate fissile materials from 

fission products. The recycled fissile materials are so radioactive and the 

Pu so impure as to be non-proliferable. The by-product stream contains a 

lower volume of radioactive fission products and other materials than the 

original fuel elements, with a lower heat load for final disposition. The 

side advantage of providing additional power, using a passively safe reactor 

that can't undergo devastating enviroimental consequences of Chernobyl or TMI 

are powerful reasons to consider the IFR for this and for the even more 

extensive Pu/SNF problem coming up in the near future.  

To merely convert this fissile material into a form for burial either as 

glass or ceramic logs or as SNF from a LWR does not render it permanently 

free from proliferation at some future date. The President's Non-Prolifera

tion Policy is inconsistent in stopping all Pu processing in the U.S. while 

supporting it in western Europe and Japan: also in seeking to eliminate 

"accumulation of lEU and Pu. yet stopping further development of newer. safer 

nuclear power reactors such as the IFR. which would reduce HEU and Pu inven

toriss. The IFR appears to me to be the only currently valid way to meet the 

President's Non-Proliferation Policy. Yet I find no mention of the rest of 

the 37 alternatives for Pu disposition referred to on p. S-6 of the Sumnary 

document, nor in Vol.0. as referred to in its Foreward. Western Europe.  

Russia and Japan have given no indication of backing down from their use of 

Pu or the PUREX method of reprocessing, which produce Pu for nuclear weapons.  

Thus. I place little credence in this Draft PEI$ for solving the real problem 

of destroying Pu. let alone maximizing power generated from this resource and 

enviromental protection from the by-products. To not do so is imsoral, il

logical, and is a symptom of the worst of our throw-away culture: total aye

tems thinking is required for the best interests of the U.S. and the world.  

For what could possibly be used from this DPEIS as a reasonable alternative.  

I consider the :AN Electrometallurgical Alternative as being the most cost 

effective of any alternative, since it requires the least area, equipment.  

personnel of any; it showed up as best in the comparative tables on most 

items. The equipment and information might be usable if the U.S. wakes up to 

its real responsibilities; let science & engineering make the decisions.  

Respectfully submitted: 

Lowell A. Joie

1/14.00.00 

1/14.00.00 
cont.  

2/08.03.01

M-186

140000 Comment Number 1

During the screening of alternatives for inclusion in the PEIS, a Reactor
Burning concept was evaluated involving a variation of the Integral Fast 

Reactor concept. However, this concept, which would use a reactor fuel cycle 

design still under development, would be more costly and less timely than 

other mature reactor options. The development program was recently 

terminated by the Administration and Congressional action. Since Pu 

disposition can be accomplished using existing technologies, there is no 

justification for developing this advanced technology for Pu disposition.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, existing 

agreements, and public input.
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

Date Received: Arfl 1. 1 Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
Name: Rob Johnston materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
Address: studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  
Transcnption: 

I want to comment on the plutonium disposal. I prefer that they use it in light water reactor and 

use the energy up as available It's a smart way to do it. It's economically supported through 1/08.03.01 
scientific research, and I think it's a waste of taxpayer's dollars totjust dispose of it- Thank you.  

P-026 
L£•tb-



JOLLEY, MICHAEL F., CHUBBUCK, ID 
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Michael F. Jolley 
$423 Yellowsmzne Ave.  
ChubWJ6h Ideho 33202 

US. Dvarlso Oftnerz 
Office of Fissile Maeriall. Diapoito 
P.O. Bos 23726 
Woitsingtm. I . 2026-2796 

9 April 1996 

Non Soxon Oxary: 
In ham the call for public conaticrts; almt the dispoition ofthe United Stiat rimilc 

niatcriAl I wish toeddM ufopkon for thsevem
I srofglfy blieve that all isile meteal should be wed for the production of seotri 

for t.s United St•tee. Tho shud be doae, in emtilat fhWon, ee the proposed Isiah project. I 
wideoistad that thin would moult in the pjoductioa of mor, nudcer -te. Howe'r", I 
believe trongly t"t the esearc'h over the pa•t few decades at the lIdtho Notional 
EngFog n$mg lob hex icovided a ae wray to deal with ncllear wtet.  

mert ecn.om this puposal would reduce the need ft" l*olectric power iroduction.  
Spacifically. the Pacific Nortlhwes would batcit with ma S.h end Stmehcad rans.  

Rape. ally.  

Michael F. Jolly

1/08.03.01

F-004

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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Comment Number 1
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1/08.02.00 

2/01.05.00 

3/01.02.00

F-052

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 

meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 

such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 

made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 

available on the Program's electronic bulletin board.

010500 
Comment noted.

010200

Comment Number 2

Comment Number 3

The purpose of the Proposed Action for Pu disposition is to convert Pu into 
proliferation-resistant forms that meet the Spent Fuel Standard (options for 

long-term disposition of Pu should seek to meet a standard that makes Pu as 

inaccessible for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of Pu 

that is found in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors, as 

suggested by the NAS), thereby fulfilling the President's Nonproliferation 

Policy. The disposition alternatives would convert 100 percent of the material 

into a proliferation-resistant form.

CF
080200
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010500 Comment Number 4

The screening process provided a reasonable basis for evaluating options for 
further consideration in a report that was made available in March 1995.

010500 Comment Number 5

In considering the technical maturity of an option for Pu disposition, DOE 
looked at the risks and uncertainties associated with the development and 
implementation of the option, the time and cost required to minimize risks 

and uncertainties, and how these factors affect DOE's ability to accomplish 

the disposition mission. Though the borehole category may not be as 

developed and mature as the reactor and immobilization categories, it does 

provide a category of technology alternatives for Pu disposition different 

from the other two. The borehole category gives three different technology 

paths for consideration of disposition alternatives, of which one or more could 

be selected to fulfill the PEIS purpose and need.
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010400 Comment Number 6

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to convert Pu into a proliferation
resistant form that meets the Spend Fuel Standard in a prompt manner.  

Destruction of Pu is not a necessary requirement for meeting the purpose of 

the Proposed Action.

010500 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy developed screening criteria which were used as 
a basis for narrowing technology options for disposition. This criteria were 

provided to the general public for comment and discussed at the scoping 

meetings. The criteria were changed as a result of public comment. Other 

factors were considered in the screening process, but were not included as 

"criteria." 

The degree of fissile materials destruction and impact on U.S. energy needs 

were among the factors considered. However, in some cases, such as 

vitrification, these factors were outweighed by other benefits.  

The technologies selected for evaluation in the PEIS will be capable of 

starting disposition in 8 to 10 years and finishing in 16 to 20 years (that is, in 

much less time than 20 to 50 years). Less mature technologies would take 

much longer due to the greater degree of R&D required. Therefore, more time 

would be required to start disposition.

010000 
Comment noted.

Comment Number 8

--..
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Comment 11): P0016 

Date Received: April is, 1996 

Name: Mike Kcesler 

Address: 4320 East 540 N 
Rigby, ID 83442 

Phone: 208-745-8552 

Transcription: 

It seems as though we had a perfect solution or dealing with this with these warheads and the 

weapons grade plutonium when we had the IFR project going. I mean burning it through those 

reactors would definitely take care of it. It would fuel the reactors for many many years to come 1/08.0301 

and provide us with an almost free source of power by doing that, but it seems that they didn't 

think about it. Anyway, they could still revive the project or burn them in other reactors, I guess, 

if that's what it takes, but that seems the most viable alternattive to getting rid of this waste or the 

byproducts from the nuclear weapons. Thank you.  

P-016

22 .1 

O0

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

" 9'!" ". IZ

1
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Comment Number I
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1/08.02.00

TX-060

All of the documents used to prepare this PEIS have been made available to 
the public. Copies of the reference documents have been placed in DOE 
Public Reading Rooms near each of the potentially affected sites.

00 
w

080200
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2/09.05.04

Section 3.5.5 of the Final PEIS provides a description of the seismic condition 
of the Pantex area and notes that the area is relatively free from earthquakes.  
It also notes that little or no damage could occur as a result of an earthquake.  
Appropriate seismic criteria will be used for any facility upgrades or new 
facility designs.

090404 Comment Number 3

Activities conducted under the Superfund Program do not require permits; 
however, Pantex does have appropriate permits and all administrative 
requirements associated with the applicable permits must be adhered to.  

A full suite of contaminants is monitored to understand the nature and extent 
of the contamination in order to fully protect human health and the 
environment.

3/09.04.04 1

TX-060

090504 Comment Number 2
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Comment ID: P0030 

Date Received: 04/25/96 

Name: W. H. Keisimeyer. M.D.  

Organization: Augusta Hypertension 

Address: 1021 15th Street, Suite 2 

Augusta, (GA 30901 

Phone: 706-722-4689

Transcription: 

My comment on this question of how can we safety store and disposc of plutonium dismantled 

from nuclear weapons is that the plutonium would be processed in a safe fashion so that it can be 

loaded on rockets and sent to the sun for ultimate recycling of it to where it originated and I am 

recommending that this be considered to be done in a central location such as Savannah River 

Site in South Carolina so as to have not only an environmental impact but also have a positive 

effect on downsizing from defense cutbacks, in other words, this would be processed for the 

entire planet at SRS. It would be shipped from other countries into this location and it could bc 

processed in pellets that would be suitable for launching from rockets and furthermore if 

necessary it would be worth the consideration of launching these loads from a remotc arca, an 

uncivilized area, similar to those areas in the South Pacific that were sites of tests such as Bikini 

Atoll, and this would avoid the concern over rocket explosions or launch explosions and 

contamination of the local environment. I can be reached here if you have any further questions.  

Thank you and have a pleasant day.

1/01.04.00

P-030

010400 Comment Number 1

The Space Disposition Option was eliminated during a technology screening 
process that preceded the PEIS. There were several reasons for eliminating 

this option, including safety, cost, and environmental concerns.



08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 

Comment noted.  

150000 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 2

Comment Number 3

00 
00
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1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/15.00.00

PC-228

I
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StAhen L. K~n&lqy M!DA 

Er... OIW 9740 
(541) 3424299 

Department of Fissile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Sirs, 

I am writing you in urgent regard to the situation at Hanford Nuclear 

Reserve. In my opinion as a scientist and physician the situation there 

represents the greatest threat to biological life on the planet. You do not 

need to be a scientist to understand that millions of tons of active and 

eminently explosive nuclear waste stored haphazardly on the banks of one 

of the largest rivers in the world is a situation that is primed for 

disaster. I am speaking of the type of disaster that would change life on 

earth as we know it forever.  
I realize that those in your office have been working diligently on this 

problem for decades and it is not a situation that you personally created.  

However I am asking you to bear with me as I point out the direction of 

the only viable solution. I am not some radical that is protesting a nearly 

impossible situation but rather a scientist trying to shed light on a 

political and environmental issue of greatest import. Any attempts to 

control this problem by containment will be obviously temporary. To bury 

this waste miles beneath the earth could be more harmful than helpful.  

The only viable method of solution is to neutralize this waste using 

microorganisms. This technology is rapidly evolving and if it were 

stimulated and fostered the neutralization process could be started soon.  

Please focus on this area of waste neutralization using microorganism 

technology. Your funds will be much better spent and the public and 

politicians will be far happier and more accepting of this solution than of 

those which call for feeble containment at the expense of future 

generations. Please contact me If you would like to discuss this further. I 

suggest you work with existing bioremediation companies and researchers 
for direction.

cc: Ron Wyden US Senate

1/08.03.01 

2/14.00.00

With SincereT nks, 

Ste L Kimbrley M.D.

M-044

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 

Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.

140000 Comment Number 2

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to convert the surplus weapons-usable 
Pu into a form that meets the Spent Fuel Standard for proliferation resistance.  

Existing proven waste forms are sufficient to meet the needs of the Proposed 

Action. Development of new waste forms is beyond the scope of this PEIS.
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09 00 04 Comment Number 1 

Based on comments received, the Summary was revised. There was no 
intention to portray Pantex, the Pantex region, or the Texas Panhandle region 
in a negative fashion. Each DOE site was analyzed and studied in the same 

United States Departmof Energy manner and presented in the Draft PEIS accurately per these analyses and 
NAME (optmal) HY 1. }-/I- OL., ,,studies. All revisions made to the PEIS text are included in the Summary of 
ADDREss: 3 04 (-Tf-,v-P VR I/ 4MAILW TX 791/9? the Final PEIS.  
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NOA rP t41 r-Y-7•T, rh•f / 70/, 7 • The Department of Energy did not intend to give the perception that the sites 

S7were ranked. Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS 
)was revised. All revisions made appear in the Summary of the Final PEIS.  
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Comment Number 1

30 Man9r D=rve 
Samte GA 30571 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Rinile Materials Disposition 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Statement for the record: Weapons Usable Fissile Material PEIS 

I am unable to attend the April 30 PEIS on the disposition of weapon grade Plutonium in 

Augusta and wish this written statemesnt to be interested into the record in my absence.  

First, I oppose any plan to dispose of Plutonium by turning it into MOX fuel. In other 

word.% I oppose burning Pu in a reactor. I oppose reprocessing of any kind because of it sends 

the wrong mesage internationally.  

The U.S. is the leader of the free world. We should not deviate from our commitment not 

to reproceas commercially. I want to point out that this commiutmnt was made by President Jimmy 

Carter who was Irained in nuclear technology, served aboard a nuclear submarine, and was in a 

better position than any world leader to understand the implications of reprocessing.  

Second, I protest the PEIS system itself as it pertains to this decision. By holding these 

hearings at DOE sites around the country in cities where the public has a strong econoric interest 

in perpetuating DOE related jobs. the outcome is biased. While I applaud the DOE's efforts to 

establish and support a Citizens Advisoty Board and thereby encourage public input, I question it% 

effectiveness in reaching the general public.  

I attended the CAB forum in August on April 25 but feel it was slanted toward a 

preconceived outtome. I also protest the relatively short time allowed for written comment 

following the PEtS. Seven days (deadline May 7th) is not emugh time for the general public to 

absorb the information and express their concerns.  

I am aware of the urge•cy in this matter. but I am convinced that we must secure all fissile 

material as best we can without being rushed into long-term solutions that can possibly lead to even 

greater probleme is the future. If we bum finsile Pu in reactor, we have no guarantee that the 

process will stop there and that we will not continue to depend on MOX ass source of energy.  

Our biggest long-term problem is what to do with radioactive waste from reactors in the 
U.S. and around the world. This problem was not even addressed at the CAB meeting on April 

25. I asked this question and s did others I spoke to, but we had to as in writing nd the panel 

choose not to answer. The MOX option only exacerbates this problem and is a primary reason 

why it must be opposed.

Sincerely.

11/08.03.01 
12/01.00.00

3/08.02.00 

4/08.01.00

I 5/15.00.00

Joan 0. King

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

010000 Comment Number 2

The specific purpose of DOE's PEIS effort is to evaluate alternatives for the 
disposition of surplus weapons-usable Pu that would render the Pu as 
inaccessible and unattractive for reuse in nuclear weapons as the much larger 
and growing quantity of Pu that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. This condition is referred to as the Spent Fuel Standard. If an 
alternative using MOX fuel in reactors is selected, the surplus Pu would 
eventually be contained in spent fuel and, by definition, the Spent Fuel 
Standard would be achieved.  

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 
potential disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of 
Pu from that spent fuel is beyond the scope of the PEIS and the fundamental 
nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. The fact that the PEIS 
evaluates disposition of surplus weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but 
does not further evaluate reprocessing of the spent fuel, does not foreclose 
policy or technology options, nor does it prejudice future decisions regarding 
the management or disposition of the spent fuel.

080200 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

080100 Comment Number 4

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

080301

'.

M-200

J.
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Comment ID: P0033 
Date Received: May 1, 1996 
Name: Joan King 
Address 304 Mawor Drive 

Sautee, GA 30571 
Phone: 706-878-3459 

Transcription:

I am concond about several things. 1) 1 can not get to Augusta for the PEIS hearing on the 

disposal of plutonium, but I am opposed to anything that would jeopardize our position against 

producing plutonium. That means I don't want to sec MOX fuel option used. Glassify it if 

possible. But, I'm also concerned that thcrc isn't enough time for the information to get out. If 

May 7 is the deadline for written comments, this is not allowing enough time. I know it must bc 

very difficult to get all of this in, but you are asking the public to he informed about something 

that is tremendously complicated. I would like to see a special panel address this; do it publicly, 

give the public enough time to become educated and to know what the issues are. This is not 

something that can be setled in Augusta or near any ofthe nuclear plants where people are 

already predisposed towards certain options. I hope somebody will get back to me on this. I will 

write written comments. Tlhank you. Bye.

1/08.03.01 
2/08.03.01 

3/08.01.00 

4/08.01.00

P-033

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080100 Comment Number 3

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

080100 Comment Number 4

Comment noted.
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M-287

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
use of the CANDU Reactor Alternative for the disposition of Pu. Decisions 
on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. This will include an appropriate level of 
analysis by Canada before any decision on burning Pu in a CANDU reactor 
is implemented.
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080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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D* a. Department Of Energy, 

OffIn o~f il.*iie M.teriala Disposii~on~, 

P. 0. 2o 3786.  

washington, D. C. 20026-37
8 6

, U.S.A.  

By Facsiile 202-586-2710 may I., 1996 

Be; storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usablo fleaii* 

Materials Draft Programaetic Environaent~i IePact Statement.  

we. the undersigned, citiaena of Ontario, are strongly 

opposed to the ieport of weapons-gade plutonium for use as 

fuel in CANDt reattors.  

We want to prevent expomnS aillions of residenlts 

along ahipp, g rout.. to this deadly material and suggest it bo 

hurned or disposed of at point of origintsanuofature).  

Sincerely, 
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Office of siaa~il ..Ateriaia Dj.,,osliUof, 

P.O. box 23?86, 

4sshlagt.0, ji. C. 20026-3786, U.b.A.  

.j T&ei.±ii ZDZ-556-2710 iiey 4. 1996 

94; btorago and SW~oposteon of ý.sapoon-Uvab1O Fisalla 

materials Draft PrograzomUCi Lniroviiotal IMPaCt bt.tsast**O 

,i., the undersigned, "tis&an of Ontario, sin strongliy 

opposed to the Import of w4&P0Rs-orsd0 Plutcui.S3 for sea as 

fuel in CLADU reactors.  

&*e ast to prevent exposing nilliona of residents 

.1aamsahipping rw,.ta to this deadly stonrlal and sugosnt It be 

burned or disposed of at point of origin(sanofaetll*).  

.iiaonr.1y, 

TAIMJ Vr 9C f. VA91tm 013 NJot ITO 

K o. 43~ ~~/a 

Y~r'v 'Y

pt. je& l J

M-287
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office or %&ileo). ,,tnrlain L)i-,attiom 
P.O. BoR 23736.  

Zy Feoain1ie 202-536-2710 .,ay 4, 1996 

Rt; otora4* and Disposition of 'Leapons-Usable Fialee..  

hatoriais Draft Prog-atflt± Inviromental Iapct Sttemennt.  

.. , the undersigned, cititens of Ontario, art strOfldi, 

opposed to the import of .eapone-grads piotonium for um as 

fuel Is CA2EDU reactors.  

160 wanit to prevent exposing miiiiosa of resident.  

along ahipping rootes to this deadly material and sugýý.st It be 

burned or disposed of at point of origin(ma~nfactUr*).  

Sincerel R7C 15e 6' 

~~oL...a. ~Vo (N~~ ,-j4)~4/ H~ 1 

,4"Rv~ A A. ~.' d H )'

M-287
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U... Ziepartmen of Lnergy.  

offlice of zieisile ,,atorilstl fianoaiiUon, 

P.O. Boy P3786.  

,ashingtofl, L. C. Z00126-3786, ZbA 

zy fEacimile 202-536-2710 
-my 41, 1996 

Rqe; torage and Disposition of 1,1,saona-Usable Fianil@ 

Haterials sdraft Proersz~atc LnvironaentdŽ i*,ct i.~toment.  

.o. ts ndersignled, ci~tizensa of Ontari-o, are strongly 

opposed to the impor
t 

of weapons grade plutonium for use On 

fuel in CAZ;DU reactors.  

-.e want to prevent exposing~ 
millionse of residents 

alo i hpigruS to thie deadly aoterial and *fges~t It be 

bu.rned or disposed of at point of orIgin(manufacture).  

sincerely, 

M-287


